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1. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PERFORMANCE
Prices and Productivity
Intuction
This program covers both measurement and
analysisin two traditional areas of National
Bureau interest: prices and productivity. Among
the studies described below, those by Gordon
and Ruggles are focused on measurement, that
is, the improvement of measures of price change
and the development of new ones. The other
studies of prices and productivity are essentially
analytical, although some new measures may
be developed to aid in this task.
Two new projects are described below, one
on foreign influences on input costs and manu-
factu ring prices by Phillip Cagari and one on the
wholesale price index by Richard Ruggles. The
studies on inflation, 1964—1974, by Avram Kis-
selgoff and Joel Popkin, and research and de-
velopment and firm productivity by M. lshaq
Nadiri, have been actively pursued during the
year. Several others, begun earlier, are moving
toward or through the publication process. One
of these is Robert J. Gordon's volume on "The
Measurement of Durable Goods Prices," which
has been revised by the author after staff review
and is now being updated. Phillip Cagan's study
of the short-run behavior of prices was com-
pleted with the publication of "Changes in the
Recession Behavior of Wholesale Prices in the
1920's and Post-World War U" and "Inflation
and Market Structure, 1967—1973" in Explora-
tions in Economic Research, Volume 2, Num-
bers 1 and 2 respectively, and the submission
of a third paper for staff comment. M. lshaq
Nadiri's paper 'The Behavior of Output and In-
put Prices," presented at the November 1974
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meeting of the Conference on Research in In-
come and Wealth, will appear in the Conference
on PriceBehavior,StudiesinIncome and
Wealth, Vol. 42 (forthcoming). A paper on his
current study, reported on below, was presented
at the November 1975 session of that conference
on new developments in productivity measure-
ment, and will be published in a forthcoming
conference volume.
Several of the studies listed in this section
are related to others described elsewhere in this
report. The new project by Cagan will draw to
some extent on the price data described by
Kravis and Lipsey in the section on International
Studies and will examine, from a different view-
point, some of the same issues to be examined
in the projected study of the international trans-
mission of inflation through the world monetary
system. Nadiri's study shares some data acqui-
sition with the project on enterprise microdata,
discussed in the section on the measurement of
economic and social performance.
The program of research on productivity, em-
ployment, and price levels began under grants
from the Sloan Foundation and the Alex C.
Walker Educational and Charitable Foundation.
The current work is being financed by the Na-
tional Science Foundation, the Treasury Depart-




The objective of this study, financed by the Na-
tional Science Foundation, is to contribute to the
understanding of the causes of the inflation of1964—1974 and of the ways the inflation affected
the economy during this period.
The research results obtained thus far will be
presented in papers at three professional soci-
ety meetings. The comments received plus sub-
sequent results of this research effort will form
the basis for comprehensive analytical papers
that will be submitted for publication.
Two of the three papers are concerned with
sectoral analysis of inflation. In one the author
discusses the behavior of crude oil prices and
their effect on end-use prices of refined petro-
leum products. In the other the author examines
the behavior of prices in manufacturing indus-
tries producing primary products (other than
fuel). Price increases in both of these sectors
together with those for farm products have been
associated, causally by many, with the sharp
acceleration in the U.S. inflation rate in 1973—
1974.
The third paper is a progress report on a
macroeconometric model of the U.S. economy
in which the behavior of prices, output, and re-
lated variables for the intermediate sector of
the economy are integrated with that of final
demand components. The equation structure
for the final demand sector of the model is that
of the typical Keynesian model with three ex-
ceptions. First, the commodity portion of per-
sonal consumption expenditures is disaggre-
gated differently to make the subaggregates
conform with the definitions used to form the
various groupings of finished goods manufac-
turers that supply consumer goods to retailers.
The second distinction is related to the deter-
mination of the deflators for the components of
personal consumption expenditures. In the typi-
cal models such deflators are functions of the
overall deflator. In this model each deflator is
explained, in part by indexes of manufacturers'
prices for the particular commodity groups, and
the deflators are then combined to form the total.
The third distinction is that there is no overall
equation for inventory change.Itisderived
instead from equations explaininginventory
change in each of the various manufacturing
and trade sectors.
The final demand and intermediate commod-
ity producing sectors interact in the following
way. For any grouping of final goods—con-
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sumer home goods for example—final demand,
prices, and the difference between actual and
desiredinventories determine orders placed
with manufacturers. The level of manufacturers'
production, finished goods inventories, and un-
filledorders are then determined by using
models based on linear decision rules. These
decisions in turn affect inventory-sales, unfilled
orders-sales,andcapacityutilizationratios
which, together with labor costs and materials
input prices, enter the equation for manufac-
turers' prices. This process is repeated back-
ward through the stages of process.
Results obtained to date indicate that the
weakest link in the chain is the set of equations
for orders. The inherent triangularity of the basic
input-output table underlying the classification
of sectors is used to attribute data available on
orders received to the sectors placing the or-
ders. More work is required with existing data to
improve this link if the model is to be fully simul-
taneous.
The analysis of the behavior of primary indus-
trialprices focuses on those industries that
perform the initial processing of nonfood agricul-
tural commodities, forestry products, and min-
erals other than fuels. They are disaggregated
into eight groups: textiles, lumber, paper, chem-
icals, fertilizers, stone, clay and glass, iron and
steel, and nonferrous metals. Preliminary results
show that excess demand variables have signifi-
cant, though often small, influences in six of
these eight industries. In five of the six indus-
tries at least two of the three excess demand
variables—unfilled orders, finished goods in-
ventories and capacity utilization—are signifi-
cant. This suggests that no one of these vari-
ables incorporates all the aspects of excess
demand. This helps explain why, despite the
fact that capacity utilization was no higher in
1973—1 974 than in 1965—1966, price increases
in these industries averaged much higher in the
later period. In 1965—1966 a high level of capac-
ityutilization was adequate tofillincoming
orders without requiring any substantial buildup
inunfilled orders or draw-down of finished
goods inventories. In 1973—1974 that was not the
case—unfilled orders rose and finished goods
inventories fell, both markedly.
The price equations for these eight sectors,when integrated with the equations for produc-
tion1 finished goods inventories, and unfilled or-
ders, form a submodel that can be simulated
under various assumptions about new orders
received. This may explain the conditions in
which bottlenecks occur and forewarn of any
recurrence of the 1973—1974 explosion in prices
of these primary commodities.
As a part of the study of the impact of hex-
ternal" shocks on the overall rate of inflation in
the U.S., special consideration was given to
price behavior at the various levels of activity
in the oilindustry. Despite the considerable
literature on the industry, there was no sys-
tematic set of data measuring prices at the vari-
ous stages of processing and at the end-use
level. By using various sources—government,
industry, and consumers—it was possible to
develop a reasonably reliable set of price data
that could be used to study the propagation of
price changes through the industry and its effect
on the overall rate of inflation.
Table Il-i gives a general idea of price be-
havior over time for the last four Census years
at the three major levels of the industry's activity
—crude oil production, refining, and distribu-
tion. An effort has been made to develop annual
prices between Census years and to update this
information through 1974.
The industrial sector models developed in this
project will be used to study the more recent
price behavior. Attention will be directed to de-
termining whether the price behavior during the
1972—1974 expansion, the 1 974—i 975 contrac-
tion and 1975—1 976 recovery can be generated
by the same structural model. The extent and
timing of the transmission of price change since
1972 from one industrial sector to another will
also be analyzed. The Council on Wage and
Price Stability provided support for this project.
Avram Kisselgoff
Joel Popkin
Research and Development and
Firm Productivity
The purpose of this research is to find the rela-
tionship between R & D activities and produc-
tivity at the level of the individual firm. A dynamic
model of the determinants of investment, em-
ployment and R & D has been developed and
estimated using data for individual firms. The
specific questions considered are:
1. How do R & D activities fitin the firm's
optimal input decision process and what are the
explicit determinants of these activities?
2. How does the demand for factors of pro-
duction change in response to changes in the
firm's research and development activities? In
what way does the factor endowment of a firm
affect its R & D intensity?
3. What are the dynamic adjustment proc-
esses underlying each input decision, including
R & D investment, and how is the adjustment
process of one input affected by the adjustment
pattern of other inputs?
4. What are the short-run effects of changes
in relative prices and demand on R & D activities
and other inputs? How do these effects con-
trast with the long-run impacts of prices and
TABLE Il-i
Preliminary Estimates of the Average Value of a Barrel of Oil at the Well, at the
Refinery, and at the End-Use Level
. 1958 1963 1967 1972
Crude oil at the well 3.01 2.89 2.92 3.39
Finished petroleum (shipped) at the refinery level (f.o.b.) 4.38 4.14 4.42 4.75
Finished petroleum products at the end-use level
excluding all direct taxes 7.50 7.47 8,35 8.99
Finished petroleum products at the end-use level
including all direct taxes 9.20 9.47 10.39 11.40
Note: Figures indicate average value per barrel in dollars.
9sales on factors including R & D activities?
To analyze these issues, an interrelated factor
demand model is derived from a cost minimiza-
tion principle; its dynamic feature is that it traces
the interaction of the adjustment paths of R & D
investment, capital stock, and total employment.
Itis possible, in the context of this model, to
Study the 'static' and "dynamic" influences of
R & D, on employment and investment behavior
and the impact of changes in these variables on
R & D expenditures. The possibilities of comple-
mentarity or substitution among different types
of capital and labor and A & D in the short- and
long-runs are also examined. Furthermore, it is
possible to estimate labor productivity indexes
for each firm and to examine the transitory and
long-run responses of these indexes to changes
in exogenous variables.
In estimating the model we have compiled the
necessary data for approximately 90 companies
for the period 1962—1 974. The appropriate vari-
ables have been assembled by merging data
from various sources, including supplemental
data on costs of A & D personnel, prices of capi-
tal. goods, and relative input prices obtained
from the U.S. Department of Commerce. Infor-
mation on some alternative indexes of innova-
tive activities such as patents has also been
assembled. The model has been fitted to the
data for a sample of 62 firms for the period
1965—1 974 and the results support the specifi-
cation of the model. A paper based on these re-
suits will be published in the Conference on
Researchin Income and Wealth volume on
"New Developments in Productivity Measure-
ment." The main findings of this paper are:
1. The firm's employment, capital accumula-
tion, and research and development decisions
are closely intertwined and a dynamic interac-
tion process seems to underlie these decisions.
2. As in the case of demand for labor and
capital, the research and development activities
of the firm are significantly influenced by both
sales and relative input prices.
3. The long-run output elasticities of the in-
puts, especially those of labor and research and
development, are quite similar and suggest a
constant return to scale in production.
4. Both labor productivity and investment de-
mand of the firms are significantly affected by
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their research and development expenditures,
and labor productivity is significantly affected
by capital accumulation.
5. The demands for the three inputs are quite
stable when firms are stratified by size of their
assets; however, there is evidence of cross-
sectional differences among firms and some
changes over time in their input decisions.
Currently we are updating the data base and
will test the stability and performance of the
model for the larger set of firms.
This study is being financed by a grant from
the National Science Foundation.
The Wholesale Price Index
M. lshaq Nadiri
A reexamination of the wholesale price index
has been undertaken with the support of the
Council on Wage and Price Stability and the co-
operation of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
The analysis is focused on the scope and cov-
erage of the index, the classification structure
and weighting system, the representativeness
and/or redundancy of price observations, and
the consistency and validity of price measure-
ments.
The scope and coverage will be examined in
terms of the requirements for monitoring price
behavior, indexing of contracts, deflation of cur-
rent price data, and the analysis of inflation. The
classification structure and weighting system
are important in determining how well the index
is able to provide a summary measure of aver-
age price change and the relevant information
on changes in relative prices in different sectors
of the economy. The representativeness and/or
redundancy ofprice observationsrefersto
sampling design and the problem of ensuring
reliablecoverageatminimumcost.Bruce
Spencer of Yale University is conducting the
research in this area. Finally, the question of
consistency and validity asks whether the index
measures what itis supposed to measure and
how it is related to other kinds of economic data.
Meetings have been held with federal govern-
ment agencies that use the wholesale price
index and with an advisory committee consisting
of NBER staff members working in related areas.
John LeMonnier is compiling materials gener-
ated by past NBER projects in this area andMatthew Goldberg and Orin Hansen are provid-
ing data processing support. The Bureau of
Labor Statistics is supplying the necessary de-
tailed data to make this study possible.
Richard Ruggles
Foreign Influences on Input Costs and
Manufacturing Prices
Due to the large increases in basic commodity
prices in 1973 and 1974, public attention was
focused on the influence of world price in-
creases on domestic inflation. To what extent
and how rapidly do such increases feed into
domestic manufacturing costs and raise output
prices? Do increases and decreases have sym-
metrical effects? Do changes in input prices that
are usually more volatile have less effect or a
slower effect on output prices than changes in
input prices that are usually less volatile, be-
cause buyers are not sure whether the changes
are permanent and are reluctant to respond to
reversible price changes? Such differences in
the transmission of changes in costs through the
price system are relevant to the understanding
and prediction of the domestic effect of world
price movements.
The present study is a detailed empirical
analysisof manufacturinginput and output
prices since the mid-1960's with special at-
tention to the 1973—1 975 period. Monthly input
materials price indexes for the 50-odd input-
output manufacturing industries are being con-
structed. Previously available indexes have been
annual series or pertained to broader industry
aggregates. Also, previous indexes have not
been purged of overlapping components be-
tween input and output prices, leading to spuri-
ous correlationinprice equations. The new
series delete any common components between
input and output series. This process reduces
the coverag.e somewhat, but avoids serious
problems in interpreting regression results. The
new series will be used in price equations incor-
porating output and wage indexes for each sec-
tor. Inputs will be segregated according to the
percentage of the total supply which is imported
or exported. In that way we can study whether
differences among inputs in their effects on out-
put prices are related to the degree to which the
inputs are world-traded. The price equations will
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help to show to what extent particular cost in-
creases areinfact passed through or are
blunted, either by substitutions among inputs or
other offsets.
Most of the data construction will be com-
pleted by late spring after which the analysis
can begin. One of the advantages of the input-
output framework isthatparticular cost in-
creases can be traced through the price system
from sector to sector. On the assumption that
the coefficients for each sector do not change,
the total effect on manufacturing prices of ex-
change-rate depreciation or oil-price increases
can thus be calculated.
This study has been partially funded through
a contract with the U.S. Department of Labor and
the U.S. Department of the Treasury.
Phillip Cagan
The Measurement of Durable Goods Prices
The manuscript, summarized in previous prog-
ress reports, has been in revision during the
past year, both to take account of suggestions
from the NBER reading committee, and to up-
date the results to include the 1970's. Contrary
to my initial conjectures, the preliminary results
indicate that the quality-adjusted prices com-
piled from the Sears Roebuck catalog have con-
tinued to increase at a slower rate than the
comparable WPI indexes, diverging at roughly
the same rate as during the 1960's. Work is now
under way to update all possible indexes to the
end of 1975, to allow study of the full period of
the unwinding of price controls and of the 1974—
1975 recession.
The Sears specifications have been studied
very carefully in an attempt to find evidence of
quality deterioration during the period of the
price controls, 1971—1 974. Thus far no evidence
of quality deterioration in the form of "stripping"
features from models has been found. There
does appear to have been some thinning out of
product lines, with fewer separate models avail-
able for each product, but this continues a trend
that was apparent in the late 1960's.
In addition to the data collected from the
Sears catalog, the manuscript is also based on
hedonic regressions of used automobil.e and
tractor prices,unit value indexes, and other
sources. As many as possible of these sourcesare being extended to 1975. While the extra
work on data collection has delayed the appear-
ance of the book, the opportunity to study the
behavior of transaction price proxies during the
most severe postwar recession should make the





This project, funded by the National Science
Foundation, has as its aim the extension of na-
tional economic accounts toprovidebetter
measurements of economic and social perform-
ance. Two types of extensions are being under-
taken.First,at the macro level, non-market
activities,the environment, and total income
measurement are introduced into the national
accounts in order to make them more compre-
hensive. Second, at the micro level, data sets
for households, enterprises and governments
are developed in a form that will fit into the sec-
tors established in the macroeconomic data.
Such microdata sets will make itpossible to
introduce social, demographic, and locational
information into the extended national account-
ing system. The MESP project has been organ-
ized into subprojects, each with its own principal
investigators, as follows:
1. National Economic Accounts
A. The extended national accounting system
Richard Ruggles and Charlotte Boschan
B. Nonmarket economic activity
C. Total income measurement
John Kendrick
Robert Eisner
D.National accounting and the environment
Henry Peskin
2. Microdata Sets for the National Accounts
A. Household microdata sets
Richard Ruggles and Edward Wolff
B.Lifetime income patterns of individuals
Milton Moss
C. Enterprise microdata sets
Robert Lipsey and Michael Gort
0. Government microdata sets
John Quigley
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In the research on national economic ac-
counts Richard Ruggles and Charlotte Boschan
are concerned with developing the economic
accounting framework that will be used as the
basis for integrating the subprojects of MESP as
well as the various kinds of economic account-
ing data that exist in the Federal government.
The work of Kendrick, Eisner, and Peskin is
concerned with the estimates necessary for im-
plementing the extended macro framework.
Kendrick is continuing to work on imputations
arising from nonmarket activity, both in terms of
services flowing from tangible and intangible
capital and in terms of the services rendered by
students, housewives, volunteers, and other
nonmarket users of time. Eisner is focusing on
problems of capital consumption charges relat-
ing to the expanded concept of capital, both
tangible and intangible, including the revaluation
of capital gains. Peskin continues to be primarily
concerned with estimates of services and dam-
age relating to air and water.
The work on microdata sets for the individual
sectors of the economy isalsocontinuing.
Richard Ruggles, Milton Moss, and Edward
Wolff are concerned with the household sector.
Richard Ruggles is developing a macro house-
hold sector account that excludes nonprofit
institutions,to which the microdata set for
households can be aligned. Edward Wolff has
completed some of the actual merging of a num-
ber of different microdata sets using the tech-
niques developed in the pilot project, and is
continuing this work. He is also endeavoring to
develop balance sheets for each household in
the microdata set. Milton Moss is using cohort
data to analyze lifetime patterns of income and
earnings. With respect to the enterprise sector,
Robert Lipsey and Michael Gort are extending
their microdata sets of corporations and estab-
lishments. The development of a microdata set
for the government sector is being undertaken
by John Quigley. He is using data from the Cen-
sus of Governments to create a semi-microdata
set for state and local governments that will
show the sources of revenue and types of ex-
penditures of different governmental units by
geographical area. Finally, Thomas Juster at the
Institute for Social Research at the University of
Michigan is completing his work on time usebudgets on a collaborative basis. It is hoped that
the information on time use budgets collected
by tSR can be integrated with the household
microdata set, and thatitwill also provide a
better basis for the macro imputations of non-
market activities.
The Extended National Economic
Accounting System
Richard Ruggles
In order to provide a framework for the exten-
sions of the macroeconomic accounts being
generated by MESP subprojects, and the sec-
toring and economic constructs required for the
microdata sets, an expanded system of national
economic accounts is required. The basic sys-
tem being developed was contained in a report
"The Measurement of Economic and Social Per-
formance: A Progress Report on a National
Bureau of Economic Research Project" pre-
sented at the Fourteenth General Conference of
the International Association for Research in In-
come and Wealth held in Autanko, Finland, in
August 1975.
An effort is now being made to utilize the flow
of funds data of the Federal Reserve Board to-
gether with the newly revised data on the na-
tional income accounts of the Department of
Commerce as the basis of the extended system
of accounts. The NBER data bank is being used
to generate the required national income ac-
counting data in a suitable machine readable
form that is compatible with the flow of funds
data provided by the Federal Reserve Board.
This set of the combined data and additional
estimates provided by the other MESP subproj-
ects will be used to generate an integrated and
extended set of sector accounts. Richard Kjetsaa
is working on the matching and coding of in-
come flows. Bruce Margolin is writing the pro-





During the past year, we have virtually corn-





























Adjustments of Commerce Department Estimates of GNP for









Rentals on household capital
Rentals on institutional capital
Business: Investments charged to current account:
Tangible
Intangible
General governments: Imputed rentals on public capital
Equals: Adjusted GNP





SOURCE: "Economic Growth and Capital Formation," Subcommittee on Economic Growth of the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee of Congress, February 1976.
1. The Commerce Department estimate of GNP for 1969 was subsequently revised slightly upward from the
number shown here which is consistent with the adjusted GNP series for the period 1929—1969 presented in
John W. Kendrick, The Formation and Stocks of Total Capital. (New York: National Bureau of Economic Re-
search, 1976.)
13of estimates of the imputed values of nonmarket
economic activity. Some of the imputations, to-
gether with extensions through 1973 of the esti-
mates of the formation and stocks oftotal
capital, by sector and type, were published in
February 1976 by the Subcommitee on Eco-
nomic Growth of the Joint Economic Committee
of Congress in a pamphlet entitled "Economic
Growth and Total Capital Formation." The rele-
vant table from that publication is reproduced
in Table 11-2. It will be noted that the current dol-
lar estimates show a continuation of the upward
trend in the ratio of imputed values of non market
transactions to GNP between 1969 and 1973.
In constant dollars, however, the ratio leveled
out.
The chief items not included in the table are
the values of unpaid household services, and
business-financed consumption charged to cur-
rent expense. Further work is being done on
these items, particularly the imputed values of
household services that Richard Ruggles is in-
tegrating into microdata sets for the personal
sector. Estimates are being reworked for con-
sistency with the revised GNP estimates that
appeared in the January 1976 Survey of Current
Business, including conversion of the constant
dollar estimates to a 1972 price base.
John W. Kendrick
Total Income Measurement
Preliminary trial balances of the Total Incomes
System of Accounts (TISA) for 1959 and 1969
have been completed. These involve sectoral
estimates of income and product for business
enterprises, government enterprises, nonprofit
institutions, government, and households. Im-
putations have been gathered or produced for a
variety of nonmarket economic activities such
as child rearing, the full cost of education and
training, including opportunity costs of students
14 years of age and over, the services of volun-
teers, and the full value of services of those
drafted for military and jury duties. Estimates
are offered of income and product attributable
to all capital, tangible and intangible, in govern-
ment and households as well as in business.
Consumer goods not used up within a year are
capitalized and only their services are counted
in current consumption and production.
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A number of items have been reclassified.
Much of government product, particularly mili-
tary and police services, has been categorized
as intermediate rather than finalin character.
Commuting or transportation services as well as
some other expenses related to work have also
been classified as intermediate. On the other
hand, media services and certain business ex-
penses or expenditures involving additions to
consumer welfare have been counted as final
output.
As a major innovation, "net revaluations" of
tangible and intangible capital were included in
income. These are defined as changes in the
value of capital stock minus the net investment
that has occurred and that portion of the in-
crease in the money value of capital stock re-
lated to general price increases. Net revalua-
tions thus are the money value of real capital
accumulation, that is, increases in the money
value of capital, beyond that necessary to keep
its real value intact, which have not been ac-
counted for as net investment.
Capital consumption, involvingallcapital,
tangible and intangible, relates to the current
value rather than the original cost of capital. In
estimates we have generally taken straight-line
depreciation to be the best measure of the path
of decline in value of capital over time when
revaluations are accounted for separately. Ulti-
mately, wherever possible, we intend to estimate
consumption of capital as the decline, occa-
sioned by the passage of time, in the present
value of its forthcoming future services. We have
also altered the conventional treatment of in-
direct business taxes by introducing "net indi-
rect enterprise taxes." This entails a subtraction
of intermediate product transferred from gov-
ernment. As a further effort to derive a value of
total production not necessarily tied to market
prices and transactions, the value of subsidies
as well as uncompensated factor services is
included in TISA national product. A complete
outline of the set of accounts along with a gen-
eral discussion of the conceptual framework has
been offered in 'TISA: The Total Incomes Sys-
tem of Accounts," presented to the Fourteenth
General Conference of the International Asso-
ciation for Research in Income and Wealth,
Aulanko, Finland, August 1975.Preliminary trial estimates of TISA national
product came to approximately $845 billion for
1959 and $1,574 billion for 1969. These were
74.5 percent and 69.2 percent, respectively,
above the Bureau of Economic Analysis esti-
mates of conventional gross national product for
those years. The largest single element in the
differences, amounting to close to half of their
magnitudes, is unpaid household work. Impu-
tations of income and product for the opportu-
nity costs of students were alsosignificant
items. Estimates of net revaluations were in the
neighborhood of +$30 billion in each year, but
are entirely tentative in character. They are in-
cluded at this point in an effort to complete a
trial set of accounts rather than on the basis of
application of appropriate procedures to an
adequate set of data. A major remaining differ-
ence between TISA and BEA estimates relates
to expanded capital consumption allowances,
that reflect our vastly more extensive categories
of capital. The TISA estimates of net national
income were $600 billionin 1959 and $1,156
billionin1969, exceeding the corresponding
BEA national income estimates for those years
by 50.0 percent and 50.9 percent.
The current estimates have largely been pre-
pared by Augustine Fosu, business accounts;
Graham, government accounts, including
special estimates of normally unmeasured prod-
uct of jurors and military draftees; and Roy
Webb, who has worked primarily on the house-
hold and nonprofit institution sectors. To a major
extent we have relied upon data taken from the
work of John Kendrick, including estimates from
his book The Formation and Stocks of Total
Capital, New York, National Bureau of Economic
Research, 1976.
In related work, John Graham and Roy Webb
have estimatedlife-time earnings for United
States males, utilizing public use sample tapes.
They have brought together information from
successive cross-sectionstoprojectcohort
earnings of various educational groups. By uti-
lizing earnings rather than total income, and ad-
justingfor evidence ofdifferentialratesof
growth of earnings overtime, Graham and Webb
have arrived at unique estimates of human capi-
tal as the presentvalue of projected future earn-
ings. Their approach indicated paths of depreci-
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ation of human capital that suggest growth in
the value of individuals' human capital initially,
that is, negative depreciation followed by rela-
tively slow depreciation in later years. The work
of Graham and Webb will be reported upon in a
paper entitled 'Present Value Estimates of Hu-
man Capital Stocks."
Ronald Rost has been studying the impact of
pollution abatement investment (PAl) on factor
productivity. Preliminary results suggest a sta-
tistically significant decline in the capacity-capi-
tal ratio of manufacturing that has been related
to anti-pollution efforts. Current research into
two-digit private nonfarrn industries is aimed at
determining the extent to which recent slow-
downs in the growth of labor productivity can be
attributed to the growth of pollution abatement
investment that does not contribute to usual
measures of market output.
Such substitution of environmental protection
or improvement for market output affects the
value of both physical and human capital stocks.
A conceptual framework is being developed to
link pollution-abatement induced changes in
productivity to resulting capital gains and losses.
Where possible, estimates of effects on factor
productivity will be fitted into this framework.
Other work in process and in prospect in-
cludes an attempt by Fosu to revalue human
capital on the basis of estimates of total labor
services rather than merely direct returns to
labor. The latter may underestimate the contri-
bution of human capital to production in the
presence of fixed employment costs which
cause a deviation between the marginal product
of labor and payments for labor services.
Graham plans to study the composition of
assets and saving over the life cycle of the indi-
vidual utilizing our expanded concepts of capital
and output. Savingisto be defined as the
change in net worth, or in the purchasing power
of net worth, and is to include all types of finan-
cial assets, tangible assets such as households'
durables and residentialstructures, and the
intangible assets of human capital such as edu-
cation, training, and health. It is noted that, espe-
cially early in life, individuals accumulate sub-
stantial portions of their net worth by investing
in their own intangible capital. They accumulate
a variety of assets, yielding a variety of returns,in the interest of attaining optimal combinations
of risk and liquidity as well as earnings. Theories
of asset composition will be developed in a dy-
namic context and tested with a microeconomic
data base.
Roy Webb will study the influence of inflation
on stability of relative prices and, consequently,
transactioncosts.Estimatesof income and
wealth effects of possibly increased transaction
costs will be sought in the behavior of consum-
ers and producers. It may prove useful to regard
knowledge of relative prices as an intangible
capital stock and to investigate the effect of in-
flation on the value and rate of depreciation of
this stock.
A paper "Income and Capital Gains," is to be
presented at the Conference on The Measure-
ment of Capital sponsored by the Conference on
Income and Wealth of the National Bureau of
Economic Research in October 1976 in Toronto.
Robert Eisner
National Accounting and the Environment
During the past year, work on thisproject,
whose purpose is to include imputed values of
the services of environmental assets and pollu-
tion damage in the national accounts frame-
work, has focused on the development of water
pollution control costs. (These costs will be
used as a first approximation of the value of
water for waste disposal purposes.)
There are severalreasons why thistask
proved formidable. In the first place, most of the
available cost estimates are for industries that
are not defined according to the SIC. Often a
rather detailed examination of the underlying
costing documents was required to untangle
and reassign the estimates to appropriate SIC's.
Secondly, there is a lack of consistency in de-
fining cost components, especially when pollu-
tion-reduction techniques involve extensive use
of land. There isalso a bothersome incon-
sistency between cost estimates pertaining to
the same industry, but published by different
sources. Resolving these inconsistencies often
requires step-by-step replication of the various
costing methods.
Undertaking these replications revealed an-
other problem: often these methods depend on
questionable assumptions. Therefore, when data
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permitted, these estimates were recomputed
using, we believe, more realistic assumptions.
Finally, there are many data gaps. Undercount-
ing the number of establishments within indus-
tries and total neglect of certain other industries
are two reasons for less than complete coy-
erag e.
Because of their interest in more accurate
cost data, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency provided partial finanàial support for
this costing effort.
Research has also been directed toward de-
veloping improved methods for converting total
cost (or damage) estimates to marginal ("price-
times-quantity") estimates. The approximation
procedure we had originally suggested for doing
this is valid only when costs (or damage) de-
pend on a single variable. Since most of our cost
information associates cost with the reduction of
several pollutants, it was necessary to develop a
multivariable generalization of our original ap-
proach.
In August 1975, a brief overview of the project
was presented at the Income and Wealth Con-
ference in Aulanko, Finland. This talk was based
on a paper published in the September 1975
volume of Social Indicators Research. Another
paper discussing the theoretical framework of
the environmental accounts was accepted by
the Journal of Environmental Economics and





The development of techniques of matching
different samples of household data has been
one of the major concerns of the subproject on
household microdata sets. An article describing
the techniques of matching appeared inthe
Annals of Economic and Social Measurement,
Vol. 3, No. 2. The computer programs needed to
carry out statistical matches have all been writ-
ten and are in use. The research effort is now
focused on developing the household microdata
sets more fully. At the present time imputations
for time use of individuals in households are
based on existing information; during the sum-
mer the data that are being developed by theSurvey Research Center in collaboration with
the MESP project will be used to provide a better
basis for estimation of nonmarket activity of
households.
The development of balance sheets for house-
holds at the micro level is being undertaken to
provide information on the distribution of wealth
by economic and social groups. The estimation
of balance sheets entails the valuation of house-
hold durables and the capitalization of financial
flows. Three statistical matches are necessary
before the imputations can be performed. The
first is the match of the 1970 Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) Tax File to the 1969 IRS Tax File.
This has been completed. The second is the
match of the 1969—1970 IRS Files to the 1970
Census 1/1000 5 percent Public Use Sample
(PUS). This match is now underway. The third is
the match of the 197015 percent PUS to the
1970 5 percent PUS. This is due for completion
in November of this year.
Concurrently, preliminary work on the valua-
tion of durable consumer goods has almost
been completed. In order to analyze the relation
between household expenditures on durables
and demographic characteristics, we have used
the 1960—1961 Bureau of Labor Statistics Con-
sumer Expenditures Survey. In addition, a pro-
gram is now being designed which will assign
purchase price, age, and current market value
to each durable good listedin a household's
inventory.
Finally, a study on the effect of demographic
factors on the inequality of earnings within oc-
cupations is close to completion. The data bases
employed for this study were the 1960 and 1970
Census 1/1000 Public Use Samples. For each
of 295 occupations in 1960 and 439 in 1970,
a sample of approximately 200 occupational
members was randomly selected. For each oc-
cupation we computed the coefficient of varia-
tion of earnings, mean earnings, the mean and
standard deviation of hours worked, the mean
and standard deviation of age and education, an
interactive age-education variable, the urban-
rural mix, the industrial mix, and the race and
sex compositions. The coefficient of variation
was regressed on the other variables across all
occupations and across occupationsin. five
major sub-groups: professional; technical and
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managerial; clerical and sales; skilled and craft;
semiskilled and operatives; and service and un-
skilled. Our preliminary findings were as follows.
(1) Differences in hours worked are a significant
determinant of inequality in all occupations and
in each of the sub-groups. (2) Differences in age
and educational composition explain a large
part of the variationsinearnings inequality
amongalloccupations taken together and
among professional and clerical occupations,
but are insignificant determinants of inequality
among skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled occu-
pations. (3) The industrial and urban-rural mix
variables, which we regard as indexes of alter-
native employment opportunities, have signifi-
cant coefficients for all occupations and most
sub-groups. (4) Sex and race composition vari-
ables have insignificant coefficients, suggesting
that discrimination takes the form of occupa-




Lifetime Income Patterns of Individuals
The NBER inquiry on lifetime income, which is
one of several parts of the study on the Mea-
surement of Economic and Social Performance
funded by the National Science Foundation, has
two objectives: (1) to demonstrate the impor-
tance, within the National Economic Accounts,
of viewing the changing distribution of total per-
sonal income on the basis of a distribution of
lifetime income, and (2) to use lifetime income
as a major illustration of, or first step towards, a
broader study of social change as seen in a life-
time framework.
The emphasis in this study is mainly on the
change in income over time. For this purpose,
longitudinal data over extended periods of the
life span are required. Our best approximation
to such panel data, at this stage, is mainly birth-
cohort data. We have also utilized some long itu-
dinal data mainly from the Longitudinal Em-
ployer-Employee Data File of the Social Security
Administration.
We have derived the average income experi-
ence of cohorts in the 25-year period 1947—1972
by calculating the average percentage changesinreal income over 10-year spans starting at
age 25—34 for as many cohorts as possible in
the1947—1972period.Withtheeconomic
growth and mild inflation then prevailing,in-
come continued to rise on the average through
the life cycle until retirement. If growth had not
been present, income as measured would have
leveled off around age 40 and would have de-
clined more sharply after retirement. Based on
the 1947—1 972 experience, about 60 percent of
the total income expected after age 25—34 was
due to general economic growth.
Since 1972 or so we have been witnessing a
sharp abatement in economic growth, no doubt
in part cyclical. If a secular decline in the rate
of growth occurs, then expectations of future
income at all stages of life and for all current
generations will be scaled down accordingly,
and would in turn affect consumption, savings,
and rates of return on human investment.
We have explored further the phenomenon of
changing inequality of income within birth co-
horts as they age. Dispersion is shown to in-
crease for the cohorts we have been able to
study. The increase in dispersion diminishes
with age, but as far as we could determine, per-
sists even beyond retirement.
Inter-cohort comparisons have involved two
aspects. The first, in which time periods have
been varied but age held constant, essentially
measures economic growth for specific ages.
We have confirmed the finding that age-specific
growth rates in income tend to be equal across
ages. The second involves holding the time
period constant to show the changing age levels
at which successive cohorts achieve a given
level of income measured in constant prices.
In our analysis of income by source, we have
made progress on the age-income profile for
property income. Recent cross-sections show a
constant rate of increase with age in contrast to
the declining rate for earnings. Dispersion in
property income tends to increase with age.
Milton Moss
Jane Duberg
A Microdata Set for Enterprises
Work has been proceeding along two lines in
this project. One is to develop information for
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companies, combining data from several differ-
ent sources, and another is to develop informa-
tion for individual establishments that will be
linked to the company data.
There are a number of sources of company
data essentially based on reports to stockhold-
ers or to the SEC. One problem with the avail-
able sources, from our point of view, is that
companies which disappear, by merger or bank-
ruptcy, are dropped from compilations for their
whole lives, not only for the period after their
disappearance. Therefore, the current version of
a financial data tape, such as Standard and
Poor's Compustat tape, will have less complete
coverage of a period ten years ago than of the
latest year. We are constructing a financial data
tape that will include companies that later dis-
appeared, and will thus cover a more fixed (and
larger) part of the corporate universe.
The major part of our effort is to construct a
data set for establishments as of approximately
1972. We have acquired two private compila-
tions of establishment data on employment in
manufacturing that we plan to combine into a
data set which will give employment for each of
more than 350,000 establishments, identified by
parent company, location (county, and in most
cases, address), and industry. We have been
sorting and aligning the two compilations and
comparing them, by industry and state, to the
1972 Census of Manufactures. The results have
been encouraging, indicating that it should be
possible, by combining the two sources, to
achieve coverage greater than 95 percent on the
average.
For those firms that are in the company data
set we shall construct, from the establishment
data, distributions of their employment by indus-
try and location, as we did on a smaller scale for
1970. These should be analytically more useful
than the usual assignment of a firm to one indus-
try, which in many cases will represent a minor-
ity of the firm's employment.
In addition, an attempt is being made to de-
velop data on the occupational skill composi-
tion, and the racial and sex composition, of the
employees of large and medium-sized firms. To
our knowledge this is the first time that micro-
data of this type have been combined with other
company data such as financial information andstatistics on research expenditures, firm size,
and the product mix of the relevant firms.
Our sample consists of 391 firms in 24 4-digit
industries (with firms classified on the basis of
the primary industries of the firms). These are
drawn from the list of companies for which both
financial data, and product data for establish-
ments, are available. In addition to sex and race,
the following skill breakdown will be available:
officials and managers, professionals, tech-
nicians, sales workers, office clerica!s, crafts-
men, operatives, laborers, service workers.
We hope to complete our initial corporate and
establishment data sets within a few months. At
that time we will have tested and explored the
occupational and related employee character-





This part of the MESP project involves a sys-
tematic attempt to disaggregate the government
sector of the national accounts—to trace the
fiscallinkages among thelocal,state, and
federal levels of government and to provide
quantitative estimates of the activities of these
governmental units on a geographically disag-
gregated basis.
The data set consists of government sector
accounts which conform, in general, to those
currently maintained on a consolidated basis for
all governments, but which are estimated sepa-
rately at the county level. For lower levels of
government, the revenue and expenditure ac-
counts at the county level are derived principally
from survey data collected by the U.S. Census:
the census of government finances and the cen-
sus of government employment. For the federal
government, the analysis is designed so that
estimates of receipts and expenditures by region
can be facilitated under a wide variety of plausi-
ble incidence assumptions.
Preliminary findings, indicating the sources of
federal government receipts at the state level,
were presented in a paper prepared for the
conference of the Society of Government Econ-





The National Bureau has become, over the
years, one of the nation's leading sources of
information about business cycles. Probably the
most widely used items are the chronology of
peaks and troughs and the lists of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators. However, we are
called upon also for historical and current data,
computer programs for business cycle analysis,
statistical measures such as leads and lags, and
evaluations of data. Prompt, helpful, and respon-
sible answers to inquiries have helped build the
Bureau's reputation for useful, dependable in-
formation. So have our efforts to publish such
information widely and to make it readily acces-
sible on computers.
In the past we have treated such work largely
as a by-product of research. However, the activ-
ity itself does employ resources, and unless they
are explicitly provided, the activity is likely to be
slighted and poorly done, in which case it may
become more of a liability than an asset to the
Bureau. Moreover, this type of activityis not
likely to attract special grants of funds; it lacks
glamor and seldom yields a tangible product.
For these reasons specific plans for this work
are being drafted to determine the funds re-
quired and to facilitate decisions regarding their
use. They include the following activities:
1. Maintain, revise, and describe business
cycle and growth cycle chronologies.
2. Tabulate and analyze the quarterly survey
of economic forecasts conducted since 1968 in
cooperation with the American Statistical Asso-
ciation.
3. Reevaluate specific indicators or lists of
indicators.
4. Convert our historical data files and series
descriptions, as well as certain standard cycli-
cal measures for these series (leads and lags,
amplitudes, conformity indexes) to machine-
readable form.
5. Respond to inquiries for all of the above
and issue reports or catalogs from time to time
to make their availability known to potential
users. In this connection we are considering
issuing a quarterly Business Cycles InformationReport that would contain the forecast survey
mentioned above, short articles based upon our
business cycle studies, and tables or charts per-
taining to some new results of our work.
The main content of the business cycle pro-
gram has continued to be monographic studies
of business cycle phenomena. The present list
of studies, reported below, are simply examples
from the broader spectrum that has been cul-
tivated over the years. These studies have a
feedback effect on the informational side of our
work, since they require and develop expertise
in particular fields, and provide new findings,
new data series, etc. They also overlap on other
fields at the National Bureau, especially the
studies of productivity, employment and price
levels, and financial institutions and processes.
A book by Geoffrey Moore with the tentative
title "Business Cycles, Inflation, and Forecast-
ing" is being prepared for publication.Itwill
consist of some new articles in this field as well
as updated versions of recently published arti-
cles. The Hoover Institution at Stanford Univer-
sity has agreed to collaborate with the National
Bureau in the publication of this work. Some of
the following articles, prepared during the year,
will be considered for inclusion in the volume:
"Is Inflation Accelerating Again?," The Con-
ference Board Record, March 1976.
"Employment and Unemployment—A Conun-
drum," Morgan Guaranty Survey, February 1976.
"MeasuringEmployment andUnemploy-
ment," The World Almanac and Book of Facts,
1976.
"The Numbers Aren't Everything," New York
Times, October 2, 1975.
"Economic Indicators and Econometric Mod-
els," Business Economics, September 1975.
"The Federal Deficit as a Business Cycle Sta-
bilizer," testimony before the Committee to In-
vestigate a Balanced Federal Budget, Demo-
cratic Research Organization, Washington, D.C.,
March 25, 1976.
"Employment, Unemployment and the Infla-
tion-Recession Dilemma," American Enterprise
Institute, May 1976.
"Updating the Forecasting Record," in prep-
aration.
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Monetary Trends in the United States and
United Kingdom, 1867—1 973
During the past year we revised and extended
backward the U.K. annual series underlying our
study of trends and added the latest cyclical
turns in both the U.S. and U.K. data. We now
have 51phase observations for the United
States, 35 for the United Kingdom, with two
fewer rate of change observations for each coun-
try. On the technical side, we experienced some
delay in processing our data with the shift from
the Yale to the Cornell computer, and the need
to convert the programs on which we depend,
from cards and a batch system to terminals and
time-sharing in TSO and TROLL.
The main substantive accomplishment was
the completion of a draft of the tenth chapter of
our manuscript. The chapter deals with trends in
money and interest rates. We first present sta-
tistical results bearing on a theoretical analysis
that links changes in the quantity of money with
interest rates. Three effects of changes in the
quantity of money on interest rates are distin-
guished: a negative impact effect that includes
the Keynesian liquidity effect and a first-round
loariable funds effect; a positive intermediate
effect as real income and prices respond to the
monetary change; and a long-run price antici-
pations effect.
For each country we have data for a short-
term market interest rate and a long-term bond
yield(for the United States, corporate bond
yields; for the United Kingdom, Consol yields).
Our phase average data reflect at most only a
muted impact effect of change in the quantity of
money, but a stronger intermediate income
effect.
To test for the presence of a price anticipa-
tions effect on interest rates, we examine not
only the nominal yield on nominal assets, rep-
resented by the short-term market rate and
the long-term bond yield, but also a measure
of nominal yields on real assets. For this pur-
pose, we used as a proxy the rate of change ofnominal income. The rate of change of nominal
income is the sum of the rate of change of prices
and the rate of change of output. The rate of
change of prices may be regarded as a proxy for
the change in market price of re:al assets. The
rate of change of output may be regarded as an
estimate of the real yield of real assets. Hence
the rate of change of nominal income may be
regarded as a proxy for the nominal yield
on real assets.
Our results reflect the existence of a relation-
ship between the price level and yields on nomi-
nal assets—the Gibson paradox—and the ab-
sence of any Gibson paradox for hominal yields
on real assets. For nominal yields bn real assets,
we observe a positive correlatiorLi between the
rate of change of prices and the level of yields.
The contrast does notreflectprescience
about price behavior by investors in real assets
and ignorance about price behavior by investors
in nominal assets. It simply reflects the contem-
poraneous effect of price change On the nominal
yields of real assets. Prescience would be re-
quired of investors in nominal who fix
rates in nominal terms and contract for a period
ahead, if these rates were to reflect future price
behavior.
IrvingFisher's explanationof the Gibson
paradox was that people formed their anticipa-
tions as a weighted average of price ex-
perience, lagging past prices some ten to thirty
years, and implicitly assumed that they held
ex ante real yields constant. Recent studies for
the pre-World War II period on the
validity of the explanation
beregarded as cOnstant or be-
cause people formed price anticipations differ-
ently than Fisher assumed.
Our contribution to the issues involved in the
Gibson paradox is a study of the difference be-
tween yields on nominal and on real assets in
relation to price experience in the century our
data cover. We have two periods of generally
falling prices (pre-1896 and the intérwar period),
two wartime periods of rising and two
peacetime periods ofrisingprióes (1896 to
World War I, and the post-World War II period).
If there were arbitrage, yields on, nominal and
real assets should be equal—or by a con-
slant reflecting the average preference for real
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versus nominal assets (or the reverse). Both
would be lower in nominal terms during periods
of falling prices than in periods of rising prices.
Our data, however, show that in the two periods
of falling prices, the yield on nominal assets is
decidedly higher for both countries than the
yield on real assets. Deflation was not antici-
pated. Lenders did well. Borrowers did poorly.
Since entrepreneurs borrow in nominal.terms to
acquire real assets,itfollows that in general
rentiers did well, entrepreneurs badly.
With the exception of the United Kingdom
after 1896, the relation is reversed during pe-
riods of inflation: yields on real assets are higher
than yields on nominal assets. Inflation was not
anticipated. Entrepreneurs did well, rentiers did
poorly; capital was transferred from savers to
borrowers.
If subperiods are listed by the rate of price
change (asin Table 11-3), disregarding both
chronology and country and beginning with
negative rates of price change and ending with
the highest positive rates, we find that nominal
yields (column 2) fluctuate about a roughly con-
stant level, so that the effect of inflation is re-
flected primarily in a sharp decline in the real
yield on nominal assets (column 4) (the nominal
yield minus the rate of price change). The ex-
cess of the yield on real assets over that on
nominal assets (column 6) is sharply negative
for deflation, sharply positive for inflation. These
results are inconsistent with the hypothesis of
(a) a constant real rate, (b) correctly anticipated
rates of inflation.
Suppose that nominal yields do not adjust to
the actual rate of inflation, but along Fisher's
lines do adjust to the anticipated rate of inflation,
which in turn adjusts to actual inflation after a
considerable lag. We would then expect to find
that shortly after a change from, say, falling to
rising prices, the yield on real assets would
exceed considerably the yield on nominal as-
sets, reflecting the incorporation in the yield on
nominal assets of the lagged anticipations of
falling prices. As prices continued to rise, the
differential would decline and approach the
equilibrium difference, reflecting any general
preference for real over nominal assets (or con-
versely).
The post-World War IIperiod is the first inTABLE 11-3
Difference Between Yields on Real and Nominal Assets,
Related to Level of Change of Prices
which we find more than a bare trace of the
Fisherian pattern. For the United States, the dif-
ferential generally falls during the postwar pe-
riod of rising prices. More important, the differ-
ential is inversely rather than positively related
to the rate of price change; the nominal asset
yield is as variable as our proxy for the nominal
yield on real assets; the nominal asset yield
rises steadily throughout the period; the real
yield on the nominal asset rises sharply in the
early part of the period and then fluctuates at
a more or less constant level; and our proxy for
the real yield on real assets shows no steady
trend. The United Kingdom results show an even
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clearer tendency for the differential to decline,
again reflecting a steady rise in the nominal
asset yield, an initial sharp rise in ex post real
yields on the nominal asset, and no steady trend
in our proxy for the real yield on real assets.
The somewhat greater conformity of the evi-
dence to Fisher's hypothesis in the post-World
War II period, but not earlier, raises the problem
of accounting for that result. An alternative to
Fisher's explanation is that the Gibson phe-
nomenon in principle reflects real forces that
affect both prices and interest rates in the same
direction.Thecorrelationbetween nominal
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Dl.Aphase average computed from annual difference in log of nominal income.
DIP.Aphase average computed from annual difference in log of real output.
DP.A = phase average computed from annual difference in log of price level.
RS = phase average computed from annual average short-term market rate of interest.
RRS = phase average computed from annual average
in log of price level.
short-term market rate of interest minus annual differencereal forces simultaneously affecting real yields
and prices. So far as our data go, no explanation
of the Gibson phenomenon for nominal yields
that implies a similar phenomenon forreal
yields is acceptable. Only for the pre-World
War Iperiod is there a positive correlation be-
tween the rate of change of prices and ex post
real yields, such as is implied by this alternative
explanation.
Any explanation of the Gibson paradox in
terms of the mode of formation of anticipations
will presumably have to account for the differ-
ence between success of the Fisherian hypothe-
sis for the post-World War IIperiod and its
failure for the earlier period. Our provisional
conclusion is that no satis1actory explanation is





When theInternational Economic Indicators
project was launched in 1973, two initial ques-
tions posed were (1) could traditional NBER
techniques, developed for classical cycles, be
applied to dating growth cycles both in the U.S.
andothermarket-orientedeconomiesand
(2) would reliable U.S. leading and lagging indi-
cators of classical cycles perform equally well
as leading and lagging indicators of growth
cycle turning points in the U.S. and abroad?
Classical cycles are the phases of economic
expansion and contraction represented in the
NBER's business cycle chronology; growth cy-
cles are phases of more rapid and less rapid
growth.
During the past year we have completed the
initial analysis for five countries of data approxi-
mating, as closely as possible, the twenty-six
series on the 1966 NBER list of indicators. This
has enabled us to select comparable growth
cycle turning points for the United States, Can-
ada, the United Kingdom, West Germany and
Japan. A preliminary analysis of the behavior of
the indicators for the U.K. by Philip A. Klein was
publishedinExplorationsin Economic Re-
search, Vol. 3, No.1.In this study, "Postwar
Growth Cycles in the United Kingdom: An In-
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terim Report," Klein demonstrates the potential
value of the indicators approach when applied
to growth cycle analysisinother countries.
Comparable studies for the other countries have
now been completed and several reports have
been prepared, including the following.
"Business Cycles in the Postwar World: Some
Reflections on Recent Research," by Philip A.
Klein, American Enterprise Institute, Washing-
ton, D.C., 1976.
"New International Business Cycle Indicators
System: Applying the NBER Indicator Approach
to International Growth Cycles," Office of Com-
petitive Assessment, U.S. Department of Com-
merce, September 1975.
'Impact on U.S. Trade Performance of Busi-
ness Cycle Movements in Major Industrialized
Countries," Office of Competitive Assessment,
U.S. Department of Commerce, October 1975.
'Booms and Slumps: The Impact on U.S.
Trade," by Geoffrey H. Moore, Morgan Guaranty
Survey, November 1975.
'Business Indicators: Growth and Classical
Cycles," by Philip A. Klein, Euromoney (London,
March 1976), pp. 42—45.
"Recent Work in International Economic Indi-
cators: Problems and Prospects," by Philip A.
Klein, lndustrikonjunkturen (Swedish Federation
of Industries, Spring 1976) pp. 115—1 28.
The international indicator data organized in
a manner similar to that used in the. monthly
publication of the U.S. Department of Com-
merce, Business Conditions Digest, have been
assembled in a prototype of a proposed current
publication, International Economic Indicators,
and made available to interested parties.
The basic findings of this research program
are set forth in a draft volume tentatively en-
titled "Monitoring Business Cycles at Home and
Abroad," which is being prepared for publica-
tion. Covering the five countries above, it is de-
signed to be extended to other countries as data
analysis permits, and will, among other things,
provide an historical record of cyclical behavior
that can be consulted as an aid to interpretation
of current information on indicators in these
countries.
We have also begun experimenting with a
variety of possible uses to which international
growth cycle chronologies and indicators forthese chronologies might be put. An obvious
candidate for such experimentation involves in-
ternational trade. We have previously reported
that exports tend to conform to growth cycle
phases in the country of destination. Leading
indicator indexes are closely associated with
growth cycles as well. In the five countries that
we have so far examined (the United States,
Canada, West Germany, the United Kingdom,
and Japan) these indexes lead by four to six
months on the average. These conclusions sug-
gest that leading indexes for these countries'
growth cycles could be used to forecast U.S.
exports to these major trading partners (i.e.,
their imports). Similarly, the U.S. leading index
could be used to foreóast their exports to the
U.S. (our imports). In1 this way changes in the
trade balance with each country, or withall
countries combined, might be forecast as well.
A method for forecasting changes in domestic
economic activity by using a leading index was
Figure lI-i
developed some years ago at the NBER. One
variant of this method is to use the percent
change in a leading index from (a) its average
during the fiscal year ending June to (b) Decem-
ber of the current calendar year as the inde-
pendent variable, with the percent change from
the current calendar year to the next calendar
year in the variable to be forecast as the de-
pendent variable. This method assumes a uni-
form six-month lead in the leading index over
the variable being forecast. As an initial test we
aggregated the data on the value of U.S. exports
to Canada, the U.K., West Germany and Japan
and forecast the year-to-year changes in these
exports with a composite leading index of the
approximately 12 leading indicators for each of
the four countries (or 48 in all), using a simple
linear regression fitted to the data for 1959—1973.
About 55 percent of the variance of the
change inexportsis accounted for by the




U.S. Exports to Four Countries (Canada, United Kingdom, West Germany, Japan),
Percent Change from Preceding Year
Note: Forecasts are based on regression fitted to 1959—1 974. The forecasts for 1950—1 958 (dotted line) use
the 1959—i 974 regression equation in order to test its forecasting value on a different period.
24The average error in the forecast was 5.2 per-
centage points compared to an actual percent-
age change in exports during the test period of
12.5 percent. The difference is the gain over a
naive "no change" forecast in using the leading
index. Clearly the forecast changes do suggest
in general the subsequent change in exports. As
a further test we used the same regression equa-
tion to forecast exports in an earlier period,
1950—1958, and the results of this experiment
are also shown in the chart, The mean forecast
error, 10.6, was nearly twice as large as for the
later period. The difference is due largely to the
far greater stability of exports in the later period
than in the earlier period, a change which the
leading index did not share.
We have also used this technique to forecast
U.S. imports from the four countries, using the
leading index for the U.S. and import data for the
combined four countries. The results are similar
to those for exports. We have also combined the
import and export forecasts to forecast the U.S.
trade balance, with similiar results. In all these
tests about half the total variance of the year-to-
year changes in exports, imports, and trade bal-
ances is accounted for by the prior change in
the leading indexes. A paper by Moore on 'Fore-
casting Foreign Trade Flows with Leading Indi-
cators' was presented at a Conference of the
International Federation of Associations of Busi-
ness Economists, Cambridge, England, April 3,
1976, and is to appear in The Business Econo-
mist, Journal of the Society of Business Econo-
mists (Oxford, Summer 1976).
In the coming months we intend to extend
these investigations in a variety of ways, as well
as to implement our plans to develop an up-to-
date computer bank at the NBER for indicators
from a number of countries. Such a data bank,
similar to the NBER's data bank for U.S. time
series, which is now used by more than 100
companies and other organizations, would ben-
efit not only our own research but also the con-
tributors of data and the many groups that we
hope will help to finance the project (business
concerns, international agencies, government
agencies, foundations, etc.). By utilizing a sys-
tem of computer terminals in various cities and
countries to collect and disseminate the data
and analytical results, the distribution of this in-
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formation could be expedited. In this way the
collection of the data essential to ongoing re-
search in this field can, we hope, finance itself.
During the past year the program has been
supported by funds from the U.S. Department
of Commerce and the American Enterprise Insti-




New composite indexes of leading, roughly co-
incident, and lagging indicators were first intro-
duced in1975 by the Bureau of Economic
Analysis (BEA), U.S. Department of Commerce,
in two articles by Zarnowitz and Boschan which
appeared in the BEA monthly report, Business
Conditions Digest (BCD).1 Since then the new
indexes and their components have been pub-
lished currently in BCD, and a comprehensive
review of a large number of indicators has been
cornpleted. This resulted, among other things,
in a set of proposals concerning the revision of
the contents and format of BCD. Major parts of
this project were carried out by the staff mem-
bers of the National Bureau; and substantial
contributions were made by the Statistical Indi-
cators Division of BEA.
The review of the NBER Reference Chronol-
ogy for the period since 1947, on which we re-
ported last year, has been extended to cover the
latest developments, namely the 1975 recovery,
and to take account of the most recent revisions
of the national income accounts, industrial pro-
duction, and other data. In this work, a set of
twelve indicators in real terms and seven indica-
tors in current dollars was used. The indicators
consist of the principal available measures of
aggregate income and expenditures, value of
output and sales, volume of production, employ-
ment, and unemployment.
A close analysis of these data confirmed all
the dates of business cycle turns previously es-
tablished, including that of the latest peak in
November 1973 which on balance is well sup-
ported by the evidence, despite the unusually
1. Victor and Charlotte Boschan, "Cyclical In-
dicators: An Evaluation and New Leading Indexes" BCD
(May1975)and "New Composite Indexes of Coincident
and Lagging Indicators," SCO (November 1975).few, tardy, and mild declines in the current-
dollar series as well as late downturns in total
employment and industrial production.
The date of the latest trough is placed in
March 1975. Given the data now available,
March is definitely the best choice, being the
lowest month in the composite and diffusion
indexes for the principal coincident series in
both real and nominal terms, although several
important indicators of employment, unemploy-
merit, and production reached their troughs
somewhat later, in April-June 1975.
The chronology of U.S. growth cycles in the
post-World War II period has also been reviewed
and updated using the same set of time series
in form of deviations from their long-term trends.
The computed trends are based on seventy-
five-month moving averages, as in the work by
Ilse Mintz2 who initiated this approach. How-
ever, modifications were designed to insure that
the rates of change in the estimated trends are
reasonably stable and do not contain residual
cyclical elements. This analysis largely corrobo-
rates the results obtained by Mintz, though some
of her reference dates are revised. According to
the new reference chronology, the latest low-
growth phase of the U.S. growth cycle may be
viewed as having started in March 1973 and
ended in April 1975.
Table 11-4 summarizes the scores and the re-
cent and historical record of cyclical timing for
the new indexes of leading (L), coincident (C),
and lagging(Lg) indexes and their compo-
nents. Users of indicators will find it of interest
to compare the performance of these series in
1973—1 975 with their performance in the sample
period 1947—1970. The conclusions from such
a comparison are generally favorable. The L, C,
and Lg indexes continued to lead, coincide, and
lag, respectively, and with very few exceptions
so did the individual component series in the
three corresponding groups. Each cycle has
some unique features, however, and this one
does, too. Notably, the lagging index had a
much longer than average lag in the 1973—1 974
recession period, and its lag in the present re-
covery may turn out to be even longer. (The
2.Dating United States Growth Cycles" Explorations
in Economic Research (Summer 1974), pp. 1—113.
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trough in Lg has not yet been firmly identified
in the data extending through July 1976; a ten-
tative date is now January 1976, which would be
a lag of 10 months.) This reflects largely the un-
usualsluggishnessinthecurrentrecovery
of business investment and related series (in-





During the period since the last progress report,
work on this project has proceeded in two direc-
tions. Phoebus J. Dhrymes continued his exam-
ination of the problems involved in the evalua-
tion of the performance of econometric models
and Victor Zarnowitz has continued his exam-
ination of forecasts from other sources.
Dhrymes has promoted workon the problem
of obtaining the asymptotic distribution of full
information maximum likelihood estimators for
models that are nonlinear in variables only, as
is the case with most of the models now in use.
Michio Morishima, during his stay at the Bureau,
has continued this work and has produced the
paper "On the Full Information Estimation of the
Simultaneous Equations Model which is Non-
linear in the Variables Only."
In addition, work continued on the compila-
tion and preparation of econometric model rec-
ords. Ray Fair has supplied records ofhis
coefficients, lagged endogenous and exoge-
nous variables used in his forecasts, as well as
his latest data banks. Using this information, we
have constructed a program that is capable of
reproducing all of his forecasts to within second
decimal digit accuracy. We are thus certain that,
in the case of the Fair model, we have attained
reproducibility. The necessity for this will be dis-
cussed briefly below.
From Albert Hirsch we have received records
of the BEA model. Unforutnately, the records for
that model were transcribed in UNIVAC lan-
guage and it was necessary to translate them
to IBM language. This was a very lengthy and
complicated task; in addition, the program used
for generating forecasts was not sufficiently
flexible for the purposes of the simulation ex-




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































)major effort had to be undertaken in order to
render the program flexible and suitable to our
own requirements.
Lawrence Klein provided the records contain-
ing the WEFA forecasts. Although the records
are easy to handle and well documented, pre-
liminary checking revealsthatthey do not
duplicate the forecasts to which they corre-
spond. The nature of the difficulty has yet to be
determined.
In general, model builders have cooperated
with us in providing their records, and we are
indeed quite thankful for their valuable assist-
ance. We have, on the other hand, severely
underestimated the difficulties involved in repro-
ducing their results from their own records. This
indicates to us that serious thought ought to be
given by those engaged in empirical research
regarding the extent of necessary record keep-
ing.
In general, we have records for the three
models noted above, over the period 1970—1974.
In the case of the Wharton model it is not possi-
ble to get complete records prior to the third
quarter 1972 forecast. What we shall be com-
pelled to do in this case, as well as in the case
of the Fair model, is to forego some part of the
disaggregation of the forecast error, for lack of
the requisite information.
The method of operation in decomposing the
forecast error, as outlined in our proposal and
previous progress reports, is to design a number
of simulation experiments which would allow us
to isolate the errors due to ignorance of true
parameters, the presence of structural errors
(these are the irreducible components of error),
the use of incorrect exogenous variables, data
revisions, constant adjustments, and an unex-
plained residual. To this end, it is important that
we have at our disposal exactly the information
available to the model operator at the time of
forecast. This is not the case for the Fair model,
and for the Wharton model for the period 1970
01 —1 972 02. In this case we shall simply have
to be satisfied with a coarser form of decompo-
sition.
In the context just explained the need for re-
producibility of the model operators' forecasts
becomes quite evident. Without reproducibil-
ity we cannot be certain that we operate with
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the same information set available to them at
the time of the forecasts. Since this is in doubt
we cannot be certain that our decomposition
correspondstothecategoriesenumerated
above: consequently, it would not be clear what
inferences are to be drawn from the residual
component of the mean square error of forecast.
Thus, apart from being an important character-
istic of the scientific method, reproducibility is,
in our case, an essential ingredient of the pro-
cedu re.
Forecasts obtained from the quarterly ASA/
NBER Survey of the Economic Outlook provide
rich material with which the predictions of econ-
ometric model builders can be compared. This
part of our project, directed by Victor Zarnowitz,
will benefit from his collaboration with Charlotte
Boschan on the analysis of each of the ASA/
NBER surveys conducted regularly since 1968,
and from the recent work on the selected aver-
age forecasts from the same source by Vincent
Su and Josephine Su (see their paper in Explo-
rations in Economic Research (FaIl 1975) pp.
588—618.
Generally itis difficult to compare different
forecasts because of disparitiesindates of
issue, vintages of time-series data used and
choice of exogenous variables and method-
ology. To make the comparisons meaningful
and their interpretation instructive,itis neces-
sary to have considerable amounts of specific
information about the forecasts thatisoften
lacking. Fortunately, we are relatively well posi-
tioned for such studies, since our projects sup-
ply much detailed knowledge of the required
type on the econometric model covered and the
individual replies to the successive ASA/NBER
survey questionnaires provide much information
on the other predictions. Thus, we have data on
the methods preferred by the respondents that
permit us, for example, to separate those who
subscribe to econometric forecast services or
use their own model from those who rely prin-
cipally on more informal approaches. We have
the survey participants' specific assumptions
regarding future economic policies and other
exogenous factors. One important variable usu-
ally treated as exogenous, national defense ex-
penditures, is regularly predicted in the surveys.
To a large extent, we can trace the effects ofthe data revisions on the successive predictions
from each Individual source.
Phoebus J. Dhrymes
Victor Zarnowitz
Measurement of Business Inventories
The problem of measuring inventories and their
change in an inflationary period is more inter-
esting and challenging than we had originally
thought. Over the past several months we have
gained new insights into the quality of currently
reported inventory statistics and have begun to
devise a methodology which could be applied
to remedy some of the deficiencies that have
appeared.
Before this project was started, it was known
that shifts in methods of inventory valuation by
business over the past few years were making it
more difficult than formerly to interpret move-
ments in book values of inventories. It was be-
lieved, moreover, that interpretation of book
value changes would be relatively straightfor-
ward provided one had information about valua-
tion methods utilized and about shifts and transi-
tions to new methods. This has not turned out to
be so. On the basis of a limited amount of field
investigation we have found that valuation meth-
ods used for year-end financial reporting are
not necessarily applied for interim (less than a
year) reporting.It was discovered that some
firms (including large corporations) that have
described themselves-as "LIFO companies" in
financial reporting and to the Census Bureau,
either never report LIFO inventories to the Cen-
sus Bureau or report a LIFO figure only at year-
end. Furthermore, many firms that make LIFO
calculations during the year employ crude meth-
ods for monthly or quarterly calculations.In
response to our identification of these problems,
the Census Bureau is conducting a retrospec-
tive survey of LIFO companies to check monthly
figures reported during 1975. In addition, work
is proceeding on new report forms which are
directed specifically to current monthly report-
ing of LIFO firms. A new form also is being de-
vised for firms who report standard costs in
order to insure the comparability of figures in
adjacent months.
The reporting of retail inventories has always
been difficult because of low response rates.
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Experimental work designed to test alternative
approaches to the retail problem is underway.
At the present time retail inventories are col-
lected from a relatively small number of firms
and also through a survey that is separate from
the regular large monthly survey of retail sales.
One experiment will be c6ncerned with whether
the addition of a question asking for inventOries
in the sales survey will significantly alter the re-
sponse rate for sales. Another experiment will
attempt to estimate monthly inventory change by
subtracting from monthly purchases, monthly
sales which have been reduced to cost by the
firm's gross margin of the year before.
Work has also begun to test the most appro-
priate method of inventory reporting by large
companies with a high degree of vertical or
horizontal integration or diversification. On the
one hand itis desirable from the point of view
of the national accounts and financial analysis
that reported profits, which ordinarily refer to the
consolidated company, be consistent with re-
ported inventories. For the analysis of produc-
disaggregated figures are needed,
but problems arise as soon as one starts to dis-
aggregate a consolidated company figure. Es-
tablishment inventory figures(plants,stores,
etc.) tend to be less than comprehensive ahd
frequently employ valuation methods different
from those used at the company level.
We have also made a start in measuring in-
ventory float as itis related to exports and im-
ports. Furthermore, we have started to examine
the problem of"fullcost absorption,"that
examines the treatment of overhead costs and
the costing of inventories. A recent IRS regula-
tion has caused many thousands of firms to
change their inventory accounting for this pur-
pose.
Two reports of this work were presented at
meetings of the Subcommittee on Economic
Statistics of the Economic Policy Board (EPB),
chaired by Burton Malkiel, member of the Coun-
cil of Economic Advisers. An interim progress
statement was issued and is available on re-
quest. This research is supported by the Bureau
of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce.
Murray Foss
Gary Fromm
Irving RottenbergDeterminants of Investment
The manuscript, 'Factors in Business Invest-
ment," mentioned in the 1975 Annual Report,
has been completed and revised on the basis
of comments by staff readers.Itis now being
edited prior to submission to the Board of Direc-
tors for approval for publication.
Robert Eisner
2. URBAN, REGIONAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Urban Studies
Introduction
In the past year, the NBER Urban and Regional
Studies Group has been engaged almost exclu-
sively in an effort to complete the final program-
ming and calibration of an improved version
of the NBER Urban Simulation Model. This in-
creased emphasis on model development re-
sulted in part from the completion of the NBER
series of econometric studies of urban housing
markets culminating with the publication of John
Kain and John Quigley's study of the St. Louis
housing market, Housing Markets and Racial
Discrimination: A Microeconomic Analysis.1In
addition, John Quigley completed his study of
the Pittsburgh housing market and published a
paper, "Housing Demand in the Short Run: An
Analysis of Polytomous Choice," in the Bureau's
journal, Explorations in Economic Research.2
The major part of our research during the past
year has been funded by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development. In November
1972 a two-year contract was received from
HUD to further develop the NBER Urban Simu-
lation Model and to use it to analyze housing
abandonment. In June 1974 HUD provided addi-
tional funding and a one-year extension of the
contract so that model development and sup-
port research activities could be redirected to-
ward an evaluation of the impact of housing
allowances on urban housing markets.
This was a substantial challenge, yet we feel
we have made significant progress in develop-
ing the NBER Urban Simulation Model into a
usable tool for policy analysis. At the same time,
1. John F. Kain and John M. Quigley, Housing Markets
and Racial Discrimination: A Microeconomic Analysis,
(New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1975).
2. John M. Quigley, "Housing Demand in the Short Run:
An Analysis of Polytomous Choice," Explorations in Eco-
nomic Research (Vol. 2, Spring 1976) pp. 76—102.
we have attempted to demonstrate the value of
our systematic approach to urban housing anal-
ysis with the preparation of several working
papers evaluating the housing allowance pro-
gram. These interim analyses were originally
presented to HUD in the fall of 1974. In the past
year, the results of these analyses were given
wide circulation in the form of several working
papers. Gregory K. Ingram and Yitzhak Oron
presented results from an improved stand alone
model of housing supply to the NBER Confer-
ence on Income and Wealth,3 while John Kain
and William C. Apgar, Jr. presented a paper on
the analysis of demand implications of the hous-
ing allowance program to the January 1975
meeting of the American Academy for the Ad-
vancement of Science.4
The results of these analyses anticipated the
results currently emerging from simulations of
the impact of the housing allowance program
being conducted with the NBER Urban Simula-
tion Model. The current HUD contract will be
completed this spring with a series of baseline
simulations for the 1960—1970 period for Chi-
cago and Pittsburgh and a number of housing
allowance program simulations for the same two
cities.
With our current contract with HUD drawing
to a close, several major tasks remain. We are
now engaged in the extensive task of document-
ing the current version of the model, the econo-
metric analyses used to calibrate the model,
and the findings of the initial baseline policy
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3. Gregory K. Ingram and Yilzhak Oron, 'The Behavior
of Housing Producers," a paper presented at the National
Bureau of Economic Research Conference on Income and
Wealth, Session on the Economics of Residential Location
and Urban Housing Markets, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
May 1975.
4. John F. Kain and William C. Apgar, Jr.,Computer
Simulation of Urban Housing Markets and the Evaluation
of Housing Allowance Programs," a paper presented at the
annual meetings of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, New York City, N.Y., January 1975.simulations. The final report to HUD will consist
of two volumes: Volume Iwill present a detailed
description of the model, its calibration, and the
results of the baseline and policy simulations.
Volume IIwill present a detailed discussion of
the econometric studies of housing supply used
to calibrate the newly designed supply sector
of the new Bureau model.
Our growing experience with the NBER Urban
Simulation Model has increased our confidence
about the value of computer simulation models
for theory building and policy analysis. We hope
to continue to improve and adapt the model to
a variety of policy questions and as a result we
are actively seeking additional funding to sup-
port further research. To assist us in charting the
best course for our future research, we held a
meeting of the NBER Urban Studies Advisory
Committee in Cambridge in March 1976. This
meeting yielded both valuable criticism of our
current efforts and guidance about directions
for future research.
John F. Kain
The NBERUrbanSimulation Model and
Evaluation of the Housing Allowance Program
Our current HUD contract obligates us to cali-
brate an improved version of the NBER Urban
Simulation Model to Pittsburgh and Chicago
and to use these models to simulate the housing
market effects of allowance programs. In the
current version of the NBER Urban Simulation
Model we employ a fundamentally different
method of data storage and processing than in
earlier versions of the model. Specifically, the
new version stores household and housing unit
data as individual sample observations rather
than as the elements of large matrices of char-
acteristics. This fundamental change in our ap-
proach to data storage and processing and the
reasons behind the change are discussed in two
reports to the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.1
1John F. Kain et al,, 'First Interim Report on Contract
to Improve the NBER Urban Simulation Model,' Report to
HUD under contract number H—1843, June 1973 (proc-
essed) and John F. Kain, editor,Progress Report on the
Development of the NBER Urban Simulation Model and
Interim Analyses of Housing Allowance Programs," Report
to HUD under contract H—i 843 (amended), December 1974
(processed),
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The approach to data storage and processing
that we have incorporated into the current ver-
sion of the NBER model has many advantages
over that employed in earlier versions and has
long been used for smaller and less complex
simulation models. Until recently, however, its
use in a computer simulation model as large,
complex, and disaggregate as the NBER model
would have been prohibitively expensive. Recent
improvements in disc storage and in particular
the widespread availability of the 3,330 disc
device have markedly changed the nature of
these tradeoffs and have allowed us to adopt
this method of data storage and processing for
the Bureau model.
One consequence of the decision to funda-
mentally change the method of storing and pro-
cessing data in the Bureau model was that the
model's computer program had to be com-
pletely redesigned and reprogrammed. A com-
plete discussion of the required changes will be
presented in Volume Iof our forthcoming final
report. The changes include an extensive re-
working in the supply sector of the model. The
new supply sector draws heavily on theoretical
and econometric work of Gregory K. Ingram,
Yitzhak Oron, Herman Leonard, and Robert
Schafer that is described in the next section of
this report.
At the same time we have completely rede-
signed and reprogrammed the demand and
market-clearing sectors of the model. In addi-
tion to reprogramming the movers, vacancy, de-
mand and market-clearing submodels adapted
from earlier versions of the Bureau model, we
had to design and program a number of entirely
new submodels including job choice and re-
tirement submodel and a tenure choice sub-
model.
Our initial simulations with the revised NBER
model have proven quite satisfactory. While
thereremain many possible refinementsin
model design and calibration, the current simu-
lations appear to be more than adequate to
demonstrate both the feasibility and the value
of the simulation approach to urban analysis.
In the next few months we plan to conduct
further simulations in an effort to both evaluate
the performance of the model and to enrich our
understanding of the likely market impacts ofa housing allowance program.
John F. Kain
William C. Apgar, Jr.
J. Royce Ginn
The Supply Side of the Housing Market
Earlier versions of the NBER Model represented
the supply side of the housing market in a re-
duced-form manner that has become increas-
ingly unsatisfactory as other portions of the
model have improved. Therefore, we have made
a major effort to design an improved representa-
tion of housing supply activity and to better
ground it in empirical analysis.
In this representation, we assume that the
owners of existing structures differ in their abili-
ties to produce the several housing attributes
demanded by housing consumers. As a result,
some attributes, such as dwelling-unit quality,
which are produced by using operating inputs
and short-lived capital, are fairly elastic in sup-
ply. Other attributes, such as structure type,
which are produced using long-lived capital,
cannot be easily supplied in the short run and
are thus inelastic in supply. And finally, housing
attributes, such as neighborhood quality, can
not be produced by housing suppliers and yet
have major effects on demand and rents.
In the past year, we calibrated a simple stand
alone model of supply of dwelling unit quality
and useditto make conditional predictions
about the magnitude of short-run price increases
that would occur as a result of the introduction
of a housing allowance program. This stand
alone model of housing supply served as the
prototype for the design of several of the new
supply subroutines which have been included in
the NBERUrbanSimulation Model.1
The stand alone model also proved to be a
useful organizing device for an expanded pro-
gram of econometric analysis of housing sup-
ply. Central to this effort is a continuing analysis
of supply activities based on an NBER spon-
1. For a more complete discussion see Gregory K. In-
gram and Yitzhak Oron, "The Behavior of Housing Pro-
ducers,' a paper presented at the National Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research, Conference on Income and Wealth Ses-
sion on the Economics of Residenlial Location and Urban
Housing Markets, Cambridge, Mass., May 1975.
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sored survey of landlord behavior. Interviews
were conducted in three Pittsburgh and ten Chi-
cago neighborhoods in the beginning of the
summer of 1974. In the past year, editing and
coding of the data was completed and prelimi-
nary analyses were initiated. These initial investi-
gations indicate that landlords do not make
many changes in their maintenance and operat-
ing policies; very few of the landlords inter-
viewed admitted to a change in these policies
during the last five years. The preliminary anal-
ysis also indicates that profitability and mainte-
nance policies vary with the type of landlord.
These differences appear to be related to differ-
ences in the objectives of the various landlords.
Professional owners maximize profits and un-
derstand the capitalization of net income. Pro-
fessional managers are similar except that they
try to hide the true value of the parcel from the
owner (who is usually small and does not under-
stand capitalization) because of the possibility
that the firm may wish to buy the property. Small
owners have a more varied set of objectives;
some may value being considered a friend by
their tenants; others may be satisfied to live rent
free; others place a high value on having tenants
who will be good neighbors or become attached
to the property and take pride in its appearance.
On the other hand, some appear to have objec-
tives similar to the professional owners.
Early analysis of the Pittsburgh data also indi-
cates that there is a considerable amount of vari-
ationinlandlord behavior among neighbor-
hoods, whichisnot susceptible tosimple
explanation. For example, one might expect
capital expenditures to be less in the declining
neighborhoods but some owners make capital
expenditures that are as large or larger than
those made by landlords inbetter neighbor-
hoods.
We plan to extend and enrich these analyses
of landlord behavior using both the NBER land-
lord survey and other available data. In doing
so we hope to be able to provide improved
specification and calibration of the supply activ-
ities of the NBER Urban Simulation Model. We
currently plan to complete our initial investiga-
tion of these issues and to present both the
analyses using the stand alone supply model
and the findings of our econometric research inVolume II of our final report to the Department





Mobility of Households' Residences
and Workplaces
It has been suggested that a household's deci-
sions to move the residence and workplace
locations are interrelated. Some economists as-
sume a specific causality, from workplace to
residence ("workplace dominance"), while most
sociologists reject workplace-related reasons.
Households are hypothesized to be more likely
to move when they have experienced some un-
forseen change in their short-run equilibrium,
conditional on the levels of some variables used
as proxies for the social and psychological fac-
tors influencing the household.
I have completed a draft of a paper investigat-
ing the simultaneity of household mobility de-
cisions. The study is based on data collected in
1965 by The Bay Area Transportation Study
Commission on 3,187 households living in the
San Francisco Bay Area. Several econometric
problems are involved in the analysis of the
data: dichotomous dependent variables, pool-
ing cross-section and time-series data, and
simultaneous estimation. The method chosen
was the Zellner—Lee joint estimation technique
for linear probability models using pooled data.
The results indicate that virtually all groups,
with the possible exception of Negro female
renters, make their residential and workplace
mobilitydecisionsindependently.However,
some groups, most notably Negro males, appear
to be constrained in their location decisions.
The paper has undergone staff review and is
currently being revised for publication.
Daniel Weinberg
Fiscal Zoning and the Property Tax Base
I have begun some work this year on the impact
of suburban large-lot zoning on the urban hous-
ing market, focusing on land values as well as
property tax base. As an initial step I examined
the tong-run impact of large-lot zoning in a two-
jurisdiction general equalibrium spatial model
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of an urban area. Unlike most spatial models,
this model allows both the price of land (busi-
ness and residential) and the wage rate to be
endogenous. In addition, Iinclude a suburban
business area (and a central business district),
thus allowing for an analysis of the impact of
zoning on jobs as well as residential location.
Whether or not I assume that the urban area is
closed or open (to inhabitants of other urban
areas), the extent to which a zoning policy is
exclusionary is shown to depend crucially on
the nature and distribution of jobs throughout
the urban area. The results also suggest some of
the difficulties involved with the interpretation of
cross-section empirical studies of the impact of
zoning on land prices. On one hand, a stringent
zoning policy is likely to create an excess de-
mand for housing and cause housing and land
prices to increase, while on the other hand, the
zoning policy forces housing to be produced
inefficiently which (other things equal) causes
land prices to fall. As a consequence, it is pos-
sible for a zoning policy which is constraining in
terms of housing and job location to have no net





During the past year two major studies have
been completed. In the first, the impact of fed-
eral water pollution control legislation on six
major water-usingindustries was examined.
This project, under the direction of Robert A.
Leone and J. Royce Ginn, was supported by the
National Commission on Water Quality. Reports
to the Commission are now available from the
National Technical Information Service. In the
second, a review of federal economic develop-
ment programs, the Economic Development
Administration's role in promoting regional de-
velopment since 1965 was emphasized. The
work was supported by a grant from EDA. Robert
A. Leone and E.K. Smith were the project
directors.
In June the preliminary results of Eugene
Seskin's work on air pollution and health werepresented at the Air Pollution Control Associa-
tion annual meeting. This study involves ana-
lyzing the incidence of health effects from air
pollutionepisodesinthe Washington,D.C.
metropolitan area. The work is supported by the
Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S.
Department of Transportation. Henry Peskin and
Leonard Gianessi completed their analysis of
revising EPA estimates of meeting the costs of
1977 requirements of Federal Water Pollution
Control Act Amendments of 1972, a summary of
which is given in this section. This work was
supportedbytheEnvironmentalProtection
Agency.
Research continues on the Income Deterñii-
nation Input-Output Model (IDIOM) under the
direction of Stephen Dresch. The model is de-
signed to simulate the differentialeffects of
basic changes in public policy instruments such
as tax, transfer, and expenditure policies. Ad-
justments by region, industry, and occupation
can be reflected. During the past few months
numerous interactive programming improve-
ments have been made to increase the accessi-
bility to users for model applications, and work
continues on a second generation of the model.
During the past year this project has been sup-
ported by the Economic Development Adminis-
tration, U.S. Department of Commerce; the Of-
fice of Competitive Assessment and Business
Policy, U.S. Department of Commerce; the Of-
fice of Minerals Policy, U.S. Department of the
Interior; and by the National Bureau.
DanielL.Rubinfeld, during his year as an
NBER post-doctoral fellow, has completed a
paper on voting in a local school election that
is to be published in the Review of Economics
and Statistics. He is continuing his work on an
analysis of the willingness to pay for air quality
improvements, using the housing market as a
method of valuing the benefits of clean air and
he has also started to work on a study of the
impact of large-lot zoning on urban housing
market values.
E. K. Smith
Federal Economic Development Programs
The study of the Economic Development Admin-
istration has been completed and submitted to
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EDA. In this study, supported by the EDA, the
focus was on the history and theory of federal
involvement in regional development, the insti-
tutional record of EDA, including its legislative
history and its changing mandate, and a statisti-
cal evaluation of its allocation of funds and their
economic impact. Also included was a chapter
placing EDA within the context of other federal
programs which impinge on regional welfare.
Federal involvement in area development is
long standing, beginning with the Gallatin and
Clay plans for internal improvements in the early
nineteenth century. Before the idea of depressed
or lagging areas received attention in the United
States, the federal government was developing
and applying many of the tools upon which area
development programs would laterrely. But
there has always been argument as to the extent
of the federal role and conflicts within the body
politicover geographicalselectivityofpro-
grams. Pressures to disperse aid widely effected
the evolution of EDA programs. In the period
1971—1 973 the eligibility list for EDA programs
was greatly expanded; by 1973 more than half of
all rural counties were designated. A shift from a
focus on regional distressed areas to a counter-
cylical focus was evident. At the same time pres-
sures increased to, eliminate direct federal aid
except in the form of revenue sharing. This
brought a new form to the ever-present dispute
over federalinvolvementinlocaleconomic
problems. However, when national unemploy-
ment rises, countercyclical programs tend to
support increasesindepressed area funds,
while prosperity causes a waning of interest,
even though in times of prosperity the likelihood
of successful application of area development
funds increases.. The conflict between short-
cyclical policies and long-run development ob-
jectives is evident. EDA has been able to re-
spond to changing congressional mandates and
despite predictions of its imminent demise, the
agency has continued to receive the support of
the Congress.
Analyses of variance and regression tech-
niques were used in making intercounty com-
parisons of EDA spending impacts over the
period 1967—1 972. Five samples of rural coun-
ties were used to test structural equations. Sig-
nificant socioeconomic differences exist amongthe subsets, e.g., poor counties differ appreci-
ably from slow growing counties. Cross-sec-
tional models of 1970 labor market conditions
and models of labor market changes for 1967—
1972 were used to relate incomes, wages, and
labor force participation to employment oppor-
tunities and other variables, Some interesting
differences emerged. For example, the share of
manufacturing variable is not significant in ex-
plaining income in the Southern and Appala-
chian samples, butis significant in the poor
county sample. There is a positive correlation
between share of the work force in agriculture
and the labor force participation rate, but the
equations are not useful in identifying "under-
employment." The negative correlation between
in-migration and the number of people in urban
areas is somewhat surprising. The income vari-
able was not significant in explaining migration
rates for southern counties. In the Appalachian
sample, migration was positively related to the
share of employment in farming. The share of
employment devoted to manufacturing had im-
portant effects, increasing the nonfarm wage
scale generally, and raising average manufac-
turing wages in the total sample (all rural coun-
ties) as well as the ratio of manufacturing wages
to nonfarm wages. In the Southern sample the
share of manufacturing employment in nonfarm
employment is insignificant in the manufactur-
ing wage equation, implying that the labor sup-
ply curve for manufacturing workers is elastic
in poor, depressed regions. This has implica-
tions for the training of workers in these areas
and appears to contradict the hypothesis of a
shortage of trained workers.
In analyzing labor market changes, while the
degree of urbanization was positively correlated,
the t-ratio was not significant. For the Southern
sample, the urbanization variable was negatively
related to changes in both nonfarm and manu-
facturing earnings. This is consistent with the
shift in manufacturing location toward more rural
areas of the South. Equations for average wage
levels revealed the expected positive relation-
ships with employment growth, urbanization,
and increase in share in manufacturing employ-
ment, but education and share of employment
exhibited negative signs. The labor supply may
be more elastic with shifts from the farm to non-
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farm sector indicating wage increases. The least
urbanized areas of the South are enjoying the
most rapid growth in earnings and unlike the
totalrural sample, wage levels are being bid
upward.
The effects of EDA expenditures on nonfarm
and manufacturing earnings and employment
for all rural counties do not exhibit high degrees
of statistical significance, but the t-statistics ex-
ceed 1 .0 and the coefficient has a positive sign,
indicating a positive EDA impact. In a lagged
model, where EDA effort is measured by per
capita EDA expenditures 1965—1970, hypothe-
sized to alter performance in 1970—1973, poor
quality of fits were shown. Though the lagged
dependent variable (1968—1970) is statistically
significantinexplaining 1970—1972 perform-
ance, the relationship accounted for a very low
fraction of the variance. Growth in the nonfarm
sector is slower in the more "urban-
ized" counties of the total rural sample. In the
manufacturing sector, growth in both earnings
and employment in 1970—1972 was faster in
counties with a large farm sector and a smaller
share of nonfarm employment devoted to manu-
facturing. Job growth was most rapid in more
rural, less industrialized counties. The coeffi-
cients for the EDA expenditure variable has the
appropriate positive sign in all equations tested,
thus indicating a positive regional growth im-
pact.
For subsamples, only the Southern sample
revealed a statistically significant EDA expendi-
ture variable. The results for the South are the
most convincing statistical evidence we found
that EDA programs had a statistically significant
impact on a county's welfare. The evidence also
indicates that EDA expenditures create a bigger
increase in nonfarm and manufacturing employ-
ment than in the corresponding earnings func-
tions, with the implication that average wage
levels must have been reduced by EDA expendi-
tures. This might indicate that increases in labor
demand caused by EDA expenditure lead to
still larger shifts in labor supply curves and this
appears more evident in the South than in the
sample for the entire country. It can also mean
that EDA expenditures were properly targeted,
i.e., the sectors paying below average wages
are more likely to be attracted to depressed ruralregions and were, in fact, encouraged to do so.
Employment and total income will still rise. EDA
programs did have a significant nonzero impact,
for in the absence of any EDA programs, our
analysis shows that incomes would have de-
creased in the designated counties.
A series of appendexes, also submitted to
EDA, give a detailed description of data sources
and provide extensive backup for summary sta-
tistical tables in the text.
The material has been extensively edited and
after review by the sponsoring agency, plans for
its dissemination by EDA will be made. Review
for possible National Bureau publication will be
undertaken when EDA plans are made final.
Robert Leone
E. K. Smith
Modöling the Differential Incidence of
Federal Tax, Transfer, and Expenditure Policy
(IDIOM)
This study has been devoted to the further de-
velopment and elaboration of capabilities for
the assessment of the differential consequences
of alternative federal tax, transfer, and expendi-
ture policies. At the present time this effort has
twomajor foäi. First, the existing policy evalua-
tion model, IDIOM (Income Determination Input-
Output Model), has been modified and updated
to enhance its applicability to the explication of
contemporary policy options. Second, the de-
sign and implementation of more fully articu-
lated, second-generation models have been
The first of these will involve the
endogenous incorporation of investment and
international trade flows, while the second will
emphasize the household sector (income distri-
bution, interregional migration, etc.).
In the first area, the input-output model incor-
porated in IDIOM has been converted from a
total to a domestic base by utilizing the Bureau
of Economic Analysis interim 1970 transactions
table. Unlike the original model, in which import
composition by sector was assumed to remain
constant, the revised model permits stipulations
of changes in import supplies. While each vari-
ant of the model is useful for particular purposes,
the domestic base version is especially valuable
in the assessment of the effects of disruptions
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in world trade patterns, e.g., the 1973 petroleum
embargo.
In addition to the development of a second
variant, data inputs required by both versions of
the model, such as exogenous final demand
vectors, have been updated whenever possible
to represent the U.S. economy in 1973. Similarly,
all values have been converted from 1970 to
1973 prices. Thus, the models now incorporate
many important economic changes that have
occurred since 1970.
Finally, substantial effort has been devoted to
improvement of the interactive programming
features of the model and to thorough docu-
mentation of procedures required for its appli-
cation to alternative policy scenarios. As a result,
accessibility of the model to actual and poten-
tial users has been greatly increased. Several
governmental and nongovernmental, are
now actively involvedin model applications,
utilizing the NBER-related computing facilities
at Cornell University.
As noted, the second major focus of our ef-
forts has been on the development of more fully
articulated second generation models. The initial
undertaking in this area has involved the design,
by An-loh Lin and Wu-lang Lee, of a modified
U.S. variant of the model developed by Saito for
the Japanese economy. This model endoge-
nously incorporates primary and intermediate
input substitutions, investment and international
trade flows, demand responses to changes in
relative prices, and a monetary sector. An alter-
native focus, initiated by Stephen P. Dresch, in-
volves the development of a household sector
in which employment (by industry and occupa-
tion), labor and capital income, transfer pay-
ments, and private consumption expenditure are
related to other demographic characteristics.
Both of these second generation efforts will
be continued in the coming year. At a later stage
it is anticipated that the two models will be rein-
tegrated into a more comprehensive, general
equilibrium portrayal of the U.S. economy.
Support for this research has been provided
by a grant from the Office of Economic Research
of the Economic Development Administration,
U.S. Department of Commerce, in association
with the Office of Competitive Assessment and
Business Policy, U.S. Department of Commerce;the Office of Minerals Policy, U.S. Department
of the Interior; and augmented by internal NBER
support. Professional staff for the study include
Stephen P. Dresch, principal investigator, Wu-
lang Lee, and Daniel A. Updegrove, who re-
cently joined the project from Cornell University.
Although An-loh Lin has taken a position with
the research staff of the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, it is anticipated that he will con-
tinue to contribute to the project. Finally, John
Kaler, formerly with the Economic Development
Administration and now associated with the Of-
fice of Competitive Assessment and Business
Policy, has undertaken the endogenous model-
ling of investment demand.
Stephen P. Dresch
F. K. Smith
Voting in Local School Elections
My recently completed paper "Voting in a Local
School Election: A Micro Analysis,"is to be
published by the Review of Economics and Sta-
tistics.In the paper,Ianalyze the demand for
local public education using individual house-
hold data obtained(withthe assistance of
George Peterson of the Urban Institute) through
a survey of voters in two local school elections
in Troy, Michigan. Itis assumed in the voting
model that individual voters determine their de-
sired level of educational expenditures per pupil
by maximizing a utility function subject to a
budget constraint. They decide whether to vote
for or against a given millage request by com-
paring their desired expenditure level with the
actual and proposed levels. On the basis of
some assumptions concerning the stochastic
nature of the individual utility functions, the anal-
ysis suggests-that the probability of a yes or no
vote can be estimated using a binary logit form.
The empirical results are generally consistent
with the notion that individual voters act in a
manner that is coincident with their own self-
interest, since the number of children in public
school, income, and the price of schooling are
three of the most important explanatory vari-
ables in the model. By estimating the model
using alternative definitions of income and price
I was able to reach some conclusions concern-
ing the bias in estimates of income and price
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elasticity that result from the failure to account
for the deductability of local property taxes and
the inclusion of imputed rental income as in-
come. In addition, my estimates of the relative
magnitude of the income and price elasticities
provide some information about specification
biases associated with aggregated expenditure
studies. Finally,I compared the outcomes of the
two elections to test whether the newly intro-
duced Michigan circuit-breaker law (property
tax relief) could help to explain passage in the
second election, when passage in the first elec-
tion failed. The results suggested that the circuit-
breaker was not an important cause of the elec-
tion passage, but that when voters become more
aware of the import of the circuit-breaker, the
likelihood that school millage elections pass
may increase substantially.
I hope to continue my research in the school
voting area by concentrating on a generalization
of the voting model which encompasses the
voter turnout decision, as well as the yes-no
choice.
Daniel L. Rubinfeld
Short-Run Costs of Water Pollution Abatement
The purpose of this project is to analyze and
revise estimates made by the Environmental
Protection Agency of the costs to meet the 197.7
requirements of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act Amendments of 1972. A final report
was delivered in EPA in December 1975.
Approximately 55 industry estimates were
analyzed; the following conclusions can be
drawn. The incremental investment cost of the
1977 requirements for existing industrial sources
is about $1 7.5 billion with powerplants, pulp and
paper, iron and steel, petroleum, machinery and
mechanical products,. and miscellaneous chem-
icals accounting for over half of this total. On the
average, the absolute difference between the
original EPA estimates and the revised NBER
estimates is about 55 percent. However, most
of the difference could be accounted for by re-
visions made in seven sectors: organic chemi-
cals, petroleum, iron and steel, electroplating,
dairies, inorganic chemicals, and phosphates.
The most significant reason for revisions was


























Note: The 1977 requirements call for the installation
of 'Best Practicable Technology" (BPT) by plants dis-
charging waste water directly to waterways and "pre-
treatment" for plants discharging incompatible wastes
into a municipal sewage plant.
These revised estimates are for existing sources
only; they do not account for industry growth.
Figures with asterisks include both BPT and pre-
treatment costs.
1. Includes capital recovery, operating and maintenance,
insurance, taxes, and energy costs. User charges for muni-
cipal treatment of waste water are not included.
2. Exclusive of aluminum.
3. Includes mechanical products.
4. Includes noncontact cooling water.
NBER on what constitutes the true incremental
cost of the EPA policy. Often we felt that EPA
overestimated these costs by including the cost
of equipment that, while consistent with EPA re-
quirements, was not engendered by these re-
quirements, but rather by local laws or by con-
veritional industry practice.
Other reasons for revisions were differences
in assumed engineering cost estimates, adjust-
ments to the legal coverage and interpretation
of the requirements, and the use of more up-to-
date information on the number of industrial
establishments.
A summary of the NBER revised estimates is




NBER Revised Estimates of the Incremental
Costs of Meeting the 1977 Requirements of the
Water Pollution Control Amendments of 1972



















































































































































In a study supported by the National Commis-
sion on Water Quality, members of the Bureau
staff have explored the industrial impact of Fed-
eral Water Pollution Control legislation on six
manufacturingindustries:petroleumrefining,
pulp and paper,iron and steel,nonferrous
metals, textiles, and metal finishing. This proj-
ect, under the direction of J. Royce Ginn, senior
research staff, and Robert A. Leone, research
associate, was concluded during the fall of 1975.
Perhaps the most significant and consistent
empirical observation in each of the industry
case studies related to the intra-industry dis-
tribution of pollution abatement costs. The re-
search indicated that very large portions of most
38industries share common costsofpollution
abatement. Typically 80 percent of an industry's
capacity can be treated at essentially the same
cost per unit of output. The remaining 20 per-
cent of high cost capacity is the primary source
of short-run economic impacts.
In every case the 20 percent of high cost ca-
pacity represented substantially more than 20
percent of the establishments in the industry,
reflecting scale economies in waste water treat-
ment. These scale economies could create seri-
ous barriers to entry into an industry and thus
might contribute to basic change in an industry's
competitive structure over time.
Principles of marginal analysis suggested that
price increases due to the added costs of pol-
lution control should reflect the cost of control
for the industry's marginal producer. Since very
few industries are likely to experience demand
reductions of up to 20 percent in response to
water pollution controls,it follows that in most
industries studied the marginal producer will
experience higher than average costs in the
short run. Consequently, consumers will face
price increases in excess of the cost increases
experienced by a large portion of the industry.
The resulting increase in profits for firms owning
those facilities that are relatively inexpensive to
clean-upis an important incentive thatwill
hasten the introduction of new capacity with low
waste water treatment costs.
The research indicated that the imposition of
pollution controls can lead to serious short-term
capacity constraints that can easily lead to price
increases well in excess of any direct cost in-
creases associated with the controls. This par-
ticular form of impact was particularly noticeable
during the period of high capacity utilization in
the early 1970's indicating that the timing of pol-
lution controls with respect to the business cycle
is an important determinant of impact.
The methodological approach employed by
the water quality research team has general ap-
plicability to the estimation of impacts of other
types of federal and state regulation. Efforts are
now underway to apply this methodology to the





Air Pollution and Health
Ihave analyzed health care utilization data, air
pollution data, and weather data in an effort to
test the null hypothesis that there is no signifi-
cant association between air pollution levels in
metropolitan Washington, D.C. and health ef-
fects. This research has been funded jointly by
the Environmental Protection Agency and the
Department of Transportation.
According to a multivariate statistical analysis
of data for 1973 and 1974, there did not appear
to be a significant relationship between daily
photochemical oxidant readings and the num-
ber of daily unscheduled visits to four of the five
clinic departments (the urgent visit clinic,in-
ternal medicine, pediatrics, and optometry) of
a local group practice medical plan for which
I had data. The only exception was for unsched-
uled visits to the ophthalmology department.
There, a statistically significant relationship was
exhibited between daily oxidant levels and the
daily number of unscheduled visits for eye prob-
lems. The 1973 and 1974 results suggest that a
ten percent increase in photochemical oxidant
pollution levels was related to between a 1 .0 and
4.3 percent increase in unscheduled utilization
of the ophthalmology department.
Ialso examined the data in an effort to un-
cover lag or episodic effects of air pollution
levels on the health care utilization; however,
none were found. In this connection it should be
noted that the oxidant readings included in this
data were sufficiently high to trigger six air pol-
lution alerts in 1973 and one alert in 1974 by the
Metropolitan Washington Council of Govern-
ments, and were among the highest ever re-
corded in the area. Therefore, if the findings are
confirmed by further examination of the data, it
would seem reasonable to question allegations
in the press that there have been significant in-
creases in asthmatic and other respiratory com-
plaints during the air pollution episodes.
The lack of information on the health effects
of mobile source air pollutants has made it diffi-
cult to evaluate the potential benefits (including
health benefits) from abatement of air pollution
attributed to mobile sources. Given that the an-
nual cost of controlling mobile source emissions
from automobiles has been estimated as highas $11 billion by 1985, the final results of this
study should be relevant for policy making in
this area.
Preliminary results of this research were pre-
sented at the 69th Annual Meeting of the Air Pol-
lution Control Association in June 1976.
Eugene P. Seskin
Property Values and the Benefits of
Improved Air Quality
A number of economic tools have been used to
measure the aggregate willingness to pay for air
quality improvements. One technique, the op-
portunity cost approach, measures either the
added costs associated with increased air pol-
lution, or equivalently the reduced costs associ-
ated with air quality improvement (human health
studies are one example). A second technique
infers willingness to pay from analysis of the
housing market, on the presumption that indi-
viduals will pay more for a unit located in an
area with good air quality than for an otherwise
identical unit located in an area with poor air
quality. David Harrison, Jr. of Harvard University
and Ihave investigated the methodological
problems associated with this latter approach to
valuing benefits. Using census tract data for the
Boston housing market, and air quality data from
the TASSIM model, developed by Gregory
Ingram and others, we have generated quantita-
tive estimates of the willingness to pay for air
quality improvements and have tested the sensi-
tivity of these results to alternative specifications
of the basic building blocks in the procedure.
The theoretical model described in a prelimi-
nary version of the paper entitled "Housing
Prices and the Willingness to Pay for Clean Air"
suggests a two-step procedure for estimating
the willingness to pay for reduced air pollution.
The first step is to estimate a hedonic housing
price equation, and the second step is to esti-
mate a marginal willingness to pay function for
households in the urban area, a function that is
analogous to a demand curve for cleaner air.
Our empirical results suggest that the form of
the willingness to pay curve is very sensitive to
the functional specification of the housing price
equation. We find that the willingness to pay for
cleaner air increases with the level of pollutant
concentration where the individual household
resides, and that the willingness to pay curve
shifts upward as income increases. We also find
that allowing for the fact that the marginal willing-
ness to pay for clean air decreases as pollutant
concentrations are reduced and that willingness
to pay increases with income leads to a substan-
tially (roughly 30 percent) lower estimate of
benefits when compared to the procedure that
assumes that willingness to pay is independent
of pollution concentration and income. We also
find that specification errors in the housing price
equation can alter benefit estimates even more
substantially (roughly 50 percent).
Our results are preliminary because of the
nature of the data and the methodology. How-
ever, we hope to pursue our research further by
directing our attention to the distribution impacts
of air pollution reduction programs within an
urban area. We hope to take into account, as
fully as possible, not only residentially oriented
benefits, but also workplace related benefits
and health benefits that are clearly not fully ac-
counted for in property value studies.
Daniel L. Rubinfeld
3. HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Introduction
Much of the Center's research is motivated by
the observation that many activities that have
importance for human welfare take place out-
side of conventional economic markets. Ex-
amples include the care of young children,
health-related activities, and criminal behavior.
These activities are candidates for economic
analysis because they involve decision making
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under conditions of scarcity. Thus, such familiar
concepts as price, demand, investment, pro-
ductionfunction,and maximization through
equality at the margin, can be applied to in-
crease understanding of many important dimen-
sions of human behavior. Not only is economics
useful in studying these nonmarket phenomena,
but the insights so obtained contribute signifi-
cantly to the analysis of more conventional eco-nomic problems such as the determination of
wage rates, the size and location of the popula-
tion, the composition of the labor force, the level
of unemployment, and the rate of economic
growth. These insights also prove to be valuable
in the analysis of market phenomena such as
the demand for medical care, which are inextri-
cably entwined with non market phenomena such
as the demand for and production of health.
Many of the activities studied by the Center
have consequences that extend over time. Thus
the application of human capital theory and the
analysis of decision making in a life-cycle con-
text figure prominently in much of the work. The
theory of the allocation of time is also an impor-
tant conceptual cornerstone because the time
of the participants in the activities is frequently a
major input.
The work of the Center is organized in five
programs: health, income distribution, law, pop-
ulation and the family, and taxation and social
insurance. Although the programs have clear
administrativeandfinancialresponsibilities,
there is considerable complementarity inthe
substance of the work, Several members of the
staff work in more than one program, and some
particular studies include joint efforts. During the
past year,Centerstaff members published
34 articles, and 24 Center working papers were
distributed. The results of Center research were
also incorporated in the following volumes pub-
lished by the National Bureau: Household Pro-
duction and Consumption, Nestor Terleckyj,
editor; Human Capital (2nd ed), by Gary S.
Becker; Economics of the Family: Marriage,
Children, and Human Capital, Theodore W.
Schultz, editor.
Summaries of each program, sources of fund-






Research activity in law and economics con-
tinued at a high level during the past year.
Completed and on-going studies, which are de-
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scribed more fullyinthe individualreports
below, include the following: Ehrlich's empiri-
cal work on deterrence and capital punishment;
Landes and Posner's economic analysis of the
independent judiciaryandtheirquantitative
study of legal precedent; Posner's study of the
economic foundations of the legal doctrines of
corporate finance; Peltzman's analyses of gov-
ernment regulation; Stigler's work on the size of
legislatures and political competition, and his
joint work with Becker on the increase over time
in the tenure of legislators; Pashigian's eco-
nomic study of bribery and his empirical re-
search on the earnings of lawyers; Wolpin's
empirical study of crime in England from 1894—
1973; Heckman's development of econometric
techniques for dummy endogenous variables,
and his joint work with Wolpin on the empirical
effects on minorities of government contract
compliance programs. Fourteen papers were
published this year or will be published shortly,
twelve in journals and two incollections of
readings.
Kenneth Wolpin joined the law and economics
program this year as a research associate. Grants
from the National Science Foundation and the
American Bar Foundation, whichisfunding
Pashigian's study of the legal profession, pro-




Ihave completed an extensive study titled
'Punishment and Deterrence: Some Further
Thoughts and Additional Evidence." The study
is in large measure a sequel to my earlier paper:
"The Deterrent Effect of Capital Punishment: A
Question of Life and Death," (American Eco-
nomic Review, June 1975). The new study
analyzes cross-sectional data on variations in
murder, robbery, and aggrevated assault and
estimates the responses of these crimes to mea-
sures of deterrence, and to economic and de-
mographic variables. The empirical results are
highly consistent with, and lend strong support
to, my earlier studies on crime. Particular topics
addressed in the empirical investigation include:
analysis of transformations, tests of stability ofsets of regression coefficients, comparisons of
FBI and Vital Statistics data on homicide, and
simultaneous estimations of sets of interrelated
crimes. The theoretical analysis concerns exten-
sions of the analysis of crime both from the
offender and the public side. Optimal public de-
fense against crime is generalized to include
choices among three deterrence instruments:
the probability of conviction, the extent of pun-
ishment by imprisonment, and the conditional
probability of execution. The paper briefly con-
siders the separate questions of deterrence,
efficiency, and the desirability of capital punish-
ment in light of a more general approach that
includes considerations of the equity of treat-
ment of equally guilty persons. The work also
includes a critical review of some earlier studies
of the deterrent effect of punishment.
Some elaborations on my paper for American
Economic Review on the deterrent effect of
capital punishment, and a response to a few
critics of my work are included in two recent
publications in the Yale Law Journal. The De-
cember 1975 issue of that journal includes my
paper "Deterrence: Evidence and lnference,"
and the January 1976 issue includes a short
rejoinder to another comment.
The IndependentJudiciary in an
Interest-Group Perspective
Isaac Ehrlich
This study attempts to reconcile the notion of
an independent judiciary(e.g.,appointment
rather than election of judges, life tenure, pro-
hibitions on nominal salary reductions) with the
economic theory of the governmental process
that emphasizes the importance ofinterest
groups in the formation of public policy. An in-
dependent judiciary would at first seem to be
inconsistent with and threatening to a political
system in which public policy emerges from the
struggle of interest groups. The outcome of the
struggle could readily be nullified by unsympa-
thetic judges. We develop an economic model,
however, that shows that the independent judi-
ciary is not only consistent with, but essential
to, the interest-group theory of government. We
assume that legislation is "sold" by the legis-
lature and bought by the beneficiaries of leg isla-
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tion, and that substantial expenses are incurred
in procuring the legislation that would not be
worthwhile if the legislation were altered un-
favorably or repealed within a few months or
years. Two complementary methods are used to
increase the permanency of legislation: legisla-
tive procedures that increase the cost of repeal
(bi-cameralism, seniority, filibuster rules); and
an independent judiciary to enforce legislation.
An independent judiciary—in contrast to one
that serves at the pleasure of the current legis-
lature—enables an enacting legislature to make
long-term legislative deals and to receive a por-
tion of the capitalized value of the expected
future returns.
We apply the model to an analysis of the form
of interest-group legislation (e.g., whether an-
nual legislative appropriations are required for
enforcement), regulation by administrative agen-
cies, differences in the selection and tenure of
judges at the federal, state, and local levels of
government, and the enforcement of constitu-
tional provisions. Finally, we attempt to analyze
the costs of judicial independence by an empiri-
cal analysis of the nullification of acts of Con-
gress by the Supreme Court, and we find that
the costs of nullification have tended to be slight
(97 nullifications out of about 38,000 acts). We
also examine the effects of the age and tenure
of judges and other variables on the likelihood
of nullification.
This study is detailed in a paper prepared for
the Universities—National Bureau Conference
on the Economic Analysis of Political Behavior
and was published in a special issue of the
Journal of Law and Economics.
William M. Landes
Richard A. Posner
The Economics of Legal Precedent
Although the use of precedents as a technique
for creating specific rules of legal obligation is
a fundamental characteristic of our legal sys-
tem, it has not been studied scientifically. No
one knows, for example, what the effective stock
of legal precedents isin various areas of the
law; whether the importance of precedent in the
decision of cases is increasing or decreasing;
whether precedent is more importantintheSupreme Court or lower courts; whether admin-
istrative agencies use precedent to any signifi-
cant extent; what the rate of obsolescence of
legal precedent is in various areas of the law;
whether more general precedents obsolesce
at a slower rate than more specific ones; and
whether increases in legislative activity increase
the rate of obsolescence of legal precedents.
We believe these questions can be examined by
the theoretical and quantitative tools of eco-
nomic analysis.
The theoretical framework of our study is de-
rived from the economic theory of capital. We
treat the body of legal rules as a stock of capi-
tal that depreciates over time due to changes in
social and economic conditions, in legislation,
in judicial personnel, and in other parameters
of legal action. The stock can be augmented and
depreciation offset by investing in developing
new precedents and modifying old ones; for
example, by litigation at the appellate level. We
develop a model of the optimal accumulation of
legal capital that relates investment and the
stock to the value of legal capital, the costs of
producing precedents, and the rate of deprecia-
tion. We further derive the relationship among
the average age of precedents, the growth rate
of precedents, and the depreciation rate.
Our main contribution is the empirical anal-
ysis of precedents. The basic data are case cita-
tions in judicial opinions. Although a case cita-
tion is not the same thing as a precedent (since
a case is not always cited for its precedential
significance) itis a good proxy because it af-
fords a convenient basis for quantitative anal-
ysis. By combining data on the age of citations
with estimates of growth rates of precedents, we
are then able to calculate, and test hypotheses
on, depreciation rates of Supreme Court and
lowercourtprecedentsbysubjectmatter
classes (e.g.,torts, tax,antitrust,civilrights,
etc.). Since data on citations are not compiled,
it is necessary to create a data base by reading
thousands of decided cases and recording the
essential information about each case (subject
matter, age and number of citations to earlier
precedents, use of this case as a precedent in
later cases, etc.). We have developed one data
base consisting of a sample of 1974 and 1960
U.S. Court of Appeals and Supreme Court cases
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where citations to earlier cases are recorded,
and are in the process of developing two others:
a sample of 1900, 1938, and 1955 Supreme
Court cases in which citations to these cases
are tabulated; and an annual sample of U.S.
Court of Appeals cases from 1890 through 1975.
We have completed a draft of a paper using the
first body of data, that will be published in the
Journal of Law and Economics.
Economic Approach to Law
William M. Landes
Richard A. Posner
I have completed a review essay, published in
the Texas Law Review (Vol. 53, p. 757, May
1975), that surveys the literature on, and ex-
plains and defends, the economic approach to
the analysis of law. The origins of the economic
approach, its major findings to date, the princi-
pal criticisms of the approach, suggestions for
additional research, and pedagogical issues
raised by the new approach are the principal
topics discussed. The paper was originally
given as the Orgain Lecture at the University of
Texas Law School, and received the First Annual
L&EC (University of Miami Law and Economics
Center) Prize for Distinguished Scholarship in
Law and Economics.
The Legal Rights of Creditors of
Affiliated Corporations
Richard A. Posner
In this paper, which will appear in the University
of Chicago Law Review,I use economic theory
to examine a recurrent problem in legal analysis:
to what extent should an investor be permitted
to limit his liability to creditors to the amount of
money that he has invested in a venture? Spe-
cifically,if one corporation owns another, can
the creditors of the second ("affiliated") cor-
poration reach the assets of the first for any
unsatisfied claim, or does the traditional doc-
trine of the corporation's "limited liability" (i.e.,
shareholder nonliabilityfor the corporation's
debts) insulate the first corporation from liability?
It turns out that the economic analysis of cor-
porate finance supplies answers that are some-
what different from those of contemporary legalscholarship. I show in this paper that limited lia-
bility is not, in general, a device for externalizing
the costs of business ventures. On the contrary,
the doctrine of limited liability serves to mini-
mize financing costs by, among other things,
permitting an optimal sharing of risks among
creditors and investors. Thus, as in many other
areas of law, economic analysis furnishes a jus-
tification for traditional legal doctrines that legal
scholars not using economic tools have found
difficult to defend.
I also show that the doctrine of limited liability
should, in general, be adhered to in the case
where the shareholder is another corporation
rather than an individual, save where the share-
holder has been misled into thinking that the
corporation-shareholder was the real debtor or
had pledged its own assets to satisfy the debt.
Since this is the dominant approach taken by the
law in answer to the question of creditors' rights
in affiliated corporations, once again economics
furnishes a rationale for a traditional legal ap-
proach.
Although the issues addressed in this paper
are narrow ones, the general approach of seek-
ing to explain legal doctrines in the areas of
corporate finance, bankruptcy, and related fields
on the basis of the economic principles govern-
ing lending and investing seems a promising
one that can be applied more widely.
Richard A. Posner
Economics of Regulation
Ihave completed a paper entitled, "Toward a
More General Theory of Regulation," in which
Idemonstrate that special-interest theories of
regulation (e.g., regulation as cartel formation)
cannot be generally valid. A rational regulatory
process pays heed to multiple interests. From
this several hypotheses about regulatory be-
havior are deduced—for example, that regu-
lated prices and profits are negatively corre-
lated, that regulators seek out technologically
progressive and growing industries to regulate,
etc. The paper will be published in the Journal of
Law and Economics.
I am also working on a study of the effects of
industrial concentration. The goal of the project
has been to isolate two potentialeffects of
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changesinmarket concentration—cost and
price effects—in order to examine the efficacy
of legal restraints and regulation of concentra-
tion, Most of the empirical work is complete and
a tentative conclusion has been reached that
shows that cost effects of changing market
structureare(a)empiricallyimportant and
(b) more important than price effects,
My article 'The Effects of Automobile Safety
Regulation," that was described in last year's
annual report, was published in the Journal of
Political Economy, August 1975.
Political Competition
Sam Peltzman
The fact that all governments face various forms
of competition from other governments is a plati-
tude. Indeed, a fairly extensive literature has
grown up in the last two decades about the
'Tiebout hypothesis" which argues that under
certain restrIctions, the competition of local gov-
ernments will lead to optimal supplies of local
public goods.
However, little explicit attention has been de-
voted to the question of what constraints the
direct competition for citizens and tax capacity
and the indirect competition for national markets
have placed on the regulatory process of vari-
ous levels of government. This is the focus of
the work whichIhave recently initiated.I am
presently exploring both the relevant trade liter-
ature and some empirical studies of state regu-
lation.
My paper "The Size of Legislatures," which
was summarized inlast year's annual report,
was published in the Journal of Legal Studies,
January 1976.
George J. Stigler
The Professionalization of Politics
There has been a remarkable increase in the
average tenure in office of congressmen in the
United States. For example, the average number
of terms of service never rose to 3 before 1900,
but never fell below 3 thereafter and has steadily
risen to nearly 6 in recent years. We plan to
measure this phenomenon more precisely and
for a variety of legislatures, and then seek expla-nations for the trend in the comparative eco-
nomic advantages of the political calling.
Gary S. Becker
George J. Stigler
On The Control of Bribery and Crime
The effect of a fine for bribery and a fine for
crime on the amount of bribery and crime is
analyzed in this paper. Past studies have often
separated the bribery problem from the crime
problem. However, penalties for one form of
illegal activity will generally have an effect on
the quantity of other forms of illegal activity. In
this paper I develop a theory in which crime and
bribery are interrelated. The bribe offered by an
apprehended criminal depends on the expected
reduction in the fine for the crime which in turn
depends on the severity of the crime committed.
The selection of crime severity will depend on
the expected cost of bribery. The comparative
effects of a change in the fine for bribery and the
fine for crime on the amount of bribery, the crime
rate, and the severity of crime are developed.
The paper was published in the June 1975 issue
of the Journal of Legal Studies.
B. Peter Pashigian
The Demand and Supply of Lawyers
During the past year, I developed a theory of the
number of practicing lawyers and a data base to
implement a time series analysis of the number
of lawyers from 1920 to 1970. The model uses
the human capital theory to determine equilib-
rium earnings in the legal profession. The theory
of rational expectations is used to determine the
required number of entering first-year law stu-
dentsconsistentwithequilibriumexpected
earnings in the legal profession three years
hence. The change in the actual number of first-
year students enrolled in law schools is as-
sumed proportional to the difference between
the required number for equilibrium and the cur-
rent number of first-year students.
Some preliminary empirical results indicate
that the earnings of lawyers exceeded the equi-
librium earnings from 1929 to the mid-1950's.
Since the early 1960's a gap between actual
and equilibrium earnings has reappeared and
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explains the increased interest in the study of
law. Regression results suggest that the under-
lying determinants of the demand for lawyers
are real income, the number of corporations,
and judicial activity as measured by the number
of court cases and bankruptcies. The time series
results show the number of lawyers decreases
with increases in alternative earnings. The esti-
mates of the speed of adjustment to equilibrium
appear to be relatively low.
B. Peter Pashigian
An Analysis of Crime in England: 1894—1 973
There have been a number of recent empirical
attempts to quantify the relationship between
criminal activity and law enforcement. The evi-
dence indicates important deterrent effects of
the criminal justice system. Most of this research
has been confined to cross-sectional data sets
that ignore spillover effects caused by the mo-
bility of criminals. Moreover, the proxies alleged
to capture deterrent impacts have been imper-
fect. In particular, alternative forms of punish-
ment have not been available, and the effects
of apprehension have been confounded with
punishment effects.Inaddition,societalre-
sponses to exogenous changesincriminal
activity are difficult to ascertain from cross-
sectional data.
My research.in this area concerns an analysis
of crime in England for the period 1894—1973.
Ihave gathered published data for approxi-
mately 15 specific crimes ranging from the more
severe crimes of murder, manslaughter, and
wounding to the less severe such as pick-
pocketing and shoplifting. For each crime the
following information has been collected: the
number of offenses known to the police, the
number of known offenses for which the of-
fender is apprehended, the number of those
apprehended who were ultimately convicted,
the type of punishment—fines, probation, whip-
ping,reformatory, or imprisonment, and the
length of the imprisonment. Further, variables
on police activity such as the actual number of
police by rank, their total salaries, total expendi-
tures on police and the average 'ength of service
in the police force have been obtained. To com-
plement this data set,I have collected economicand demographic information for the population
including, for example, unemployment rates,
age distribution, and urbanization.
Although the analysis is at the preliminary
stage, it appears that the economic approach to
crime can aid in our understanding of the pat-
tern of crime over this period. In addition, this
approach seems to be a fruitful avenue for dis-
cerning and rationalizing the temporal patterns
of police activity and its relationship to crime as
well as changes in the types and severity of
punishment through time.
A future goal of this research is to understand
the causes of international disparities in crime.
The main question to be addressed concerns
the role of deterrents as opposed to inherent
population characteristicsindetermining the
extent of criminal behavior. Although a compari-
son of the British to the U.S. data would be in-




Recent work on law and economics has begun
to focus on the causes of legislation and not
simply the economic consequences of legisla-
tion. Two important issues arise: (1) What fac-
tors determine the passage of a law? (2) What
is the effect of endogeneity of laws on the mea-
surement of the effect of laws on economic
indicators?
This year,I have written two papers that ad-
dress these questions within the specific context
of the Landes (Journal of Political Economy,
1968) study of fair employment legislation. In
the course of answering those questions,I de-
velop an econometric methodology for estimat-
ing simultaneous equations systems with both
continuous and discrete endogenous variables.
In one paper "Dummy Endogenous Variables in
a Simultaneous Equations System" (forthcom-
ing in Econometrica) the methodology is devel-
oped.In a comparison piece "Simultaneous
Equations Models with both Continuous and
Discrete Endogenous Variables with and with-
out Structural Shift in the Equations" in Richard
Quandt, ed., Studies in Nonlinear Estimation
(Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger, 1976), a class of
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simple estimators is developed and applied to
the Landes data.
The principal substantive findings are: (1) a
tentative equation predicting passage of a fair
employment law can be readily estimated and is
found to be economically meaningful; (2) ex-
plicit treatment of the presence of a law as a
dummy endogenous variable causes the Landes
(1968) fair employment law dummy to become
numerically and statistically significant. Linda
Edwards has applied the same methodology,
with success, to an analysis of compulsory
schooling laws.
Analysis of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs
JamesJ. Heckman
We have used Chicago data to analyze the effect
of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
(OFCC) on upgrading the status of minorities.
The work is in two parts. In Part One we develop
a model of firm contract receipt and retention
procedure. We stress that the voluntary nature
of contract awards implies that contractors and
noncontractors are likely to differ in their em-
ployment practices toward minorities even when
the program has had no effect on minority
status. Hence, contractor.-noncontractor differ-
entials measured in the ordinary way afford no
guide to the effect of OFCC on minority status.
In Part Two we present estimates of the effect of
OFCCon minority status using a methodology
that circumvents the bias discussed in Part One.
We find strong evidence for the existence of
program effects on minority status. Further, we
find that firms with higher per-contract minority
composition are more likely to receive contracts.
There is no evidence of a systematic contract
compliance review policy by the government.
This work is reported in two articles: "Does the
Contract Compliance Program Work? An Anal-
ysis of Chicago Data" (Industrial and Labor Re-
lations Review, August 1976) and "An Analysis
of the Change in the Position of Minorities 1966—
1974" (Explorations in Labor Economics).
JamesJ. Heckman




























A unifying theme of this research program is that
the distribution of income is influenced in two
important ways by individual decisions concern-
ing the allocation of time. First, in a static con-
text, time can be spent in any of several activi-
ties; the way time is used directly affects the
distribution of income among individuals, work-
ers, and households. The hypothesis maintained
throughout much of this research is that the
allocation of time is responsive to price incen-
tives. The research measures the price-respon-
siveness of time uses under various circum-
stances. The vector of pricesis viewed as
affected by the structures of households, indus-
tries, government tax and transfer systems, and
by the level of business activity, technology, and
social mores. The uses of time are often dis-
tinguished either by the location of the activity
(in or outside of the labor market) or by the
nature of the activity (working, investing, or con-
suming). Each type of activity can be undertaken
in either location as suggested by the taxonomy
in Table 11-6.
Second, decisions concerning the allocation
of time in one time period significantly affect
both the price incentives for time use in sub-
sequent periods and the distribution of income
in subsequent periods. Considering the effects
of current time use on future opportunities pro-
vides important insights. Prospectively, they help
us understand why time is allocated as it is (for
example, over the lifetime among working, invest-
ing, and consuming); retrospectively, they permit
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researchers to view the current price vector (in
particular the wage rate) as the cumulative re-
sult of how time was allocated in previous pe-
riods. Since, through their allocation of time,
individuals can forego income in one period in
behalf of another period, the observed distribu-
tion of current income does not necessarily re-
flect the underlying distribution of well-being.
Individuals differ both in their ownership of
income-producing assets at one point in time
and in their opportunities for altering the stream
of income over time from any given bundle of
initial assets. Genetic endowments, family back-
ground, access to funds, luck, and time-alloca-
tion decisions in previous periods, all affect the
current period and the lifetime distributions of
"income," however defined. In the studies de-
tailed below, issues related to both the alloca-
tion of time and the resulting distributionof
income are discussed. In some a static frame-
work is used; in others a more dynamic, time-
dependent context is employed. Several address
issues related to the causes or consequences
of differences among individuals in their ability
to alter the structure of their income-generating
assets.
In many of the studies longitudinal data is
utilized. These include the National Longitudinal
Surveys, the Michigan Income Dynamics Survey,
the Coleman-Rossi Continuous Retrospective
Work Histories, and the NSF Register of Scien-
tific and Technical Personnel. In our program,
increasing attention has been paid to econo-
metric techniques that exploit the longitudinal
nature of these data files.
Since last year's report, Reuben Gronau hasjoined the staff of our income distribution pro-
gram, on leave from Hebrew University for the
year. We also have two NBER Research Fellows
this year: Oey Astra Meesook from Thammasat
University, Bangkok, Thailand, a Rockefeller
Foundation Foreign Research Fellow; and Don-
ald 0. Parsons from Ohio State University, the
NBER's Harry Scherman Research Fellow.
Research output from this program area dur-
ing the past year includes eight NBER Working
Papers:
Ann P. Bartel, "Job Mobility and Earnings
Growth," Working Paper 117, November 1975.
Edward Lazear, "Schooling as a Wage De-
pressant," Working Paper 92, June 1975.
"Human Wealth and Human Capi-
tal," Working Paper 97, July 1975.
"Education: ConsumptIon or Pro-
duction," Working Paper 104, September 1975.
Lee A. Lillard, "Inequality: Earnings vs. Hu-
man Wealth," Working Paper 80, April 1975
(American Economic Review, forthcoming).
and Yoram Weiss, "Analysis of
Longitudinal Data: American Scientists 1960—
1970," Working Paper 121, January 1976.
Donald 0. Parsons, "Health, Family Struc-
ture and Labor Supply," Working Paper 132,
April 1976.
Yoram Weiss, "The Earnings of Scientists,
1960—1970: Experience, Age and Vintage Ef-
fects," Working Paper 99, July 1975.
Kenneth Wolpin, "Education and Screen-
ing," Working Paper 102, August 1975 (Ameri-
can Economic Review, forthcoming).
In addition, the following papers have been or
will soon be published:
Victor Fuchs, "A Note on Sex Segregation
in Professional Occupations,'Explorations in
Economic Research, 2: 1, Winter 1975.
Isaac Ehrlich (with Un Ben-Zion), "Asset
Management, Allocation of Time and Returns
to Saving" (revised Working Paper 71), Eco-
nomic Inquiry, June 1976.
James Heckman, "A Life Cycle Model of
Earnings, Learning and Consumption," in The
Journal of Political Economy, 1976.
Jacob Mincer, "Progress in Research on the
Distribution of Earnings," in Personal Distribu-
tions in Incomes, Royal Economic Society, 1976.
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"Unemployment Effects of Mini-
mum Wages," (Working Paper 39), forthcoming
in The Journal of Political Economy, 1976.
Yoram Weiss, "The Wealth Effect in Occu-
pational Choice," (revised Working Paper 25),
in International Economic Review, June 1976.
(with A. Blinder), "Human Capital
and Supply: A Synthesis," (revised Work-
ing Paper 67), in The Journal of Political Econ-
omy, April 1976.
The Center's research on income distribution
is supported by the National Science Founda-
tion, The Rockefeller Foundation, and the U.S.
Department of Labor.
Earnings Structure in the U.S.
Robert T. Michael
During the past year research continued on the
determinants of the structure of earnings in the
U.S., utilizing the Coleman-Rossi Retrospective
Life History Study and the NLS (National Longi-
tudinal Survey) retrospective and panel surveys.
Although the traditional factors affecting earn-
ings, such as education, ability, and family back-
ground are not neglected in our current re-
search, we are concentrating primarily on the
influence of several aspects of work experience
on both changes in earnings over the life cycle
and differences in earnings among individuals.
The aspects of work experience we are explor-
ing are: (1) progress on the job within a firm
(including training, learning, occupational pro-
motion, and wage growth); (2) job mobility, both
local and geographic; (3) weekly and annual
hours of work; (4) the incidence and duration o.f
unemployment, and its relation to job search
and to labor mobility.
Ann Bartel reports in detail on the effects of
job tenure and job mobility as observed in the
Coleman-Rossi data. Some of the more impor-
tant general conclusions are:
1. Job mobility contributes less to individual
wage growth than does job progress within the
firm. Mobility is, however, comparatively more
important at lower levels of education and, of
course, in the earlier years of experience. Both
forms of human capital investment continue at
progressively reducedratesthroughout the
working life.It appears that "successful" job
searchers ultimately land jobs in which theirearnings grow faster than the earnings of those
whose mobility continues. Thus, greater mo-
bility beyond the early years of work experience
is likely to reflect an adverse selectivity in the
labor market matching process: the persistently
mobile worker exhibits a slower wage growth
and a lower level of earnings by mid-career.
These workers are more heavily represented in
the less educated groups, but the finding per-
sists within education groups as well.
2. Wage gains from job change depend on
the amount of job information available to the
potential job changer at the time of separation.
In the Coleman-Rossi sample, over 70 percent
of those who quit but less than 25 percent of
those laid off had relevant job information. Cor-
respondingly, the average gain from mobility
was greater for job changers who quit.Evi-
dently, search before separation affects both the
separation and the wage gain while the ob-
served adverse effect of unemployment on wage
gain is in part a consequence of less information
available to the unemployed at the time of sepa-
ration.
The analysis of labor mobility was carried out
separately for whites and blacks in the Cole-
man-Rossi data and replicated to a limited extent
on the NBER-Thorndike-Hagen sample. Pres-
ently, we are starting a comparable and more
thorough analysis of labor mobility and its ef-
fects on earnings in the NLS samples of older
and of young men.
Geographic mobility is a component of labor
mobility to which we devoted special attention in
view of the richness of individual data not pre-
viously available. A theoretical analysis focusing
on the family as a decision-making unit and
some of the empirical implications are spelled
out in my preliminary paper "Family Migration
Decisions." Ann Bartel's companion paper de-
scribes some findings from the Coleman-Rossi
data. Gains from and the extent of geographic
mobility depend on family status. Mobility is
greatest among divorced and separated males,
smallest among married men whose wives work
and who have school-age children. Gains are
largest for those whose wives lost employment
by migrating and for those who are transferred
by the firm. The latter tend to be more educated;
otherwise education appears to have no effect
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on migration, holding work experience constant.
This appears to contradict other findings in the
literature,at leastinpart, because no such
standardization was previously possible. This
and other puzzles should find some resolution
in the replications underway using other data
sets.
The analysis of hours of work was conducted
mainly by George Borjas, using the National
Longitudinal Survey of Mature Men. This data
set contains considerable information on mea-
sures of labor supply and earnings. Previous
studies of the determinants of hours of work
have been plagued by a negative, spurious cor-
relation between hours of work and the wage
rate, This resulted from the necessity of mea-
suring the wage rate by dividing annual (or
weekly) earnings by annual (or weekly) hours:
any measurement error in hours was present in
both the dependent and the independent vari-
able, imposing a negative correlation. We have
utilized the NLS data to construct measures of
the wage rate that do not depend spuriously on
the dependent variable, weekly hours. This was
accomplished by using two NLS measures of
hours (usual and current) as well as the longi-
tudinal history of wage rates. Once we defined
the wage variableindependentlyofhours
worked weekly, we found that the negative wage
elasticities that are prevalent in the literature
vanish. The adjusted estimates of the wage
elasticities are positive and significant. Thus it
is likely that the substitution effect outweighs the
income effect. For this (and other) reasons these
cross-section results provide no evidence to
support the backward bending labor supply
curve hypothesis. Moreover, we estimated that
about 30 percent of the variance in reported
hours represents error. The same is conse-
quently true of the variance in hourly earnings,
with obvious implications for the maximal ex-
planatory power of statistical wage functions.
We have also analyzed multiple job holding and
overtime hours, and are currently undertaking
study of the determinants of changes in hours
over time by utilizing the panel information in
the NLS.
Annual hours of work depend on weekly hours
and on weeks worked during the year. The latter
are the complement of time spent either out Qfthe labor force or in unemployment. Preliminary
work on the Coleman-Rossi data by Linda'
Leighton provides estimates of individual proba-
bilities of ever being unemployed (over the first
one-and-a-half decades of work experience)
and estimates of durations and frequencies of
unemployment episodes. Some of the prelimi-
nary results are as follows. Roughly 36 percent
of the black and 25 percent of the white sub-
sample reported at least one incident of unem-
ployment over their work history (an average of
fifteen years' experience). We find that the prob-
ability of being unemployed declines over experi-
ence-intervals and, within each interval, declines
across schooling levels. Average duration of un-
employment also declines across schooling
levels, but no pattern emerges over experience
intervals. These results hold for bothracial
groups.
As the Coleman-Rossi data set is retrospec-
tive, our next step is to examine some of the
panel data such as the National Longitudinal
Survey of Mature Men and of Young Men, and
to study both the determinants and effects of
unemployment on earnings.
Finally, a start was made on the study of the
distribution of longitudinal earnings profiles in
the Coleman-Rossi data. We are estimating dis-
tributions of individual parameters such as initial
earning capacities prior to schooling and ex-
perience, post-school investment parameters,
and rates of return. The analyses of the contribu-
tion of each parameter to interpersonal differ-
ences in earnings and of the determinants of
these parameters are currently under way. Two
fragmentary findings are the following. As much
as a half of the residual of the cross-section
earnings function at "overtaking" (about nine
years of experience) is due to differences in
measured earnings capacity, a factor which per-
sists at each level of experience. Also, estimates
of early post-school investment are positively
related to subsequent wage growth.
The Effects and Determinants of
Labor Mobility
Jacob Mincer
During the past year my research has been con-
cerned with an analysis of the effects and deter-
minants of labor mobility. The Coleman-Rossi
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Retrospective Life History Study provides a rich
data set for this study since it contains informa-
tion on the duration and starting and ending
salaries of each job the individual held from the
time he first entered the labor force until, the date
of the interview (at which time the men were
approximately 35 years old). A lifetime account-
ing of geographic mobility, marital status, and
wife's employment history is also provided. The
important findings on the effects of labor mo-
bility on the earnings growth of the Coleman-
Rossi white males can be summarized as fol-
lows (for more detail see my NBER Working
Paper 117):
1. When post-school earnings growth was
decomposed, 87 percent of the price-deflated
earnings growth of an average 35-year-old white
male was found to occur on the job, with the re-
maining 13 percent being due to job mobility.
These percentages were not constant across
education groups; the grammar school group
had the largest proportion of earnings growth
due to mobility (24 percent); the graduate school
grouphadthesecondlargestpercentage
(16 percent).
2. More mobile individuals (i.e., individuals
who had worked at several firms) had signifi-
cantly lower earnings gains in the long-run than
the less mobile, education and experience held
constant. It was also found that individuals who
had worked at more than one firm and had their
longest tenure at the current firm had larger total
earnings growth and higher current earnings
than either those individuals who had worked at
only one firm or those who had worked at sev-
eral firms and had been at their current job a
relatively short time. In other words, mobility was
found to be more beneficial ifit occurred early
in the individual's working life.
3. The effect of geographic mobility on
earnings growth was also analyzed. If the indi-
vidual moved to a new state without changing
employers, his earnings at the firm grew faster
than if he had not moved geographically. How-
ever, if geographic mobility accompanied inter-
firm mobility, the increment in the individual's
earnings due to the change in firms was lower.
One explanation for this finding may be that
while intrafirm geographic mobility is usually a
method of promotion, interfirm geographic.mo-bility may not always be made in the interest of
the individual's earnings gain; the latter may in-
volve nonpecuniary considerations or may rep-
resent pecuniary gain to the family but not nec-
essarily to the individual.
In order to get a more complete understand-
ing of the effects of migration on earnings, I have
recently begun a study of the determinants of
geographic mobility in the hope that this will
lead to a clearer picture of the process by which
migration affects both the individual's and the
family's earnings.
Income Distribution in Thailand
Ann P. Bartel
During my year at NBER as a Rockefeller Foun-
dation Foreign Research Fellow,I am pursuing
my study of the impact on the distribution of
income in Thailand of various government poli-
cies that are being implemented or considered.
These policies concern population growth, edu-
cation, wages, prices, wealth, taxes, and con-
sumption expenditures. Given an interest in the
quantity of goods and services available to each
individualin the total population, income in-
equality will be measured in terms of household
income per person (or per adult-equivalent). In
the agricultural sector, household income will in-
clude both cash income and own consumption,
the latter being a significant proportion of the
total in that sector.
Despite interest in the impact of government
programs on individuals,I cannot disregard the
important role of the family or the household.
The household is relevant in a definitional sense,
as several of the social indicators which I intend
to study are household-specific, e.g., per capita
income will be defined as household income di-
vided by the household (adult-equivalent) size.
More fundamentally, the household is an insti-
tution through which much relevant behavior is
influenced;for example, differences among
people in the use of time in labor force, home
work, and schooling activities (and thus both
current and future money income) are affected
by household structure. Furthermore, the impor-
tance of the household in affecting behavior
implies that the impact of government programs
on individuals depends critically on how these
programs ara translated through the institution
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of the household. For example, the efficacy of
family planning programs will depend on the
existing structure of households and their im-
pact will surely differ among individuals in dif-
ferent types of households. Or, regarding tax
policies, the personal income tax with its struc-
ture of personal exemptions, is directly affected
by family size and composition.
To take account of the important interrelation-
ships among factors influencing the distribution
of household income per person, Irequired de-
tailed information on each of the individuals in
each household. The 1968—1969 Socioeco-
nomic Survey for Thailand contained data for a
national sample of about 13,500 households.
The data include the region and area of resi-
dence for each household, the consumption of
various categories of goods and services (both
purchased and home produced), the ownership
of consumer durables, changes in household
assets and liabilities, and the age, sex, marital
status, level of educational attainment, occupa-
tion, income, and relationship to family head for
each household member.
A random subsample of this survey will be
used for my study. Behavioral relationships will
be estimated from various sources and used to
simulate the behavior of households over a
series of time periods.
The behavior is partitioned into several blocks
which will be dealt with in a block recursive
model. The blocks encompass demographic,
education, labor force, income, and consump-
tion/savings components. After the model has
been estimated, the impact of various govern-
mental policies will be simulated.
My work to date has focused mainly on esti-
mating the demographic and education blocks,
and is nearing first-round completion. So far,
attention has been given mostly to the technical
aspects, the testing being carried out on a small
sample with crude estimates of the relevant
parameters. At the same time, behavioral rela-
tionships are also being collected or estimated,
and these will be included later. The model will
have to be constructed, at least to the labor force
participation block, before even preliminary re-
sults will be available.
OeyAstra MeesookThe Production of Wealth
This yearIcompleted my study 'Education:
Consumption or Production" (NBER Working
Paper 104), in which Ideveloped a model in
which education affects the individual's welfare
in two ways. Education affects ability to earn
wages in the usual sense and also enters the
utility function directly because of the consump-
tion aspects of education. The model treats edu-
cation as a joint product and permits the estima-
tion of both the rental value of a unit of education
used in the labor market and the education
parameter in a utility function. In addition, the
effects of differences in 10 and family back-
ground on optimal investment and consumption
of education can be determined. The major find-
ing of this study is that education is a 'bad"; it
enters negatively intotheindividual'sutility
function. Using a sample of young men from the
National Longitudinal Survey, I found that: (1) the
wealth-maximizing level of education exceeds
the attained level for 97 percent of the individ-
uals; (2) parental education affects initial wages
(schooling costs) by much less than it affects
the returns to education; thus, both actual and
wealth-maximizing levels of education are posi-
tively related to parental schooling; (3) IQ, on
the other hand, affects the costs and returns to
schooling proportionately; (4) the rental price of
education is positive and substantial; and (5) the
implied wealth-maximizing level of education is
sixteen years for the mean individual while the
actual level achieved is twelve years. Specifica-
tion changes were made to test the model's
robustness. Under varying cost and returns
functions, the results were qualitatively always
the same.
A related paper currently in progress is titled
"Family Background and Optimal Schooling
Decisions." This study examines the differences
in attained educational levels across groups and
considers possible explanations for these dif-
ferences. Specifically, educational attainment is
correlated with family background variables,
particularly race and parental wealth. Would
these differences exist in a world of perfect capi-
tal markets or do they reflect differential access
to funds across groups?Ifimperfect capital
markets impede the ability of certain groups to
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optimize in their choice of schooling levels, the
wealth of these individuals can be more effi-
ciently increased by government measures de-
signed to insure access to funds. On the other
hand, differences in schooling levels may be
optimal (in a perfect capital market sense) be-
cause of differences in costs and returns to
schooling across groups. If the latter is the case,
the wealth of disadvantaged groups. is more
efficiently increased by reducing discrimination
in the labor market rather than in the capital
market. In a related question addressed in the
study, I examine the way in which ability affects
the probability of choosing the optimal level of
education rather than some sub- or super-opti-
mal level.
In a third paper (also in progress)I consider
intergenerationalexternalitiesandquestion
whether a parent will underinvest in the human
capital of offspring as the result of uncertain re-
payment. An externality is generated if the child
is willing to compensate a parent for investment
undertaken when he or she is young (or unborn);
however, the parent may fail to make that invest-
ment because an enforceable intergeneration
contract cannot be negotiated. The size of any
externality can be estimated, and the model can
be extended to analyze such phenomena as
child neglect. I am currently pursuing this line of
investigation.
Edward Lazear
Asset Management and the Allocation of Time
In my paper, "Asset Management, Allocation of
Time, and Returns to Saving," co-authored with
Un Ben-Zion, we have extended Alfred Mar-
shall's distinction between "gross" and "net"
interest on capital. While recognizing that gross
interesttypicallyincludessomeinsurance
against risk, Marshall also stressed thatitin-
cludes "earnings of management for the task,
which is often very arduous, of keeping these
risks as small as possible" and that in some
cases it may consist almost entirely of "earnings
of a kind of work for which few capitalists have a
taste" (Marshall, Principles of Economics, 8th
edition, New York, Macmillan, pp. 589, 591).
While Marshall ascribed the willingness to de-
vote resources to management of capital assetsto individual preferences, we suggest that this
willingness is negatively related to the individ-
ual's management costs and positively related
tohis expected gains. Also, while Marshall
stressed the relevance of "net' interest as a
measure of the reward of capital, we show that
for a wide range of decisions pertaining to the
a'location of productive and consumptive re-
sources over the life cycle, gross interest is the
relevant determinant.
The basic implications of the paper concern
the interdependencies between consumption
and production activities on the one hand, and
the allocation of working time between conven-
tional work and asset management on the other.
The analysis shows that households may make
different consumption and saving choices, not
necessarily because of differences in subjective
discount rates or "time preference," but be-
cause of differences in gross rates of return to
capital due to differences in endowments of hu-
man capital, nonhuman capital and abilities. In-
vestors are considered"financialintermedi-
aries" who often borrow not for the purpose of
financing current consumption needs, but for
the purpose of extending their nonhuman capi-
tal holdings in light of their optimal allocation
of resources to asset management. The anal-
ysis further examines the interaction between
changes in accumulation of nonhuman capital
assets and labor market decisions over the life
cycle. Decisions regarding salaried versus self-
employed work and regarding "retirement" from
the labor force are in part a function of the in-
centives to devote more resources to the man-
agement of nonhuman capital assets. The anal-
ysis predicts differences in average propensities
to save across occupational and income brack-
ets and briefly examines these predictions in
light of previous theoretical and empirical find-
ings.
Determinants of High School
Attrition Behavior
lssac Ehrlich
During the past year I have continued my study
of high school attrition behavior in the United
States. The decision to drop out of school is
viewed in an expected value framework, where
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the net gain from completion varies with differ-
ing rates of unemployment for dropouts and
graduates, the present value of the anticipated
graduate/dropout lifetime earnings differential,
and the costs of the additional schooling.
My empirical research distinguishes the sig-
nificance of race, sex, academic ability, family
background, high school characteristics, and
labor market variables as determinants of the
propensity to drop out. The samples of young
men and women from the National Longitudinal
Surveys provide a data base for testing the
model. Cohorts of students are followed from
matriculation through completion of high school,
allowing for the analysis of the timing of the
dropout decision across race and sex groups.
My results indicate that differentials in dropout
rates are considerable by race for each sex, but
are not significantly different by sex within race
groups. Although the magnitude of the black
dropout rate exceeds that for whites, the timing
pattern of dropout behavior over the high school
yearsisremarkably similarforblacks and
whites. Young women are slightly less likely to
drop out of high school than are young men, yet
they are also less likely to attend college; hence
there is less variation in ultimate educational
attainment among young women than among
young men. Furthermore, for blacks and whites,
males are more likely to have had no high school
experience than are females.
A conditionallogistic maximum likelihood
model is used to estimate parameters of attri-
tion behavior. My findings indicate, for example,
that the positive effect of mother's education on
completion decreases with every successfully
completed year of high school, while the pre-
dictive value of student's academic ability in-
creases throughout the high school years. The
logistic model uncovers the non linea.r effects of
changes in the independent variables on the
estimated probability of attrition. For example, a
one standard deviationincreaseinstudent
ability (measured by an 10 test score) increases
the probability of high school completion by 9,9
percent for black males, whereas a one standard
deviation decrease in 10 score decreases com-
pletion propensity by 19.9 percent. For white
males, these figures are 2.9 percent and 8.1 per-
cent, respectively. Similarly, for black males aone standard deviation decrease in mother's
level of education has a far stronger effect on
dropout behavior than does an increase; for
whites, the effects are symmetrical and are sig-
nificantly smaller. The overall predictive power
of the model appears to be quite good, with pre-
dicted and actual dropout rates differing by less
than 10 percent.
A preliminary version of my results was pre-
sented at the Educational Testing Service/Na-
tional Bureau of Economic Research Confer-
ence on Current Research in the Economics of
EducationinOctober 1975. The completed
study will be submitted as my doctoral disserta-
tion at Teachers College, Columbia University.
Kathleen V. McNally
The Earnings of Scientists 1960—1 970
In this study Ianalyze the earnings data that
scientists reported to the National Science Foun-
dation's (NSF) National Register of Scientific and
Technical Personnel during the period 1960—
1970. My data include information on scientists
in several fields: agriculture, biology, chemistry,
earth sciences, mathematics, physics, and psy-
chology.
I have worked with a simple theoretical model
of investmentin human capital that can be
solved in closed form. The model's solution is
used to generate an earnings function that is
estimated and used to analyze the data. The
analysis breaks earnings differentials into differ-
ences in initial level, i.e., starting salaries, and
differences in the growth in earnings thereafter.
One of the most important factors that deter-
mines the level of starting salaries is the year in
which the scientist entered the labor force. Real
starting salaries grew on average by 2.3 percent
per annum during the decade. Growth was
sharper at the beginning of the decade, indicat-
ing changing market conditions. The average
growth in starting salaries was higher in aca-
demic institutions than in private industry by one
percentage point per annum. Growth in starting
salaries was fairly uniform across level of high-
est degree (Ph.D. vs. B.A.). Comparing across
fields, the greatest growth in starting salaries
was found in biology and the least growth in
physics.
Two other major sources of differences in
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starting salaries are associated with the choice
of employer and level of schooling. Choosing
1970 as a reference year, I found that a scientist
with a Ph.D. could increase his starting salary
by 28 percent if he chose to work in private in-
dustry (this differential was almost 40 percent
in 1960). A scientist who planned to work in
private industry and who acquired a Ph.D. (at
age 26) had a 42 percent higher starting salary
than a B.A. (at age 22).
Differences in starting salaries across fields
appear to be relatively less important. Again
using 1970 for comparison, Ifound that scien-
tists with a Ph.D. (age 26) employed in academic
institutions could expect the highest starting
salaries in psychology. The lowest starting sal-
ary was in chemistry with a difference of 18 per-
cent. As with type of employer differences, there
is an interaction with time, and some fields
changedtheirrelativepositionsduringthe
decade.
One of the main lessons to be learned from
the human capital approach to the analysis of
earnings is that focusing on starting salaries to
theexclusionoflatereffectsofindividual
choices may generate highly misleading con-
clusions.Generally, some trade-off between
current and future earnings would be expected,
anditis therefore important to examine the
effects of the various explanatory variables on
the slope of the earnings profile. I found that:
1. Holding time effects and other variables
constant, younger scientists enjoyed a higher
rate of growth in earnings during the decade,
indicating a higher rate of investment in human
capital.
2. Holding experience constant, scientists
with more recent vintages received a higher rate
of growth in earnings, thus indicating higher in-
vestment in on-the-job training. These vintage
effects varied in strength across fields and level
of schooling. They were pronounced for Ph.D.'s
in physics, but weak for those in agriculture and
psychology. They were absent among B.A.'s.
3. Scientists with higher levels of school-
ing, and/or higher "quality" schooling tended
to have steeper profiles, again indicating a
higher rate of investment.
4. Scientists in academics had steeper pro-
files than scientists in private industry.Combining these results with the previously
mentioned differencesinstartingsalaries, I
found that some differences are likely to be
compensated, in the sense that lower starting
salaries are associated with higher gains from
experience. This is true with respect to differ-
ences by employer, and also with respect to
some differences by field. Thus, in agriculture
and psychology Ifound relatively high starting
salaries associated with small gains from expe-
rience.In other fields, such as biology and
physics, on-the-job training appears to be more
prevalent, and low starting salaries are asso-
ciated with high gains from experience. Other
differences are not in that sense;
for instance, vintage effects increase both the
level and the slope of the earnings profile. But,
of course, compensation is more likely with re-
spect to individual choice variables.
Among the important implications of the study
is that cross-section earning profiles differ sys-
tematically from actual individual profiles. The
differences are due to the above-mentioned
shifts in the level and slope of individual pro-
files. Thus, considerable differences arisein
prediction of earnings from a single cross sec-
tion and from a pooled cross section such as the
present study. For instance, consider a scien-
tist of 1948 vintage who had 12 years of experi-
ence in 1960. His 1970 real earnings would be
underestimated by 35 percentif we use the
earnings of a scientist with 22 years of experi-
ence in 1960. Some of this difference is due to
uniform growth in productivity, but about one-
fourth is due to vintage effects. More generally,
the time effects were not uniform across levels
of experience and schooling; thus a simple uni-
form correction for growth is not sufficient. By
observing scientists over a period of time, we
can generate predictions that take better ac-
count of the various dynamic changes in labor
markets.
Earnings and Mobility of American
Scientists 1960—1 970
Yoram Weiss
Art analysis of the determinants of earnings and
occupational growth of American scientists dur-
ing the decade 1960—1970 is the objective of
this study. We use data on scientists from the
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Earnings functions that relate individual earn-
ings to personal and background characteristics
are often used to predict the effect of individual
choice on future earnings. Typically such esti-
mates are based on a single cross section.
There are, however, well known difficulties in
applying the results of such comparisons across
individuals to the prediction of the earnings of
any individual.
One difficulty is that individuals of different
ages who are observed at a given point in time
probably vary systematically with respect to
their date of entry into the labor force. If either
the growth rate or the level of earnings depends
on the date of entry, cross-section information
is not sufficient to separate these vintage effects
from the effects of the accumulation of experi-
ence on earnings. This difficulty can be over-
come by pooling information from successive
cross sections.
A second difficulty is that a snapshot at a
given point in time provides no information on
trends or any other dynamic changes which
occur in the economy. The use of cross-section
data for predictionis appropriate only in an
economy thatiseitherina stationary or a
steady-state equilibrium. Again, by pooling in-
formation from several successive cross sec-
tions, estimates of trends in earnings can be
made.
A third difficulty is that individual earnings are
also affected by characteristics that there-
searcher is unable to observe. The value of
longitudinal data is that it enables us to make
use of the fact that these unobservables are al-
ready to some degree incorporated in the past
earnings of the same individual. A standard
example is that of unmeasured ability. If the indi-
vidual can be observed repeatedly, we may in-
corporate the information on the existence of
persistent effects (without actually measuring
them) to improve the efficiency of the estimates
of the earnings function.
Furthermore, longitudinal data permit us to
estimate how much of the individual's "unex-plained" earnings is persistently observed over
his lifetime and how much of hisunexplained"
earnings appears to be random from year to
year. Clearly, quite different welfare implications
are obtained if these 'errors' are or are not cor-
related over time.If uncorrelated, the earnings
function's estimate of his lifetime earnings would
not be a biased estimate, and individuals with
the same observable characteristics could be
viewed as having identical 'permanent" income.
If, however, there is a positive correlation over
time, an individual's lifetime income may be
systematically below or above the mean of a
group with similar observable characteristics.
Longitudinal data may also be useful in elimi-
nating some selection biases which occur when
different individuals are sampled. For instance,
suppose that the longer the person isin the
labor force, the more is learned (say by employ-
ers) about the individual's ability. This informa-
tionis,however, unknown to the researcher.
Suppose further that as a result of such learning,
individuals may be selected out of the sample
(i.e., survival of the fittest); then itis clear that
an estimate of experience effects that is based
upon comparing differentindividualsof the
same vintage may overestimate the potential
gain for any single individual.
We use the longitudinal (ten-year) data from
the NSF Registry to estimate earnings functions
based upon both cross-sectional and longitudi-
nal information. The major findings of this study
with respect to earnings are as follows:
1. Simple cross-section estimates grossly
underestimate cohort age-earnings profiles dur-
ing the period 1960—1970. Furthermore, the
growth in earnings is not uniform across experi-
ence groups, and more recent vintages tend to
have steeper profiles in most scientific fields.
Consequently, the rate of return or present value
comparisons based on cross sections are likely
to be misleading even if the standard adjustment
for growth is made.
2. For purposes of estimating mean pro-
files and mean effects of variables, estimates
based on pooled independent cross sections
are quite close to those based on longitudinal
data.
3. There are important persistent unmea-
sured individual effects on both the level and
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growth of earnings. Consequently, individuals
with the same observed characteristics will still
have a wide variance in their permanent income.
4. The growth in earnings of scientists is
not uniform but tends to vary across fields and
by different types of employment (academic,
government, and private industry).
A second phase of this study is concerned
with the determinants of mobility in rank and
mobility into and out of academics, government,
and private industry. Again, we study differences
among fields, cohorts, and calendar years.
Yoram Weiss
Lee A. Lillard
Dynamic Aspects of Earnings and
Income Mobility
Is poverty a transitory status or a permanent
condition of individuals and households? How
are the chances of entering or leaving poverty
related to individual and household characteris-
tics and how sensitive are they to variations in
macroeconomic conditions? Is there a high or
low degree of mobility over time in an individ-
ual's place in the distribution of earnings or a
household's place in the distribution of income?
Recently,severaleconomistshaveused
Markov chain models to analyze an individual's
transition probabilities among income classes
[e.g., McCall's (1973) analysis of poverty turn-
over] in order to answer such questions. In our
view, this methodology isdeficient because:
(1) Markov chain models inevitably throw away
much usefulinformation because income, a
continuous variable,is collapsed into a finite
number of states(e.g.,poverty, nonpoverty);
(2) plausible specifications of life cycle earnings
functions are inconsistent with the representa-
tion of income mobility among a finite number
of income classes by a Markov chain at the indi-
vidual level; (3) unmeasured differences in the
determinants of income among individuals imply
that the mobility patterns of a group of individ-
uals are not representative of the mobility proc-
ess followed by any given individual.
In this study, we propose a methodology for
the analysis of income and earnings mobility
that overcomes these deficiencies. In the case
of earnings mobility, it has the added advantageof providing a direct linkage with traditional hu-
man capital earnings functions. The methodol-
ogy is fairly simple. First, we estimate an earn-
ings function, with, for example, male earnings
as the dependent variable, using seven years of
earnings data from the Michigan Income Dy-
namics Panel, 1967—1 974. Using modified GLS
techniques, we estimate individual permanent,
transitory and serially correlated components
of earnings due to both measured and unmea-
sured variables. The link between the estimated
earnings function and earnings mobility is then
established by using the estimated components
to compute the probabilities that an individual's
earnings will fall into a particular sequence of
discrete earnings classes (e.g., the probability
that his earnings will be less than $3,000 per
year for five years). Since these probabilities
will be conditional on the individual's personal
characteristics (e.g., age, race, education, labor
force experience) and macro variables(e.g.,
county unemployment rate, county welfare pay-
ments), we will be able to determine the impor-
tance of such factors in accounting for earnings
mobility and, especially, for movement into and
out of poverty. In addition, we will be able to
examine how sensitive the distribution of earn-
ings is to alternative levels of the unemployment
rate. After completing our analysis of male earn-
ings mobility, we expect to perform a similar
analysis for family income mobility.
Lee A. Lillard
Robert J. Willis
Earnings, Learning, and Consumption
over the Life Cycle
This year,I completed research on two closely
related papers that connect the literature on hu-
man capital accumulation with the literature on
life cycle labor supply. In the first paper "A Life
Cycle Model of Earnings, Learning, and Con-
sumption," Idevelop an explicit model of life
cycle consumption, hours of work, wage rates,
earnings and savings with wage growth endoge-
nous to the model. Nonmarket benefits of edu-
cation are explicitly incorporated.n contrast
with previous work, a rich variety of comparative
dynamic results are available so that the model
yields predictions for a "typical" consumer as
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well as predictions about how age profiles for
earnings, consumption and work change in re-
sponse to variationsininterestrates, taxes,
inheritances and initial endowments of human
capital. One of the most interesting implications
of the theoretical analysis is that an increase in
income tax rates tends to encourage human
capital accumulation.
The consumption function is consistent with
the Modigliani-Brumberg model. The theoretical
model is estimated using Cobb-Douglas func-
tional forms for one-period utility and human
capital functions. High rates of inter-
est are found square with previous esti-
mates by and Landsberger. The Ben-
Porath model is to fit the data, but the
proposed model is better adapted. Estimates
of the rate of of human capital sug-
gest that previous estimates from income maxi-
mizing models tend to overstate the true value
for this parameter. This paper appeared in the
August 1976 issue of the Journal of Political
Economy.
A second closely related piece is "The Eco-
nomics of the Life Cycle." In this article, cur-
rently under revision,several models oflife
cycle laborsupply and human capital accumu-
lation are presented. Learning by doing phe-
nomena are incorporated.
James J. Heckman
Leisure, Home Production, and Work
The household production function is by now an
established part of economic theory. As formu-
lated by Becker, Lancaster, Muth, and others,
the new consumption theory emphasizes the
fact that market goods and services are not
themselves the agents that carry utility, but are
rather inputs in a process that generates com-
modities (or characteristics) which, in turn, yield
utility. A second feature, introduced into the
analysis by Becker, is that market goods and
services are not the only inputs in this process:
the consumer's time is another.
Despite the emphasis on the consumer's non-
market time, Becker's general formulation does
not make a distinction between the r'tonmarket
time used for work at home and the nonmarket
time spent in leisure. Nor has this distinctionbeen emphasized by subsequent studies which
have used the household production function
framework. This omission results partly from
practical difficultiesin distinguishing between
the two, given the large number of borderline
cases (e.g.,is playing with a child leisure or
work at home?) and partly because it has not
been shown that our understanding of house-
hold behavior would be enriched by this dis-
tin Ct ion.
Past studies and time budget data have con-
vinced me that by overlooking the distinction
between consumption time and home-produc-
tion time, we have been overlooking an impor-
tant aspect of household behavior and that the
introduction of this distinction, thoughit may
create some empirical problems of definition,
yields additional insight into consumption pat-
terns and the allocation of household time. Work
at home reacts differently to changes in the
socioeconomic environment (e.g., the person's
education and number of children) than does
leisure. The theory in its current form is inade-
quate to explain these differences.
In my recent work Ihave tried to reformulate
the theory of the allocation of time to allow for
this distinction. The model distinguishes be-
tween consumption and work time. In contrast
to the conventional household production ap-
proach, work includes both work in the market
and work at home. Work at home is similar in
nature to work in the market in that it does not
yield direct utility and does not affect directly
consumption technology, but is merely a way of
securing goods and services which are cheaper
to produce at home. Consumption time is the
time spent in"producing" commodities and
hence a direct source of utility. Thus, one can
have somebody else do his work at home, but
one cannot get a surrogate to enjoy for him his
leisure (i.e., his consumption time). Put differ-
ently, work at home is an input in the production
of intermediate commodities that are perfect
substitutes for market goods. The intermediate
commodities are combined with market goods
and consumption time to generate the final com-
modities that enter into the household's utility
function. Thus, there exists a clear separation
between the production of these intermediate
commodities (i.e., home production), the con-
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sumption technology (i.e., the combination of
market goods, home outputs, and consumption
time), and the maximization of welfare (i.e., the
choice of the optimum combination of the com-
modities).
Ihave completed a first draft of my paper in
which Idiscuss the time budget evidence, de-
scribe the model, and examine some of its impli-
cations for fertility,child care programs, the
demand for domestic service, the gains from
marriage, and the evaluation of the output of the
home sector. In my future research, I shall apply
the model to estimate the production function of
home goods.
Reuben Gronau
The Production and Transfer of Wealth
within the Family
During my year as an NBER Fellow, Ihave pur-
sued my study of intrafamily wealth flows and
the choice structure that underlies them. More
specifically, Ihave (1) engaged inempirical
work on the effects of family background on the
schooling, market wage, and husband'sin-
come of female offspring;(2) specified theo-
retically the determinants of consumption shares
among family members; (3) analyzed the role
of the family (and in particular, the role of the
wife) as an informal provider of health and in-
come insurance. Papers on these three topics
are currently in draft form.
The empirical analysis of family background
variables on female schooling behavior and
wealth (market wage, husband's income) uses
various cohorts of the National Longitudinal Sur-
veys. The analysis of female schooling suggests
that the four background characteristics con-
sidered(father's wagerateand schooling,
mother's schooling, and number of siblings)
strongly influence female schooling attainment
in the expected directions (all positive except
number of siblings), with a total explanatory
power of about 30 percent for middle-aged
women. The estimated coefficients do not differ
in any dramatic way from comparable estimates
for male offspring.
Regressions on husband's income were esti-
mated with female schooling and background
characteristics as explanatory variables. The
schooling and background variables were foundto have strong and independent effects on the
income of the female's husband, with the bulk
of background influences being direct rather
than through wife's higher schooling attainment.
Finally, regressions on female wage rates were
estimated with own schooling and family, back-
ground variables included. The results again
had the expected signs, although the coefficient
estimates for family background were not con-
sistently significant. Overall, family background
variables seemtoinfluence female market
wages principally through schooling attainment.
The theoretical paper on consumption shares
within the household is devoted to the explicit
development of a model of schooling, marriage
mate selection, and market work hours. The
equilibrium values of female traits in the mar-
riage market are derived in several simple cases,
using an approach discussed by Rosen ("He-
donic Prices and Implicit Markets," Journal of
Political Economy, 1974). The analytics are
made complex by the fact that it is necessary to
develop a price function for female characteris-
ticsif the underlying characteristics are con-
tinuous.
My study of the interrelation of health and the
allocation of time within the family has both
theoretical and empirical aspects. Particular at-
tention is paid to health effects on the joint labor
supply of husbands and wives and to the differ-
ential labor supply responses to poor health of
married and single men. The impact of health
on home production hours of the family is also
considered. The results are of more than aca-
demic interest as they give an indication of how
well older individuals and families can eco-
nomically cope with poor health.
At the theoretical level the concept of a health
maintenance function is introduced into a family
time allocation model to generate predictions
on the time allocation effect of variation in mar-
ket and health parameters.Itis argued that
wives can substitute their time for their hus-
band's time in his rehabilitation process, which
suggests that married men should devote more
time to market activity than single men of equally
poor health as long as both demand about the
same amount of health investment in total. A
number of critical ambiguities arise in the at-
tempt to predict the market behavior of females
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when their husbands are in poor health. The
wife may withdraw from the market to care for
her ill husband or alternatively enter the market
to compensate for his lost income, depending
on the relative efficiency of her time in each
activity. She may even increase time in both
activities at the expense of other home activities.
Similar ambiguities arise in attempting to predict
the effect of wife's schooling on the time alloca-
tion decision since it increases health mainte-
nance efficiency as well as market value.
The empirical analysis of the labor supply of
older men (ages 45—59) from the National Longi-
tudinal Survey demonstrates the importance of
health condition in the choice of annual work
hours and the importance of family structure in
conditioning that response. An individual in poor
health, for example, works on average 1,300
hours less per year than similarly educated (and
aged) men in excellent health. The work hours
reduction in this case for married men is, how-
ever, 450 hours less annually than for men with
no spouse present. Considered from a standard
2,000-hour year, the decline in annual hours for
nonmarried men in poor health is 84 percent of
a full employment year while only 61 percent for
married men. Since there is no corresponding
fall in the index of health investment by married
men (indeed there appears to be a rise), the
evidence is consistent with the notion that mar-
ried men can marshal resources other than their
own time to augment their health. This effect is
largely independent of the wife's education level.
A simultaneous model of male labor supply
and other family income is also estimated on the
NLS data to determine the effect of other family
income on male labor supply and of male labor
supply on other family inóome. The models sug-
gest that other income does not have a sub-
stantial effect on labor supply, but that male
labor supply does have a significant effect on
other family income. Total other income is esti-
mated to be about $0.75 higher for each one-
hour reduction in work hours of the older male.
About two-thirds of this subsidy comes from
social welfare sources, one-third from increased
earnings of other family members. Other family
income increases substantially only in house-
holds where the wife has high levels of educa-
tion.Finally, time budget data from the Productive
Americans Survey are used to trace out more
fully health effects on family time decisions. For
both husbands and wives, one's own health
problems appear to lead to substantial market
time withdrawals (about 700 hours and 350
hours, respectively), while home work hours re-
main unchanged for both. As one might expect,
illness of one's spouse leads to quite different
time allocation responses for men and women,
as men increase their home production time,
women their market work time. These work time
increases appear to come largely from leisure
time in both cases.
Donald 0. Parsons
The Covariance Structure of Earnings and
the On-the-Job Training Hypothesis
Human capital investment and its returns are
basicallyintertemporalprocesses.However,
most past empirical studies of these processes
have been limited to cross-sectional data that
provide little or no information on the actual
linkage of earnings over time within the individ-
ual earnings profiles. In this study a statistical
methodology is developed for analyzing cohort
time series data on earnings; it is then applied
to a simple model designed to illustrate the po-
tential empirical importance of the hypothesis
that systematic differences in on-the-job train-
ing (OJT) lead to significant differences in indi-
vidual earnings profiles. The study details the
central role played by the covariance structure
of earnings when time series data are used to ex-
plore these questions. The statistical analysis
leads to reasonable upper-bound estimates of
the dispersion of the slopes of earnings profiles
that indicate empirically relevant systematic dif-
ferences in the profiles. For a sample of Swedish
elementary school graduates, we estimate that
the effect of one standard deviation of the distri-
bution of earnings profile slopes applied over a
five-year period would create a difference in
earnings 24 percent of average earnings at
age 26, a substantial effect. These results indi-
cate the substantial stochastic component in
earnings. The study also presents some evi-
dence that suggests there is significantly less
relative variance in discounted earnings profiles
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than in relative earnings for a single year. Both




The research programinthe economics of
health is supported by grants from the National
Center for Health Services Research, U.S. De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare, and
from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
Victor Fuchs and Michael Grossman serve as
co-program directors. The studies that are re-
ported below focus on two major areas: deter-
minants and consequences ofvariationsin
health, and the cost of medical care.
During the past year, Michael Grossman or-
ganized a full-scale project on the economics of
children's health. The other members of the
project are Linda Nasif Edwards, a research as-
sociate from Queens College of the City Univer-
sity of New York; Dov Chernichovsky, a visiting
scholar from the International Bank for Recon-
struction and Development; Douglas Coate, a
visiting scholar from Rutgers University; and
Fred Goldman, a visting scholar from Columbia
University. The project consists of interrelated
studies of production of children's health, de-
mand for their health and medical care services,
and interactions among physical health, mental
health, and school performance. This research
is related to Marcia Kramer's study of abortion
and fertility in New York City and to Eugene
Lewit's study of infant mortality in New York City,
both of which were described in detail in pas't
Annual Reports. Kramer and Lewit have com-
pleted their empirical work and are writing man-
uscripts that will detail their main findings. The
project on children's health also is related to
a study of behavorial determinants of infant mor-
tality in developing economies that was begun
recently by Jacob Gesthalter, a pre-doctoral fel-
low from the City University of New York Gradu-
ate School.
Several members of the program are focusing
on theoretical and empirical determinants of
adults' health. Ann Colle, a senior research ana-
lyst, is studying the role of wives' education inthe demand curves for husbands' and wives'
health and medical care. Kenneth Warner, a
visiting scholar from the University of Michigan,
completed a number of papers on the health
consequences of technological change in medi-
cine during the past year.Currently,heis
investigating the effectsof the anti-smoking
campaign. Theodore Bergstrom, also of the Uni-
versity of Michigan, recently was appointed a
visiting scholar. He plans to work on theoretical
issues involved in the valuation of human life.
The program's interest in the high and rising
cost of medical care is reflected by studies of
the markets for physicians and other health per-
sonnel. Victor Fuchs has finished an analysis of
trends in earnings of paramedical personnel be-
tween 1960 and 1970 and now is examining the
responsiveness of hospitals to wage differen-
tials at a given time and to changes in wages
relative to the price of nonlabor inputs over time.
Edward Hughes, M.D., and Eugene Lewit are
concluding their highly successful project on
surgical manower by writing a summary volume.
Mark Pauly also is writing a summary volume in
connection with his studies of the role of the
physician in the supply of and demand for phy-
sician and hospital services. Claire Bombardier,
M.D. and visiting scholar, is studying variations
among physiciansin costs generated in the
treatment of rheumatoid arthritis.In addition,
with Lee Lillard and Kenneth Warner, she is
analyzing variations in the roles of income and
insurance across specific surgical procedures
differentiated by physicians' perceptions of the
necessity and efficacy of the procedures.
The following publications appeared last year,
are in press, or are available in preliminary form.
Barry R. Chiswick, "The Demand for Nurs-
ing Home Care: An Analysis of the Substitu-
tion between Institutional and Non-Institutional
Care," Journal of Human Resources, forthcom-
ing (available as NBER Working Paper No. 98,
July 1975).
Douglas C. Coate, "The Market for Opto-
metric Services in the United States," NBER
Working Paper No. 122, February 1976.
______
"The Production of Health Services
in Fee for Service, for Profit Health Practices:
The Case ofOptometrists," NBER Working
Paper No. 115, November 1975.
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Victor R. Fuchs, "From Bismarck to Wood-
cock: The 'Irrational' Pursuit of National Health
Insurance," Journal of Law and Economics,
forthcoming (available as NBER Working Paper
No. 120, January 1976).
"Concepts of Health: An Econo-
mist's Perspective," Journal of Medicine and
Philosophy, July 1976.
"The Earnings of Allied Health Per-
sonnel—Are Health Workers Underpaid?" Ex-
plorations in Economic Research, Volume 3,
Number 3 (Summer 1976).
Michael Grossman, review of The Eco-
nomics of Health Care, by Seymour E. Harris,
Monthly Labor Review, Volume 99, Number 4
(April1976).
"A Survey of Recent Research in
Health Economics," The American Economist,
forthcoming (available as NBER Working Paper
No. 129, March 1976).
Michael Grossman and Fred Goldman,
"The Demand for Pediatric Care: An Hedonic
Approach," NBER Working Paper No. 134, May
1976.
Marcia J. Kramer, "Legal Abortion among
New York City Residents: An Analysis According
to Socioeconomic and Demographic Charac-
teristics," Family Planning Perspectives, Vol-
ume 7, Number 3 (May/June 1975).
Mark V. Pauly, "The Role of Demand Crea-
tion in the Provision of Health Care Services,"
presented at the annual meetings of the Ameri-
can Economic Association and the Health Eco-
nomics Research Organization, Dallas, Texas,
December 1975.
Kenneth E. Warner, "A 'Desperation-Reac-
tion' Model of Medical Diffusion," Health Serv-
ices Research, forthcoming.
"Health Maintenance Insurance:
Toward an Optimal HMO," 1975 (processed).
"Telemedicine in the Post-Evalua-
tion Era: The Role of Government," presented at





Richard N. Watkins, Edward F. X. Hughes,
and Eugene M. Lewit, "Time Utilization of a Pop-




The Household's Diet Choice and Its Effect on
the Health of the Children in the Household
Differences inhealth levels within the United
States are now due primarily to differences in
individual decisions about diet, exercise, and
lifestyle. The effectof the household's diet
choice and food production techniques on the
health of the children in the household is the
primary focus of our research. The data base for
our analysis is the Ten-State Nutrition Survey,
1968—1970, of the Health Services and Mental
Health Administration of the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. This survey con-
tains data for 25,000 households with substan-
tial oversampling of households in the lowest
quartile of the income distribution.
Dov Chernichovsky
Douglas Coate
Effects of Wives' Education on
Efficiency in Health Production
The primary aim of this project is to examine the
effects of wives' education on the demand for
health and medical care of both husbands and
wives within the framework of the household
productionfunctionmodel. An increasein
wives' education should result in increases in
both her nonmarket productivity and her knowl-
edge of good health practices. Given that wives
generally specialize in nonmarket production
and that both their time and medical care are
significant inputs into the production of hus-
bands' health, wives' education can be expected
to have an impact on husbands' demand for
health and for medical care.
The data set that Iwill be using is from the
1970 survey directed by the National Opinion
Research Center and the Center for Health Ad-
ministration Studies of the University of Chicago.
The data set contains information on socioeco-
nomic characteristics of husbands and wives
and detailed information on their medical care
usage. The major portion of my time so far has
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been spent on the selection and organization of
the data.
Ann D, Colle
The Determinants of Child Health and
Development
In a study just getting under way, we propose to
examine the determinants of child health, and
the interactions among three components of
child quality—physical health, mental health,
and intellectual development. These two closely
related topics will be studied using an excep-
tionally. appropriate data set: CycleIIof the
Health Examination Survey. This is a survey of
7,119 children aged 6 to 11 years examined
over the 1963 to 1965 period. Besides a com-
plete medical and developmental history of each
child provided by a parent, there are data on a
host of socioeconomic characteristics of the
family.1 and data taken directly from the child's
birth certificate and from a school report on the
child. Most important, there are results of exten-
sive physical and psychological (including vo-
cabulary and achievement) tests administered
by the Public Health Service.
Our first task is to choose appropriate mea-
sures of child health from the multitude of physi-
cal measures provided. Public health pedia-
tricians are being consulted to guarantee that
we examine conditions that are reliable indica-
tors of current health status, as well as condi-
tions that will reflect the extent to which families
invest in their children's health (tracer condi-
tions). After choosing appropriate physical health
measures, we willutilize recent literature on
child quality to derive theoretically and estimate
derived demand functions for child physical
health. The final step of the study will be to in-
corporate the other two measures Of child qual-
ity—mental health and intellectual achievement




In NBER Working Paper 108, "Are Health Work-
ers Underpaid?"Iuse the public use samples
of the 1960 and 1970 Censuses of Population toTABLE 11-7
Wage Indexes of White Females (Standardized for Age and Schooling), Hospitals and All Nonfarm
Industries, by Census Division, 1959 and 1969
Djvision
1959 1969 1969
Hospitals AllIndustries Hospitals AllIndustries Hospitals AllIndustries
New England .95 1.01 1.13 1.01 1.18 1.00
Middle Atlantic .96 1.11 1.11 1 .12 1.16 1.01
East North Central .94 1.07 1.03 1.04 1.10 .97
West North Central .82 .88 .93 .91 1.13 1.03
South Atlantic .81 .93 .98 .94 1.22 1.01
East South Central .76
.79
.84 .87 .86 1.15 1.02
West South Central .87 .86 .86 1.09 .99
Mountain .88 .89 .92 .90 1.04 1.01
Pacific 1.00 1 .07 1.09 1.06 1.09 .99
Note: U.S. nonfarm industries = 100 in each year.
describe the levels and rates of change of earn-
ings in health and to make comparisons with
earnings of all nonfarm workers. The study is
limited to wage arid salary workers with less than
18 years of schooling in order to concentrate on
the so-called allied health personnel. The prin-
cipal findings are as follows.
1. Hourly earnings (standardized for color,
age, sex, and schooling) rose about one percent
per annum faster in health than in the nonfarm
economy as a whole, 1959—1 969. The rate of in-
crease was more rapid in hospitals than in other
health settings and was more rapid for regis-
tered and practical nurses than for other hospi-
tal employees.
2. The level of earnings in health in 1959
was substantially below the level in other indus-
tries, but by 1969 the difference had mostly dis-
appeared.
3. There were and are substantial geo-
graphic differentials in standardized wages of
hospital personnel. The pattern of differentials
is very similar to that for all nonfarm industries
(see Table 11-7). Between 1959 and 1969 hospi-
tal wages rose more rapidly in the Northeast and
Southeast than in the rest of the country.
I am presently concentrating on analyzing the
responsiveness of hospitals to wage differentials
at a given time and to changes in wages relative
to the price of nonlabor inputs over time. In par-
ticular,I am trying to explain the dramatic fall in
the payroll share of hospital expenditures as
shown in Table 11-8. This involves estimates of
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the elasticity of substitution between labor and
nonlabor inputs and estimates of the effects of
technological change on factor proportions.It
also requires a closer look at changes in hospi-
tal accounting practices.
I also prepared a paper on national health in-
surance (NBER Working Paper 120, "From Bis-
marck to Woodcock: The 'Irrational' Pursuit of
National Health Insurance") that attempts to ex-
TABLE 11-8
Payroll as Percentage of All Expenditures,






















* Payroll deflated by an index of hospital wages
calculated from American Hospital Association data.
Nonpayroll expenditures deflated by the BLS con-
sumer price index for all commodities.plain the growth of such programs in the face of
criticisms that they induce excessive utilization
of medical care.
Victor R. Fuchs
Production of Children's Health and Demand
for Children's Health and Medical
Care Services
The aims of our work are to understand the de-
terminants and consequences of variations in
children's health and medical care services.
During the past year, we devoted most of our
time to a study titled 'The Demand for Pediatric
Care: An Hedonic Approach." In this study, we
argue that differences in quality are a distin-
guishing feature of the market for physicians'
services. Existing studies of the demand for
these services have not fully taken account of
the implications of such differences. The study
has two purposes. The firstisto develop a
methodology for the estimation of "hedonic" fee
functions and demand functions for the quantity
and quality of physicians' services. The second
is to apply the methodology to analyze the de-
mand for pediatric care (care rendered to chil-
dren by all physicians) in a sample of New York
City residents. In this sample detailed informa-
tion on physicians' characteristics, such as ex-
perience, specialty, board certification status,
and membership inprofessional societies,is
combined with data on fees, family characteris-
tics of patients and number of visits. By examin-
ing the relationship between fees and physi-
cians' characteristics, we estimate the quality of
care received by each child in the sample and
the quality-adjusted price paid by his or her
parents.
In our theoretical model, we stress the effects
of income, the value of time, and the quality-
adjusted price of pediatric services on the quan-
tity (visits) and quality of services demanded.
Since consumers have the option to trade qual-
ity for visits, these effects are somewhat differ-
ent than those discussed in other studies of the
demand for medical care with microdata sets.
It is shown that the price of quality relative to the
price of visits (the relative price of quality)is
directly related to the quality-adjusted price of
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a visit and inversely related to the "fixed" costs
of a visit. Fixed costs are costs that are inde-
pendent of quality and are defined as the sum
of transportation cost per visit, and travel time
to the physician's office and waiting time in the
office evaluated at the opportunity cost of the
mother's time.
Since the relative price of quality is a positive
function of quality-adjusted price, consumers
should substitute away from quality and toward
visits as quality-adjusted price rises. Although
visits need not rise absolutely, the ratio of visits
to quality should be positively related to qual-
ity-adjusted price. Since the relative price of
quality is a negative function of fixed costs of
a visit, an increase in these costs would cause
consumers to substitute quality for visits.In
summary, fixed costs and quality-adjusted price
should have opposite signs in the demand curve
for quality.In addition, visits should be more
sensitive to variations in fixed costs than to vari-
ations in quality-adjusted price.
The empirical work in the paper is based on a
special sample of New York City residents con-
ducted by the New York City Department of
Health in 1965—1966 (the Mindlin-Densen sur-
vey). Estimates of quality and quality-adjusted
price of pediatric care are obtained from an ordi-
nary least squares regression analysis of the
usual fee of pediatric services rendered by pri-
mary care physicians in private practice in their
offices. These fees were reported by mothers of
children in the sample, who also were asked to
identify by name all primary care physicians in
private practice who examined their children
during the survey period.Characteristics of
these physicians were obtained from the Ameri-
can Medical Association or New York State
Medical Directories.
Differences in characteristics among physi-
cians are assumed to reflect differences in qual-
ityorproductivity. Therefore, by regressing
usual fee on these characteristics, we obtain an
estimate of quality from the predicted value of
usual fee for a given observation and an esti-
mate of quality-adjusted price from the regres-
sion residual. These estimates serve as inputs
into the computation of demand functions for
visits and quality.
The demand functions are fitted by two-stageleast squares with quality-adjusted price treated
as an endogenous variable. This procedure is
followed for two reasons. First, we argue that
variation in quality-adjusted price in a cross
section can be traced in part to imperfect infor-
mation due to costs of search. Since equilibrium
search time should increase and equilibrium
quality-adjusted price should decrease as the
quantity ofpediatric services demanded in-
creases, it would be inappropriate to estimate
demand functions by ordinary least squares.
Second, our preliminary estimate of quality-
adjusted price is likely to contain errors of mea-
surement. By introducing a set of instrumental
variables (equivalent to estimation by two-stage
least squares), we reduce these errors. In addi-
tion to the exogenous variabies in the demand
functions,the instrumentalvariables include
proxies for search and information.
The major empirical results are as follows:
1. Variations in usual fee associated with
physicians' characteristics are consistent with
the hypothesis that these characteristics reflect
differences in quality.In particular, nonboard
certified pediatricians charge higher fees than
general practitioners, and board certified pedia-
tricians charge higher fees than nonboard certi-
fied pediatricians. Fees are also sensitive to the
number of years in which physicians have been
in private practice, to the number of member-
ships in recognized special societies, and to the
place of medical education.
2. Quality-adjusted price has a negative
and statistically significant regression coeffi-
cient in the demand curve for quality. The same
variable has an insignificant negative regression
coefficient in the demand curve for visits. At the
point of means, the absolute value of the elas-
ticity of quality with respect to quality-adjusted
price (.08) exceeds the absolute value of the
elasticity of visits with respect to quality-ad-
justed price (.06). This is consistent with our
hypothesis that consumers should substitute
visits for quality as quality-adjusted price rises.
3. An increase in the fixed costs of a visit
simultaneously reduces number of visits and
increases quality per visit. In the demand curve
for visits, the absolute value of the slope coeffi-
cient of fixed costs exceeds that of quality-
adjusted price. This same result emerges when
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elasticities at the mean are compared. Both re-
suits support our prediction that fixed costs
should be a more important determinant of visits
than quality-adjusted price.
4. The income elasticity of number of visits
equals 1.32 at the sample mean. The income
elasticity of quality is positive but much smaller,
.16 at the mean.
These results have important implications for
policies designed to increase the utliization of
pediatric services, such as national health insur-
ance and direct cash subsidies to certain groups
in the population. Since pediatric visits are very
sensitive to income, it might be more efficient to
increase these visits by means of direct cash
subsidies rather than by means of national
health insurance, If national health insurance is
adopted, then the form of the insurance might
have a significant impact on the quantity-quality
mix demanded by consumers. A policy that pays
a fixed percentage of the fee of a visit (that is,
a policy with a positive coinsurance rate) would
lower quality-adjusted price and cause a sub-
stitution of quality for visits. A policy that pays
a fixed amount of the fee of a visit may be viewed
as a policy that reduces the fixed costs of a
visit. Therefore, such a policy would cause a
substitution toward visits and away from quality.
The relative merits of alternative forms of na-
tional health insurance depend in part on the
relative effects of quality and visits on health
outcomes. Currently, Goldmanisusingthe
Mindlin-Densen sample to examine this issue.
He also is using the sample to study tradeoffs
between private and public pediatric care.
During the coming year, Grossman plans to
estimate demand functions for the quantity and
quality of pediatric care using the 1970 health
interview survey conducted by theNational
Opinion Research Center and the Center for
Health Administration Studies of the University
of Chicago. The NORC survey contains the
same basic data as the Mindlin-Densen survey
for a national sample of the population of the
United States. Some advantages of the NORC
survey are that it has more detailed information
on travel and waiting time, wife's actual or po-
tential hourly wage rate, and the nature of the
family's health insurance policy. Grossman also




Decision Making in Health and Medical Care
My research has focused on the technology of
medicine. Specifically, Ihave been concerned
with how the economically unorthodox environ-
ment of medical care influences decision mak-
ing with respect to the use of given techniques
or technologies, and how decision making af-
fects the diffusion of medical innovations.
Since I began working at the Bureau Ihave
completed four papers, three of which concern
technological change in medicine. One of these
is a prospective consideration of the social and
economic factors likely to affect the diffusion of
telemedicine; the innovative use of paramedi-
cals and telecommunications to de-
liver medical care to isolated areas (ghettos and
rural areas).
In two other papers I discuss findings from a
study of the adoption and diffusion of leukemia
drug therapies. I selected leukemia drug therapy
as a vehicle to examine how the medical profes-
sion reacts to the availability of an innovation that
both may have the potential to solve a medical
problem and is easy to adopt (i.e.,not con-
strained by significant capital costs, technical
complexity,etc.).Inthe instance of chemo-
therapies for the acute leukemias,I discovered
an unusual diffusion pattern previously unre-
ported in the literature. My "desperation-reac-
tion" model attempts to explain how the social
role of medicine combines with the relatively un-
constrained economic environment to produce
widespread diffusion during what would be a
period of R&D and testing and very limited dif-
fusioninthe conventional economic setting.
Even for an innovation that ultimately proves to
be useful, as a result of "desperation-reaction"
diffusion, a temporary period of 'negative diffu-
sion"—a partial moratorium—may follow the
early enthusiasm for the technique; that was the
case here.
The study permitted only tentative conclu-
sions about the role of economic factors in indi-
vidual treatment decisions, but these led to an
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intriguing conjecture, which in turn prompted
me to undertake my current research. Idiscov-
ered that, for the acute (eukemias, a patient's
economic status was not associated with the
decision to administer drug therapy, whereas it
was statistically significant in the instance of
chronic myelocytic leukemia, a less serious dis-
easeforwhich chemotherapyisgenerally
acknowledged to be ineffective. (In the absence
of therapy, the acute leukemias kill their victims
within months. Drugs are effective in prolonging
life, possibly producing some cures in children
afflicted with acute leukemia. Increases in sur-
vival time were not associated with the patient's
economic status. The chronic leukemias are
less virulent, many sufferers lead reasonably
normal lives without therapy for several years
following diagnosis.) On the basis of this finding
I conjectured that an approximation to conven-
tional market behavior may characterize the de-
mand for and provision of medical goods and
services that either are not highly effective or
that relate to a medical condition that is not con-
sidered serious. By contrast, standard market
forces often appear to be inoperative when rea-
sonably effective therapies for serious medical
problems are involved. (The nonsignificance of
economic status in acute leukemia threatment
decisions did not simply reflect conventional in-
elastic demand for therapy. The care of poor
patients was often heavily subsidized by a vari-
ety of public and private sources.)
This characterization struck a responsive chord
in a Stanford physician who guided me to the
relevant though largely anecdotal medical litera-
ture.I decided to examine the issue systemati-
cally. As a consequence, with Claire Bombardier
and Lee Lillard,I am beginning a study of varia-
tions in the roles of economic factors (income
and insurance) across specific surgical proce-
dures differentiated by physicians' perceptions
of the necessity and efficacy of the procedures.
Our hypothesis is that the lower are physicians'
ratings of the underlying condition and the effec-
tiveness of the surgery, ceteris paribus, the
greater will be the income and insurance elas-
ticities—and hence, implicitly, the role of con-
ventional market forces.
The surgery study reflects my concern with
medical decision making. A second project re-flects my growing interest in the nbnmedical
determinants of health and in the policy tools
available to influence relevant variables. Struck
by statements in the press that". .. anti-smokers
have been wasting their breath" because per
capita cigarette smoking is rising,I decided to
investigate the effects of the anti-smoking cam-
paign. The relevant issue is not whether or not
smoking is on the rise;itis how smoking be-
havior today differs from what it would have
been had there been no campaign against it.
Using a methodology like that employed by Sam
Peltzman in his study of the effects of automo-
bile safety regulations (Journal of Political EcOn-
omy, Volume 83 Number 4, August 1975),I am
fitting time series data for the years prior to the
Surgeon General's Report (1964) to a reduced
form equation of the determinants of per capita
cigarette consumption. Realized values of right-
hand side variables since 1964 will then be used
in the estimated equation to generate a time
path of per capita consumption that might have
been expected in the absence of the anti-smok-
ing campaign. This time path will be compared
with that actually experienced, the difference
providing one indication of the campaign's ef-
fects. Iam also exploring the possibility of
obtaining data on other measures of smoking
behavior, such as time series on the number of
smokers by sex, andI am considering related
crOss-sectional analysis.
Kenneth E. Warner
Income, Insurance, and the Incidence
of Surgery
The purpose of this project is to estimate in-
come and insurance elasticities for specific sur-
gicalprocedures.Severalresearchers have
studied price, income, and insurance elasticities
of medical care in general. However, aggregated
medical services are not a homogenous com-
modity; and as insurance may have different
effects on the demand for different procedures,
itis relevant to estimate the effect of economic
variables on consumption of specific surgical
procedures. One would anticipate, a priori, that
the sensitivity to economic variables of "elec-
tive" procedures may be higher than for "non-
elective" procedures.
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Our interest stems from three observations:
(1) The firstisthe evidence from Kenneth
Warner's study of leukemia chemotherapy that
demonstrates that standard market forces ap-
pear to be inoperative for effective therapies
involving serious medical problems, while for
therapies which are not highly effective or where
the medical condition is not considered serious,
conventional market forces appear to play a sig-
nificant role. (2) The seOond observation con-
cerns the current controversy surrounding the
question of "unnecessary" surgery. In a system
where most medical care is covered by third-
party reimbursement, have we eliminated the
role played by economic factors in limiting the
expansion of therapies that have not proven
effective? (3) The third observation stems from
the realization on the part of the medical profes-
sion that the expansion of "borderline" thera-
pies may reach a point where the expected
benefits from the therapy are smaller than the
expected risks. The implication would be that
people who are subjected to more borderline
therapiesareconsequently subjectedtoa
greater amount of latrogenicillness. To the
extent that income plays a significant role in the
receipt of such therapies, this group may be the
affluent.
In the area of surgical care we are gaining a
body of empirical evidence that demonstrates
wide variations in the incidence of specific sur-
gical procedures; variations which cannot be
explained by differences in objective measures
of need. A smaller body of empirical evidence
suggests a relationship, between variations in
medical care consumption patterns' and eco-
nomic variables, but such a relationship has not
been explored systematically for specific pro-
cedures.
Our hypothesis is that the ability-to-pay vari-
ables will have more influence on the consump-
tion of surgeries when: the procedure is for cos-
metic reasons; the procedure is deemed by
physicians to be relatively ineffective; the under-
lying condition is deemed relatively nonserious.
Confirmation or rejection of our hypothesis will
be based on differences in the magnitude of
effect and significance of income and insurance
variables in an analysis of the determinants of
surgery, across a variety of surgical proceduresranked by purpose, necessity, efficacy, and risk.
The primary source of data for the study is the
1963 and 1970 tapes of the National Center for
Health Statistics' Health Interview Survey (HIS),
a detailed annual survey of the health and medi-
cal care of a sample of the U.S. population con-
sisting of roughly 40,000 households (115,000
individuals). 1963 and 1970 were selected be-
cause we wish to examine these years individ-
ually and then compare experiences from a year
predating Medicare and Medicaid (1963) with
a year after the establishment of these social
programs (1970). A hypothesis is that greater
differences in the income distribution of sur-
geries should be witnessed in the earlier year
when many more people were medically and
surgically indigent. Also of interest is whether
or not Medicare/Medicaid have had differential




Doctors and Their Workshops
The purpose of this project is to obtain a better
theoretical and empirical understanding of the
role of the physician in directing the combina-
tion of medical care inputs. Most previous work
on the demand and supply of medical services
has tended to view different types of care—
physicians' visits, hospital use, laboratory tests,
prescription drugs—as services that are either
unrelated or related only by cross-price effects
in the consumer's demand function. This neg-
lects an important aspect: the way in which pro-
duction and use ofall kinds of medical services
are directed by the physician in his role of pro-
vider of information and manager of the process
of care. His behavior, in terms of the he
charges and the advice he gives, affects more
than just the production and use of his own
services;it also affects many other important
medical care services. Physicians direct the use
of hospitals, of laboratory tests, of prescription
drugs. These other inputs are generally useful to
the consumer only if they are combined with
some of the physicians' own time. Of course, the
problem of the paid professional expert direct-
ing the use of other resources is not unique to
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medical care; the relationships of professors to
other university inputs and of lawyers to the
court system are in many ways similar.
A book-length manuscript incorporating
considerationsispresentlyinpreparation,It
will include work on physician time as an input
into the production of hospital care (described
in last years Annual Report), further theoretical
development of the model of physician practice,
and a theoretical and empirical investigation of
the effect of the information the physician pro-
vides on the demand for medical care services.
Most of the work this year has been con-
cerned with the last point. While I have no direct
measures of the specific content of information,
it can be shown that the availability of physicians
may, in certain circumstances, serve as proxy
for the type of information provided. This has
naturally led to a consideration of the so-called
"availability effect" in medical care—the empiri-
cal finding that, price and other demand vari-
ables held constant, use is strongly and posi-
tively related to the inputs that produced the
care that is used. In a paper prepared for the
Allied Social Science Association meetings I
developed models of alternative explanations of
the availability effect, indicated methods to dis-
tinguish among them empirically, and provided
some preliminary empirical tests of these meth-
ods. In addition to the "information-manipula-
tion" explanation for the availability effect, these
alternatives were considered: the availability
effect represents differentialrationing by the
physician on the basis of severity or interest of
the patient's condition; the availability effect
represents the response of use to a change in
the time cost of care; and this effect represents
a supply response to omitted demand variables.
Data from the 1970 Health Interview Survey,
combined with information from other sources
on physicians and hospital beds per capita, are
being used. The major empirical finding so far
is that, in 22 large metropolitan areas, the num-
ber of physician visits is significantly responsive
to the number of physicians per capita for per-
sons with little information (proxied by member-
ship in a household in which the head did not
graduate from high school) while use is unre-
lated to availability for persons with much more
information (persons in households headed by acollege graduate).
The Determinants of Variations in
Physicians' Behavior
Mark V. Pauly
My research has focused primarily on physi-
cians' behavior in medical care utilization. In the
medical market the physician plays an unusual
role: he is the supplier, but he also influences
demand in his role as agent for the consumer.
Because of his key role in medical expenditures
decision making, a better understanding of the
determinants of physicians' behavior could pro-
vide valuable policy tools.
In one study I concentrated on the analysis of
variations in physicians' behavior while treat-
ing patients with similar illnesses. Public atten-
tion has been directed recently to the wide vari-
ations found in surgical practices, but we have
little information on medical specialists' prac-
tices. Previous studies have suggested an even
wider variation than in surgery, but differences
in physician's-patients mix was not accounted
for. For the purpose of the study, Ihave: con-
centrated on a single illness, rheumatoid arthri-
tis; developed a method to adjust for the severity
of the illness; and compared variations in physi-
cians' utilization of medical care inputs under
the same reimbursement mechanism and under
different reimbursement mechanisms. The first
part of the project comparing salaried physi-
cians is now completed. Each medical input
(physician visits, drugs, laboratory tests) was
weighted according to the fee schedule in 1975
constant dollars and summed over each physi-
cian using the visit as the unit of observation.
Data were obtained from a university center.I
have analyzed 121patients with rheumatoid
arthritis with a total of 1,069 visits from 1969 to
1975; these patients were seen mostly by 12 phy-
sicians. Mean cost for a follow-up visit was $70
and a five-fold variation was observed in physi-
cians' input utilization in treating similar patients.
Adjustment for severity of illness with the use of
multiple regression analysis reduced the varia-
tion to three-fold. Patients' age and sex had no
effect, but the coefficient for the insurance cov-
erage variable was significant. A survey was
conducted to assess physicians' knowledge of
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the cost of the fifteen most commonly ordered
tests; half of the physicians overestimated cost
andhalf underestimated. They ranked from
70 percent below to 150 percent above cost.
The correlation between physicians' ranking in
estimated laboratory cost and their ranking in
actual cost was negative, which suggests that
physicians was underestimate costs order more
tests and those who overestimate costs order
fewer. Further, physicians' utilization of medical
care inputs declined steadily over a five-year
period by almost 50 percent in a clinic with a
structured information system and some degree
of feedback on performance.
I am now in the process of extending this anal-
ysisto compare physicians' inpututilization
under different reimbursement mechanisms. I
will compare salaried physicians with a fee-for-
service and a prepaid group practice.
The final project, now in the initial stage, is an
attempt to relate variations in physicians' utiliza-
tion of inputs to possible variations in the quality
of the output. The tracer disease will be hyper-
tension which, according to the National Ambu-
latory Medical Care Survey, ranks fourth in fre-
quency for office visits in the U.S.; further, most
are return visits primarily initiated by the physi-
cian.Iwill focus on the variations in frequency
of return visits under different financial incen-
tives and how these variations relate to outcome
in terms of blood pressure control.
Claire Bombardier
Population and Family Economics
Introduction
Economic aspects of marriage and divorce; in-
teractions between investments in child quality,
fertility and intergenerational transfers; and the
dynamics of life cycle labor force behavior of
married women are three areas that have been
emphasized in the research program in popula-
tion and family economics during the past year.
In the first area, Gary S. Becker, Elisabeth L.
Landes, and Robert T. Michael have nearly com-
pleted a study of marital instability and Landes
has been working on a study of the determinants
of alimony payments. A synthesis of his previous
work on social interactions and the interactionbetween fertility and child quality is the subject
of Gary Becker's paper with Nigel Tomes titled
"Child Endowments and the Quantity and Qual-
ity of Children.This paper has been issued as
NBER Working Paper No. 123 and appeared in
The Journal of Political Economy, August 1976.
In the third area, James J. Heckman and Robert
J. Willis have completed a paper A Beta-Logis-
tic Model for the Analysis of Sequential Labor
Force Participation by Married Women" which
was issued as NBER Working Paper No. 112
and will appear in a forthcoming issue of The
Journal of Political Economy.Inthe coming
year, they expect to investigate life cycle inter-
actions among married women's fertility, labor
supply, and market wages using panel data.
Also in the coming year, Robert Willis will begin
a project on economic aspects of life cycle and
family behavior in less developed countries.
The research program in population and fam-
ily economics is directed by Robert J. Willis.It
has been supported in the past year by grants
from the Ford Foundation and the Center for
Population Research, National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. The work on less
developed countries will be supported by a sub-
contract from the Agency for International De-
velopment, U.S. Department of State, and by a
grant from the Ford Foundation.
Alimony
Robert J. Willis
I am beginning a study of the determinants of
alimony payments in the event of marital disso-
lution. Marriage.and family formation imply in-
vestments made by the spouses in "marriage-
specific"capital. Women, especially, forego
opportunities for acquiring,maintaining, and
augmenting labor market skills during the period
they are specializing in home production and
caring for young children.' Alimony can be in-
terpreted as a compensating payment for losses
1. Mincer and Polachek estimate earnings depreciation
for women who remain out of the labor market for a period
after the birth of their first child to be, on average, 1.5 per-
cent per year. They also find that the depreciation rate
varies with educational level, being lowest for women with
elementary school education orless and highestfor
women with at least some college.
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incuired by the wife because of time spent in
producing home commodities, i.e., consumption
and investment commodities which are more
valuable within the specific marriage than out-
side it.
•Under this interpretation, length of marriage,
number of children, and wife's earning ability
are all relevant factors in an efficient determina-
tion of alimony. Preliminary empirical results,
using a small sample of cases published in the
Annotated Law Reports indicates that duration
of marriage and wife's earnings do affect the
amount of lump sum alimony awarded in the
event of divorce, holding constant husband's
earnings and assets.2 I hope to compile a larger,
more complete data sample of divorce decrees
from published court records in Chicago. With a
more complete sample, it should be possible to
investigate both the factors affecting whether or
not alimony is awarded and the factors affecting
the amount, if any, of the award.
Elisabeth L. Landes
Dynamic Labor Supply of Married Women
This year we completed joint research on the
dynamics of the labor supply of married women.
In this work, we develop statistical techniques
that allow us to measure the degree of turnover
in the married female labor force. Using panel
data from the Michigan study of income dy-
namics, we find evidence for a distribution of
participation probabilities in the population at
large: holding measurable economic variables
constant, some women tend to stay in the labor
force for extened periods of time while other
women rarely enter. We demonstrate that simple
heterogeneity in annual probabilities of partici-
pation leads to an apparent state dependence
for macro data even when no state dependence
characterizes the micro data unit. To estimate
the model, we parameterize the beta distribution
and demonstrate that the mean probability of
participation turns out to be logit. Thus, the spe-
cific distribution selected turns out to yield a
2. "Adequacy of Amount of Money Awarded as Perma-
nent Alimony Where Divorce Is or Has Been Granted,"
1 ALR 3d 123, andExcessiveness of Amount of Money
Awarded as Permanent Alimony Where Divorce Is or Has
Been Awarded," 1 ALR 3d 6.natural panel extension of the widely used logit
model. This research will appear in the October
1976 issue of the Journal of Political Economy.
In another line of research, Robert Cotterman
and James Heckman are developing life cycle
models of labor supply and earnings that ex-
plicitly incorporate fixed costs into the analysis.
A report on research in progress was given at




We are presently completing a theoretical and
empirical study of U.S. marital instability. The
theory concerns the stability of contracts and is
applicable to other contractual arrangements,
such as employment tenure.
During the past year we have extended our
empirical work to investigate the relationship
between the probability of dissolution and spe-
cific investments in marriage, measured mainly
by the number and ages of children; the pro-
pensity to remarry; and the stability of second
and higher order marriages. These findings, like
the findings for first marriages reported in last
year's Annual Report, are based on the data from
the 1967 Survey of Economic Opportunity (SEO)
and the Terman sample of high 10 men and
women. Some of our main findings of the past
year are the following.
1. Couples who anticipate a relatively high
probability of dissolution invest lessin mar-
riage-specific capital, such as children, even
when dissolution does not materialize. In the
Terman sample, for example, a difference of
religion between spouses not only increases the
rate of dissolution but also reduces fertility even
among couples who remained together. Simi-
larly, in the SEO sample the number of children
born to white women who remained married
was significantly negatively related to an esti-
mate of their probability of marital dissolution in
the first five years of their marriage. More ex-
plicitly, interracial marriages and those having
relatively large discrepancies between the edu-
cations of spouses had fewer children.
2. Divorced men and women are more
likely to remarry the longer the duration of their
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first marriage. This suggests that divorced per-
Sons with greater gains from marriage are more
likely to remarry because they tend to divorce
later than persons with smaller gains. There are
about 7 percentage-point differences in remar-
riage rates between divorced men and women
for a given period of exposure to the remarriage
market. This difference appears to be entirely
explained by the negative effect of children on
a divorced mother's likelihood of remarriage.
3. Second and higher order marriages are
more likely to dissolve than first marriages when
the first marriage ended by divorce (but not
when it ended by death of a spouse), Children
from first marriages appear to increase the like-
lihood that a woman's later marriages will dis-
solve, which suggests that children in one mar-
riage become negative specific capitalina
subsequent marriage.
We expect to submit the paper for publication





During this past year, the Center established a
new program area in the economics of taxation
and social insurance. Work in the taxation area
is funded by a grant from the United States
Treasury Department. Ihave completed two
papers and am in the process of preparing sev-
eral others. Martin Feldstein and Joseph Stiglitz
are also preparing a paper as a part Of this re-
search effort, and in January the Center hosted
a small conference on current research in taxa-
tion. In the area of social insurance,I am plan-
ning a progrém that willinvolve severalre-
searchers.
My paper "Notes on the Tax Treatment of Hu-
man Capital" (NBER Working Paper No. 116),
will appear in the U.S. Treasury's Conference on
Tax Policy. In this paper,Idetail the many ways
in which the tax system affects both total invest-
ment and the composition of investment be-
tween human and nonhuman capital; it also pre-
sents analytical models of tax incidence in an
economy with human investment and optimaltaxation under constraints on the taxation of
human capital.
In a second paper on taxation 'Taxation, Sav-
ing, and the Rate or Interest,"I have estimated
the effect of tax-induced decreases in the real
net rate of return on private saving, income dis-
tribution, and welfare. Using a variety of mea-
sures for the real net rate of return on. capital,
functional forms, estimation methods, and sam-
ple periods, I conclude that the interest elasticity
of the saving rate (for real, net interest) is ap-
proximately 0.3; much larger than the figure
found in most previous studies. This finding has
certain implications regarding the way taxation
policies affect income distribution and welfare:
(1) the tax-induced distortion in the timing of
consumption amounts to a dead-weight loss of
over $50 billion annually; (2) a large fraction of
taxes on income from capital is shifted to labor
in the long run; (3) previous empirical estimates
of tax burdens across the functional and per-
sonal income distributions greatly exaggerate
the progressivity of the income tax and the
alleged regressivity of consumption taxes.
Among the papers in progress in the taxation
area are several on the taxation of human re-
sources. Eytan Sheshinski and Iare currently
working on a variety of issues in the tax treat-
ment of the family and the tax treatment of physi-
cal versus human capital. Martin Feldstein and
Joseph Stiglitz are working on a model of taxa-
tion and wealth transfers at death.
In the social insurance area, I have completed
a paper entitled "Social Security and Retirement
Decisions" (NBER Working Paper No.107),
which will appear this year in Economic Inquiry.
This study uses data from the first five years of
the University of Michigan's Panel Study of In-
come Dynamics to follow the retirement patterns
of a cohort of elderly white males. The results
suggest that both the income guarantee and the
earnings test in the social security program have
substantial effects on the probability of retire-
ment. These estimates successfully predict the
time series decline in the labor force participa-
tion of the elderly.
We plan to develop a coordinated research
effort in social insurance over the next year or
two. Several topics will be addressed, including
the effects of old age, disability, and unemploy-
ment insurance programs on household deci-
sion making and on the aggregate economy.
Michael J. Boskin




The National Bureau's program of research in
finance has typically concentrated on changes
in financial institutions, instruments, and tech-
niques as this sector responds to the shifting
economic and legal environment. The closely
related area of monetary research is reported on
above under Business Cycles.
The major new program in the financial area
is the study of risks and capital adequacy, pro-
jected in last year's Annual Report and now fi-
nanced by a grant from the National Science
Foundation's division of Research Applied to
National Needs (RANN). Several staff members
have been appointed and the study will be run-
ning at full scale in the coming year.
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A continuing study is that on individual in-
vestor portfolio performance, directed by Wilbur
Lewellen. The researchers involved exploit a
unique sample of holdings and transactions in
brokerage-house accounts and related informa-
tion about the investors to follow the perform-
ance, the strategy, and the characteristics of
this little-understood segment of financial mar-
kets. In view of the strong current interest in the
functioning of capital markets we are planning
to bring the record of these accounts up to date
and expand the study in other directions. Also
reported on below is the cooperative enterprise
with university groups on financial flows and
economic activity in the United States.
The program of studies on the effects of in-
flation on financial markets, our major effort in
the last few years, is mainly in the stage of re-
vision of manuscripts and in the publicationprocess as reported by Phillip Cagan, below.
Also published recently, in the Summer 1975
issue of Explorations in Economic Research,
Vol. 2, No. 3, was the report of the Symposium
on "Regional Stock Exchanges in a Central Mar-
ket System," of which Donald Farrar was the
chairman.
Risks and Capital Adequacy
Robert E. Lipsey
Last year's proposals the problems
of improving information flows about financial
institutions has led to a grant from the National
Science Foundation to NBER to perform re-
search on problems related to measurement of
risks and capital adequacy in financial institu-
tions. Specifically, we are developing proce-
dures to estimate the portfolio risk that individ-
ual financial institutions assume as a result of
the composition of their assets and liabilities
by type, industries, maturities, and other forms
of concentration. We are also examining related
problems, such as proposals for utilizing more
fully increased public information and the mar-
ket for deposits and securitiesinevaluating
risks and capital adequacy, as well as estimates
of the private and social costs of different levels
of firm capital. The measurement of risks and
their modeling willbe based upon portfolio
theory and on empirical examination of how the
returns (both positive and negative) of individual
activities have varied in the past and are likely
to vary in the future.
Risks depend upon the specific distributions
of an institution's assets and liabilities and upon
losses or gains that may occur in each category
as a result of outside events, such as recession,
interest rate movements, exchange deprecia-
tion, exchange controls,local disasters, and
sharp changes in liabilities. The measurement of
risks is being made through studies of how the
market has reacted to institutions with different
types of activities; how the values of securities
have altered with movements in interest rates
and their term structure; how economic results
in specific industries have changed as the result
of past events; how problems of concentration
arise: as well as on the experience of individual
institutions,
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In addition to measuring risks, we are analyz-
ing reducing risks through changing
portfolios or through altering the level of capital
in relationship to other activities. As part of this
analysis we will perform a detailed analysis of
how changes in the level of capital are expected
to influence both the private and social costs of









Individual Investor Portfolio Performance
The continuing concern with the growing role of
institutionalinvestorsin the American equity
capital markets has led to a number of investi-
gations of the portfolio behavior and perform-
ance of those entities. On the other hand, there
are virtually no hard data on the corresponding
activities of the individual investor who manages
his or her own portfolio. Our study seeks to fill
that vacuum by examining the investment history
of a large sample of such individuals over a
twelve-year period ending with December 1975.
The sample was obtained from the customer ac-
count records of a large national retail broker-
age house, and the transactioninformation
thereby acquired was supplemented by a ques-
tionnaire survey of the group.
The questionnaire yielded data on the invest-
ment objectives, decision processes, informa-
tion sources, and asset holdings of the sample.
Preliminary findings were reported on in a paper
entitled "The Individual Investor: Attributes and
Attitudes," which appeared in the Journal of Fi-
nance (May 1974). An examination of the cross-
sectional profile of individual asset portfolios
was published in the Journal of Finance (May
1975), under the title "Individual Investor Risk
Aversion and Investment Portfolio Composition."
The conclusion therein is a pattern of diminish-
ing absolute and relative risk aversion with in-
creasing investor wealth. A paper labeled "Pat-
ternsofInvestmentStrategy andBehaviorAmong Individual Investors" has been accepted
for publication in 1976 by the Journal of Busi-
ness. The linkages between investors' demo-
graphic circumstances andtheirinvestment
policies are examined, as well as the inter-
relationships among the various elements of
such policies. The findings suggest distinct dif-
ferences in behavior which are manifest through-
out the range of strategy components. That evi-
dence has been extended to address the question
ofitsimplications for possible segmentation
in the securities markets. The results are con-
tained in a manuscript due for publication in the
Financial Analysts Journal in 1976; the titleis
'Market Segmentation: Evidence on the Individ-
ual Investor." Indications of the specialization
by investor subsets in particular security types
and market locales are revealed.
Data on the investment performance of the
sample are analyzed in a manuscript "Realized
Rates of Return on Common Stock Investments:
The Experience of Individual Investors." From
the account transactionsrecords described
above, the returns attained on some 75,000
"round trips" in equity securities between 1964
and 1970 have been computed. Those returns
are compared with the results of investing in-
stead in a diversified portfolio of equivalent-risk
equity securities for matching intervals.Evi-
dence of some skill in security selection by the
sample emerges, that phenomenon being most
apparent within relatively short investment round
trip cycles. The paper has been submitted for
publication, as has a manuscript entitled "Stock
Exchange Listings and Securities Returns," in
which the impact of becoming listed on the
NYSE or ASE on common stock price move-
ments is detailed. The securities price data base
compiled for the analysis of investor portfolio
performance provided the necessary raw mate-
rial. The conclusion is that listing does appear
to confer some valuation benefits, and the evi-
dence is tested for its implications for market
efficiency. Ihave recently completed a paper
on an empirical analysis of brokerage house
securities recommendations in which I treat the
matter of the quality of professional investment
counsel, concentrating on the recommendations
of the cooperating brokerage house during the
period 1964 through 1970. Some 6,000 research
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reports are examined. I find that investors could,
infact, have profited by following the advice
proffered, although the net gains would have
been relatively modest in comparison with gen-
eral market opportunities.
Presently, the relationships between portfolio
and transactions characteristics and investment
success or failure are being explored through
the use of both the round-trip data file and the
reconstructed totalportfolio positions of the
sample as of the end of each month from Janu-
ary 1964 to December 1970. The process of up-
dating these figures through the end of 1975
has also begun. An examination of the charac-
teristics of those investors who "withdrew" from
active participation in the equity market over the
interval considered is partially completed and
the design of a study of the impact of tax policies
on investor trading patterns, investment returns,
and securities choicesisinprocess. These
should be completed by late 1976.
The project is being partially funded by grants
from the Investment Company Institute and the
cooperating brokerage house.
WilburG. Lewellen
The Effects of Inflation on Financial Markets
Several papers in this study, supported by a
grant from the American Council of Life Insur-
ance, are being published during 1976. One by
Thomas Sargent, "Interest Rates and Expected
Inflation: A Selective Summary of Recent Re-
search," was published in Explorations in Eco-
nomic Research (Summer 1976). Papers by
Lintner, Piper, and Fortune from their study of
financial institutions are noted below, as well
as their continuing work on inflation and security
prices. A list of previously published papers was
given in last year's Annual Report.
Phillip Cagan
Investment Policies of Major Financial
Institutions Under Inflationary Conditions
The study of the use of income participations by
major life insurance companies, savings banks,
and other institutional investors has been com-
pleted and is scheduled for early publication in
Explorations in Economic Research. Final revi-sions are being made in the related study of the
use of equity kickers such as warrants and con-
vertible features on lending in the private place-
ment market, before itis submitted for Board
approval. Our long 250 page manuscript on
"Forward Commitments in Bonds and Mort-
gages' has also been reviewed by the staff and
is being revised. In view of its length, the sub-
stantial theoretical section will be published as
one paper to be followed by the descriptive ma-
terial and empirical analysis in a separate article.
Another paper, on the log normality of security
returns and its implications for portfolio selec-
tion and market equilibrium, has also now been
reviewed and a revised version will soon be sub-
mitted to the Board of Directors.
Our work on the impact of inflation on corpo-
rate profits and security returns is continuing.
Over the last year, further work has been done
on the measurement of differences between his-
torical and replacement cost depreciation and
the relation between fully adjusted economic
profits and capital requirements under condi-
tions of varying and uncertain rates of inflation.





Financial Flows and Economic Activity in
the United States
Although the importance and complexity of in-
teractions between the financial and real sectors
have long been recognized, itis only in recent
years that these processes have been subjected
to intensive scrutiny and empirical analysis in-
corporating extensive detail on portfolio alloca-
tions and financial accounts, interindustry flows,
expenditure decisions, and the foreign sector.
The National Bureau and Yale University, with
the support of the National Science Foundation,
are pursuing this objective with complementary
efforts at the University of Pennsylvania and
other research centers. Proposals have been
submitted for continuing support and expansion
of this research so as to provide more powerful
analytical tools for the examination of structural
effects and policy alternativesinshort- and
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long-run movements of theeconomy.
In this phase, we are working to eliminate the
traditionalanalytical separation between ex-
penditure and financial decisions. This will per-
mit the of impacts of financial struc-
ture and regulations, funds rationing, disequilib-
na in financial markets and in business and
household asset-liability portfolios, and other
phenomena little studied to date, as well as the
more standard macroeconomic consequences
of monetary and fiscal policy.
Our analysis is disaggregated both for finan-
cial behavior and for production. It provides de-
tail on 24 producing sectors within a stage-of-
processing framework that allows tracking of the
cascade of orders from final demand to primary
processing and of shipments and value added
from primary processing to final expenditures.
Combining this information with financial and
capital accounts for these same sectors, to-
gether with that on labor market conditions,
allows for the evaluation of monetary and fiscal
policy impacts on the adequacy of production
capacity (that is, the examination of potential
bottlenecks), a key issue in questions of capital
shortages now being debated.
A paper surveying estimates of capital re-
quirements for this period 1975—1 985 has been
prepared and submitted for publication. Also, at
the request of the Joint Economic Committee, a
review of U.S. long-term growth prospects over
the next decade is being conducted. Other pa-
pers detailing underlying theory of financial real
sector interactions are in preparation.
Gary Fromm
This study, financed in part by the Educational
Foundation of the American Association of Ad-
vertising Agencies, is near completion with the
publication of the paper "Concentration and
Profit Rates: New Evidence on an Old Issue"
(co-authored by Rao Singamsetti), published in
ExplorationsinEconomic Research(Winter
1976). Some experimental work, however,is
continuing to determine the feasibility of a study
Industrial Institutions and
Processes
Concentration and Profit Ratesto explain the length of time it takes for a firm's
profit rate to return to equilibrium, given an initial
force that propels it away from an equilibrium.
Michael Gort
Diffusion of Product Innovations
This study was financed by the National Science
Foundation.Itis currently in the manuscript
preparation stage. One paper, entitled "Time
Paths in the Diffusion of Product Innovations,"
was presented at the March 1976 joint meeting
of the Institute of Management Science and the
Operations Research Society of America. In the
studyI decompose, into five stages, variations
in entry rates of firms into the production of
basically new products. The statistical data used
relate twenty-four product innovations.
A second paper entitled "The Effect of Entry,
Market Growth, and Innovations on Innova-
tions," is currently in preparation. In itI focus on
the determinants of changes in the rate of proc-
ess and product modification innovations over
thelifehistoriesof new products. Stephen
Klepper is collaborating with me on both papers.
The studyisscheduled for completion this
summer.
Marketing and Advertising Studies
Michael Gort
A manuscript entitled "The Effects of Advertis-
ing on Intra-industry Shifts in Demand" has been
completed during the past year and submitted
to the staff for review. This is a companion piece
to my earlier study analyzing the inter-industry
effects of advertising on demand that appeared
in the Spring 1976 issue of Explorations in Eco-
nomic Research.
In the new study, the impacts of advertising
on market shares are examined in five nondur-
able industries: cigarettes, softdrinks, cereals,
beer, and gasoline. Several models employing
the Nerlove-Arrow formulation of advertising as
a capital good were specified and tested. The
empirical analysis suggests a significant effect
of advertising on market shares, for both current
and future periods, in all industry classes except
gasoline. In addition, in three of the industries—
cigarettes, softdrinks and cereals—calculated
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optimal advertising to sales ratios are in close
accord with actual values, lending further cre-
dence to the observed results in these industries.
A particularly interesting finding of a method-
ological character emerging from this study is
the large disparity in estimates on the lagged
effects of advertising associated with two differ-
entestimationtechniques.Specifically,the
Koyck transformation method, the most fre-
quently used approach in past work, indicated
an average depreciationrate on advertising
capital of only 17 percent. On the other hand,
a nonlinear conditional regression approach for
estimating the same structural model indicated
a much faster average depreciationrateof
47 percent. Given that the latter method should
providesuperiorestimatesoneconometric
grounds, some reanalysis of advertising lagged
effects for other industry samples along these
lines would seem desirable.
The results of this paper, taken in conjunction
with my earlier study of the inter-industry effects
of advertising on demand, suggest that the pri-
mary impacts of advertising are on consumer's
choice of brands or products within a particular
industry class rather than on budget allocations
across product classes.
The study is financed in part by the Educa-
tional Foundation of the American Association
of Advertising Agencies.
Henry G. Grabowski
The Effects of Product Quality Regulation on
Innovation: The Case of the U.S.
Pharmaceutical Industry
Three papers have been completed during, the
past year. The first paper "Structural Effects of
Regulation on Innovation in the Ethical Drug In-
dustry," by Henry Grabowski and John Vernon,
will be published in a book of essays in honor of
Joe Bain by Ballinger Press. In this paper the
authors examine the concentration of innovation
over time in the ethical drug industry, as well as
the relationship between size of firm and inno-
vative output. By comparing trends in the U.S.
with trends in the U.K., we find that increased
regulationin the U.S. since 1962 (when the
Kefauver Amendments to the 1938 Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act were passed) is a likely causeof the increased concentration of innovative out-
put in the U.S.
The second paperRegulation and Innova-
tional Activity in the Pharmaceutical Industry"
by Henry Grabowski,isa monograph being
prepared for publication by the American Enter-
prise Institute. It is essentially a synthesis of the
literature and review of possible policy reforms.
The third paper "The Effects of Regulatory
Policy on the Incentives to Innovate: An Interna-
tional Comparative Analysis," by Henry Grabow-
ski, John Vernon, and Lacy Thomas, was com-
pleted in December 1975 and presented to the
American University Conference on the Impact
of Public Policy on Drug Innovation and Pricing
in Washington, D.C. In this paper we attempt to
untangle the effects on drug innovation of regu-
latory and nonregulatory factors through a com-
parative international analysis of the U.S. and
the U.K. over the pre- and post-amendment
periods. We estimate a production function
model of new product innovation for this indus-
try similar to Martin Baily's model in the Journal
of Political Economy (January/February 1972).
However, instead of trying to measure research
depletion through a moving average of past
introductions (as Baily did), we attempt to sepa-
rateregulatoryfromnonregulatoryfactors
through a comparative analysis of developments
in the U.S. and U.K.
The dependent variable in Baily's model is in
effect a productivity measure—the number of
new chemical entities (of industry origin) intro-
duced annually in the U.S. per dollar of R&D
outlay by the industry. We were able to develop
a comparable variable for the U.K. over the
period 1960 to 1970. Our formal analysis is
based on the premise that any depletion of re-
search opportunities would influence the pro-
ductivity of R&D in both countries in a similar
manner. However, any negative effects of regu-
lation would show up as an additional observed
effect in the U.S. but not in the U.K.
As discussed in the paper, international com-
parative analyses are subject in general to some
downward bias in isolating the impacts of regu-
lation on innovation. This is because any ad-
verse impacts on innovation resulting from in-
creased regulation in the U.S. will have some
tendency to spill over to other countries and
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resultin lower introductions abroad as well.
However, this source of downward bias is mini-
mized in our analysis by the fact that the de-
pendent variable is a R&D productivity measure
rather than the absolute level of introductions.
Regulatory changes in one country can be ex-
pected to have much less impact on shifts in the
R&D production function in other countries than
on their absolute level of introductions. Thus,
while our analysis tends to understate the effects
of regulation on innovation (for other reasons as
well), the bias is minimized by our use of R&D
productivity as the dependent variable.
A principal finding of our analysis is that U.S.
R&D 'productivity" declined by about six-fold
between 1960—1961 and 1966—1970. The cor-
responding decrease in the U.K. was about
three-fold. Clearly, some worldwide phenome-
non, which might be labelled a "depletion of
research opportunities" but which undoubtedly
encompasses other factors as well, seems to
hold for pharmaceutical R&D. However, there is
also strong support for the hypothesis that an
additional factor is at work in the U.S. industry.
Given the much more rapid decline in U.S.
productivity, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion
that there has been a significant effect on inno-
vation as a result of the 1962 Amendments. On
the basis of a more sophisticated econometric
analysis using these results, we further esti-
mate that the 1962 Amendments have roughly
doubled in the cost of a new chemical entity.
This estimate is actually quite close to that from
Martin Baily's earlier study. However, the deple-
tion measure used in the original Baily model
proved to be quite unstable when his analysis
was extended forward in time and this was a pri-
mary factor motivating our comparative analysis
of international data on R&D productivity.
Support for this work has been provided by
the National Science Foundation.
Henry G. Grabowski
John M. Vernon
Industrial Demand for Energy
In this research the Census of Manufactures
data are used to examine the characteristics of
industrial demand for electric energy, fuel oil,
natural gas, and coal. Results of the study willinclude estimates for each two-digit industry of
all own and cross price elasticities of demand
and partial elasticities of substitution. The ef-
fects of technical change on the utilization of
energy inputs will also be examined.
Complete systems of energy demand equa-
tions are derived from flexible cost functions
that impose minimal a priori restrictions on the
estimated elasticities. The systems of demand
equations will be estimated with data for 1974,
1971, 1962, and 1958. The 1958 results will in-
clude estimated demand equations for capital
and labor as well as energy inputs and will pro-
vide tests of the separability of energy from other
inputs. The 1958 results will also provide infor-
mation on returns to scale in each industry.
Preliminary results of this research were pre-
sented at the Winter Meetings of the Econo-
metric Society in December 1975. The results
indicate that industrial demand for energy is
significantly price responsive. The degree of re-
sponsiveness is greatest for fuel oil and least
for electric energy. The research is supported
by a grant from NSF-RANN.
Robert Halvorsen
International Comparisons of Industrial
Concentration in Latin America
This study provides a complete and thorough
empirical picture of the level of industrial con-
centration in the Latin American manufacturing
sector. In this respect, several indicators of in-
dustrial concentration have been computed, i.e.,
the Herfindahi index, entropy measurements,
Gini coefficient, and Niehans index. These indi-
cators have been computed at the three-digit
(SIC (International Standard Industrial Classifi-
cation) for the following ten Latin American
countries: Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Uru-
guay, and Venezuela. The Census of Manufac-
tures data for each country during the 1960's
were used.
Furthermore, an analysis of the industrial con-
centration values provides the following conclu-
sions:
1. There exists a similar pattern of industrial
concentration in the Latin American countries.
For example,industries which have higher
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levels of concentration in one country coincide
with those which have higher levelsin other
Latin American countries. The industries with
the highest levels of concentration are: tobacco,
rubber, basic metals, and the manufacture of
paper.
2. Latin American countries which have a
smaller market size have systematically higher
levels ofindustrial concentration than those
Latin American countries which have a larger
market size.
This paper is written in Spanish and has been
submitted for publication in the journal Ensayos
ECIEL.
The research was done at the Economics De-
partment of the Catholic University of Chile by
S. Leniz, C. Swinburn, and me. The conclusions
section was written, editing was completed, and
general revisions made during my stay at the
National Bureau, which was financed by the
Rockefeller Foundation's research fellowship
grant.
Efficiency Frontiers for Industrial
Establishments of Different Sizes
Patricia Meller
This paper is a revision of chapter 4 of my Ph.D.
dissertation"Production Functions andEffi-
ciency Frontiers for Industrial Establishments of
Different Sizes: The Chilean Case, Year 1967,"
University of California, Berkeley, January 1975.
In itI examine the technical efficiency of differ-
ent types of establishments in twenty-one Chil-
ean industries, and offer empirical evidence for
the coexistence of firms with varying efficiency
levels. A separate analysis is made for each in-
dustry, relating levels of technical efficiency to
establishment size and such other indicators of
modern technology as capital-labor ratios and
white collar-blue collar ratios.
The study is based on data from the Chilean
Industrial Manufacturing Census of 1967, dis-
aggregated at the establishment level (11,468
establishments employing five or more per-
sons). Since the twenty-one industries, at the
four digit ISIC (International Standard Industrial
Classification) level, account for 69.9 percent
of all industrial establishments,it may be as-
sumed that the results obtained have generalvalidity for Chile's industry.
These results can be summarized as follows.
1. Approximately 75 percent of the indus-
trial establishments have a level of technical
efficiency more than 50 percent below that of
the most efficient establishments in their partic-
ular industry.
2. Large establishments are not neces-
sarily more efficient than smaller ones in the
same industry, nor is large size a prerequisite
for efficiency. However, there is less dispersion
in efficiency among large establishments than
mt U Ct
In keeping with the increasing importance of
international economic relations to the United
States, the international program has grown
greatly sinceitsinception fifteen years ago
when Hal Lary joined the. staff of the National
Bureau as the program director.Itis now one
of the largest areas of Bureau activity, including
several research projects, an international ex-
change program, a fellowship program, and a
conference series, the latter two of which are
described elsewhereinreports by Douglas
Eldridge and M. lshaq Nadiri. The international
studies involve not only a focus on international
problems, but also the active participation of
scholars from other countries and cooperation
with foreign research institutions.
The only completely new studies begun this
year are those on trade adjustments in less de-
veloped countries to exchange rate changes, by
Romeo Bautista, and the growth and structure
of labor absorptive capacity in Latin American
manufacturing industries, by Patricio Meller and
M. Ishaq Nadiri. Both Bautista and Meller hold
Bureau fellowships for foreign scholars. The re-
sults should provide some valuable compari-
sons with those for developed countries that
will emerge from the Kravis-Lipsey research on
price-quantity relations in U.S. trade and with
the findings of Anne Krueger's project men-
tioned below. Also related to the Bautista and
Kravis-Lipsey research is Phillip Cagan's study
of foreign influences on input costs and manu-
facturing prices, discussed above in the section
on prices and productivity.
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among small ones.
3. Establishments using supposedly mod-
ern techniques have neither higher nor lower
technical efficiency than those with supposedly
old-fashioned techniques.
This paper was published in Explorations in
Economic Research, Volume 3, Number 3 (Sum-
mer 1976).
Financial support for this article was provided
by the Rockefeller Foundation within its fellow-
ship grant for my stay at the National Bureau.
Patriclo Melter
Anne Krueger's study of Alternative Trade
Strategies and Employment, now fully staffed,
will probably be the largest single project among
those reported below for the coming year. Other
active studies include those on multinational
firms, international price developments, and the
U,S.-U.S.S.R. Scientific and Technical Program
of Cooperation.
Several programs are now in the publication
stage. Nine country volumes have been pub-
lished from the Bhagwati-Krueger study of for-
eigntrade regimes and economic development
and the two synthesis volumes will soon be
ready for Board review. George Garvy's volume
'Money, Financial Flows, and Credit in the So-
viet Union" is in press. Some of the papers from
the Conference on Trade, Finance, and Devel-
opment among Pacific Basin Countries were
published as one issue of Explorations in Eco-
nomic Research (Spring 1976).
The major new work planned for the interna-
tional area is an expansion into financial and
monetary aspects. We hope to begin research
this coming year on an examination of the inter-
national transmission of inflation through the
world monetary system, in which Michael Darby
and Anna J. Schwartz would be joined by two
associates. There would be obvious gains from
their interchange with others engaged in the
Bureau's long series of monetary studies as
well as the Cagan and Kravis-Lipsey studies
mentioned earlier. Another part of our plans is
to initiate work on financial aspects of the oper-
ations of multinational firms.
Robert E. Lipsey
5. INTERNATIONAL STUDIESAlternative Trade Strategies and Employment
During the past year, personnel to participate
in the project were selected, papers sketching
out the theory underlying the project and out-
lining various aspects of the methodology to be
used in the country studies were prepared, and
two working parties of project participants were
held.
The countries being studied, and individuals
who have undertaken country studies, are as fol-
lows:
Brazil:
Jose Carvalho, Vargas Foundation
Chile.
Vittorlo Corbo, Concordia University




Francisco Thoumi, George Washington
University
India:
T. N. Srinivasan, Indian Statistical Institute
Indonesia:
Mark Pitt, University of Minnesota
Ivory Coast:
Terry Monson, Illinois State University
Jacques Pegatienan, Centre Ivoirien de
Recherches Economiques et Sociales
Kenya:
Peter Hopcraft, University of Nairobi
Leopold Mureithi, University of Nairobi
Pakistan:
Stephen Guisinger, University of Texas at
Dallas
Tunisia:
Mondher Gargouri, University of Tunis
Mustapha Nabli, University of Tunis
Uruguay:
Alberto BensiOn, University of Uruguay
In addition, studies on South Korea, Taiwan
and Thailand are being undertaken under the
sponsorship of the Center for Asian Manpower
Studies.
The following papers have been prepared:
Anne 0. Krueger, "Growth, Distortions, and
Patterns of Trade among Many Countries"
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Anne 0. Krueger, Project Working Paper
No. 1"Plan of Research for Country Studies"
James M.Henderson,Project Working
Paper No. 2 'Data Requirements
tion Procedures"
James M.Henderson,Project Working
Paper No. 3 'Programming Models of Optimal
Production and Trade"
Jere Behrman, Project Working Paper No.4
"Data Requirements for Statistical Exploration
of Production Relations"
1. Paul Schultz, Working Paper No. 6 "In-
vestigating Distortions in the Labor Market: Data
Requirements and Methods."
The first paper details part of thetheory of the
trade-employment relation, in the context of the
Heckscher-Ohlin model, with many commodities,
three factors and n countries. Project Working
Papers Nos. 1 and 2 set forth the procedures to
be used to obtain basic data for the country
studies. Project Working Paper No. 3 describes
the model James M. Henderson of the Univer-
sity of Minnesota will use in his special study
aimed at identifying comparative advantage.
Project Working Paper No. 4 describes the work
Jere Behrman of the University of Pennsylvania
will undertake in his special study in which he
attempts to identify the scope for substitution in
various traded goods industries.
Project Working Paper No. 6 outlines the anal-
ysis T. Paul Schultz of Yale University is doing
of labor markets in developing countries and
their impact on the trade-employment relation-
ship. Still another special study is being carried
out by Robert Lipsey of the NBER, who will in-
vestigate the factor proportions used by multi-
national firms and how they differ in various
countries.
The first working party of project participants
was held at the National Bureau's New York
office on December 8 to 10, 1975. There was
discussion of each participant's plans and the
problems being encountered and ways of meet-
ing them.
The second working party, held at Bear Moun-
tain State Park on August 30 to September.3,
1976, was devoted to a review of completed
parts of the studies and to plans for the workstill to be done.
This project is being carried out under a re-
search contract with the Agency for International
Development.
Studies of Multinational Firms
Anne 0. Krueger
The main element in these studies for the past
year has been the study of the impact of multi-
national firms on technology and trade flows
described in the next report. It is one of a series
of projects related to a data base on individual
firms collected in several earlier and concurrent
National Bureau studies. As that study nears
completion our work in the next year will focus
on two topics. One is the factors determining
the location of overseas manufacturing opera-
tions of U.S. firms, under a contract with the
U.S. Departments of Labor and the Treasury.
The second is factor substitution, particularly
the use of capital and labor, in U.S. owned man-
ufacturing plants in less developed countries,
as part of Anne Krueger's study of alternative
trade strategies and employment. In addition
we hope to begin a study on the relations be-
tween domestic and foreign investment of in-
dividual firms.
The data base for these studies consists of
two parts: the reports on individual U.S. firms
and their foreign affiliates collected by the Bu-
reau of Economic Analysis of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, and a variety of data on the
domestic and foreign operations of U.S. based
firms collected by the National Bureau. The
Commerce Department data are, of course, con-
fidential, and we do not have access to them
except in the sense that the Department has
performed computations on them, and on com-
binations of their data with ours, which have
been used in some of our studies. The Com-
merce Department data are part of our data
base only in the sense that we have matched
NationalBureau company identificationsto
those of the Commerce Department and can
therefore use those data in combination with
our own.
The National Bureau's data collection was
begun as part of the study of the relation of U.S.
manufacturing abroad to U.S. exports, financed
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mainly by grants from the National Science
Foundation and the Ford Foundation, and was
continued under a later grant by the Ford Foun-
dation and under the study of the impact of mul-
tinational firms on technology and trade flows.
lt.is also being expanded by the work on a mi-
crodata set for enterprises, reported on above
as part of the program on the measurement of
economic and social performance. Included are
financial data for more than 2,500 corporations;
their identification as foreign investors or non-
investors; a breakdown of domestic employ-
ment for about 1,300 firms in 1970 and 1,500
firms in 1972, by four-digit industry and, for
1972, by location within the United States, and
similar distributions for several hundred firms
for 1960 and 1965. Also part of the National
Bureau's data collection is information, collected
through questionnaires and from public sources,
for about 6,000 affiliates of 300 companies on
the age, location, main industry, and main prod-
ucts of each affiliate. Within the next year we
hope to add information on the occupational
distribution and other characteristics of each
company's employment in the United States.
Although the literature on multinational firms
has grown enormously since we first began the
assembling of these data, the materials for quan-
titative analysis have remained meager, and
much of the discussion is speculative or polem-
ical. We are operating in the belief that most of
the important questions raised about the oper-
ations of these firms still await serious empirical
research and that since the growth of multina-
tionals is related to the special characteristics
and comparative advantages of each such firm,
the best method of studying them is at the indi-
vidual firm level.
Robert E. Lipsey
The Impact of Multinational Firms on
Technology and Trade Flows
This project, which was financed by a grant
from the Research and Development Assess-
ment Division of the National Science Founda-
tion, is now nearing completion. Its purpose was
to examine several aspects of the transfer of
technology by U.S. based multinational firms,
including the nature of the firms' comparativeadvantage, the forms and characteristicsof
their technology transfers and their overseas
operations, and the impact of these on U.S.
trade and on the competitive position of U.S.
companies. Both broad studies across all man-
unfacturing industries and case studies of a few
individual industries were part of the program.
The papers completed so far, for which the
research was partly or completely financed from
this grant, are as follows:
"Multinational Firms and the Factor Inten-
sity of Trade," by Robert F. Lipsey and Merle
Yahr Weiss, NBER Working Paper 8, September
1973 (to be revised).
"Exports and Foreign Investment inthe
Pharmaceutical Industry," by Robert E. Lipsey
and Merle Yahr Weiss, NBER Working Paper 87,
revised version, January 1976.
"Innovation and Foreign Investment Be-
havior in the U.S. Pharmaceutical Industry," by
Benjamin I. Cohen, Jorge Katz, and William T.
Beck, NBER Working Paper 101, August 1975.
"The International Transfer of Semicon-
ductor Technology through U.S. Based Firms,"
by William Finan, NBER Working Paper 118,
December 1975.
"Transnational Activity and Market Entry in
the Semiconductor Industry," by Arthur Lake,
NBER Working Paper 126, March 1976.
"Multinational Firms and the U.K. Pharma-
ceutical Industry—A Study of Innovation and
Imitation," by Arthur Lake, revised version, April
1976.
"Exports and Foreign Investment in Manu-
facturing Industries," by Robert E. Lipsey and
Merle Yahr Weiss, NBER Working Paper 131,
revised version, May 1976.
"Bibliography on Technology and Trade,"
by E.I. Paulinyi, Mimeographed, August 1975.
Several of these are subject to further revision
and a more intensive examination of factor sub-
stitution in overseas manufacturing is being un-
dertaken as part of the project on trade regimes
and employment in less developed countries,
reported on by Anne Krueger.
One of the main topics was whether or not
overseas production by affiliates of U.S. firms
tended to substitute for production in the United
States. Using several different approaches, we
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found little evidence for such substitution and
considerable evidence that overseas production
increases exports. In one analysis we examined
exports to 44 countries (or groups of countries)
by the United States and 13 other major export-
ers, taking account of market size, the distance
of each market from major suppliers, and mem-
bership in the EEC. Large U.S. affiliate produc-
tion in a market was associated with compara-
tively large imports to that market from the
United States but with small imports from other
countries. Correspondingly, the presence of
more affiliates of other countries in a market was
associated with comparatively high imports from
those countries but low imports from the United
States. Thus each country's overseas produc-
tion in a market appeared to displace exports by
rival countries but to increase its own exports to
that market.
Within the pharmaceutical industry a more
intensive examination of trade-investment rela-
tions included a comparison among firms as
well as among markets. This confirmed the re-
sults of the market cross-section on the whole,
showing that a firm with comparatively high for-
eign production, relative to the size of the firm,
also tended to export more, and a firm with rela-
tively large production in a geographical area
tended also to export relatively more to that
area, given the size of the firm and of the market.
The only indication of net substitution of foreign
for U.S. production by an industry as a whole
was in semiconductors, where the smaller com-
panies, which invested little abroad, except for
assembly, exported more relative to their size
than the large firms, which did have major for-
eign production.
A good deal of attention was given to meas-
uring the innovativeness of firms,since we
wished to avoid dependence on measures of
R&D input, such as ratios of R&D expenditures
or personnel to sales. The most intensive effort
was by Cohen, Katz, and Beck in which each
new chemical entity, instead of being simply
counted as an innovation, was rated as innova-
tive or imitative through an examination of both
the pharmacological action and the chemical
class or structure of the drug. The output of in-
novative activity by a company was then mea-
sured as sales or numbers of innovative drugs.This measure was not at all correlated with such
conventional ones as R&D expenditures or per-
sonnel per dollar of U.S. drug sales. In the phar-
maceutical industry, Lake, and in the semicon-
ductor industry both Lake and Finan, made
counts of innovations. Lake, in addition, con-
structed indexes of rank in introducing new
products, with a first introduction in a country
receiving a much larger weight than, say, a tenth
introduction. Both Lake and Finan also calcu-
lated lags in introducing innovations.
Among the other topics considered in the
papers were the effect of American licensing
and subsidiary operations on the spread of in-
novations in foreign countries, the relation of
the innovativeness of firms to their own policy
on exporting and foreign production, and the
nature of the comparative advantage of U.S.-
based firms.
Mary Bôger and Marianne Rey have had the
main responsibility for data collection and pro-
gramming during the past year at the National
Bureau. We were again indebted to the Bureau
of Economic Analysis of the U.S. Department of
Commerce for the use of their data and to
Arnold Gilbert and Michael Liliestedt of the BEA
for programming calculations on those data.
Robert E. Lipsey
Irving B. Kravis
Price-Quantity Relations in U.S. Trade
This project, supported by the Office of Com-
petitive Assessment of the U.S. Department of
Commerce grows out of and extends earlier
work on the role of prices in international trade,
financed in part by the National Science Foun-
dation. One of the two main elements of the
project is a study of price and substitution elas-
ticitiesin metals and machinery, the groups
covered in our earlier volume on Price Competi-
tiveness in World Trade. We now will have the
benefit of annual time series covering a 20-year
period and of disaggregation into comparatively
homogeneous commodity groups at the three-
digit or four-digit SITC level. For two-digit SITC
classes we will have disaggregation of trade
data into seven or eight geographical regions.
The second aspect, on which we are now con-
centrating, is an examination of the relation be-
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tween export and domestic prices in Germany,
the United States, and Japan.
The study of export-domestic price relation-
ships is based on the collection of detailed price
data for exports and domestic sales, matched
at the four-digit SITC level, for Germany, Japan,
and the United States. These will include annual
indexes for all three countries from 1953 through
1974 and monthly data for Germany and Japan
startingin1958 and 1953, respectively. Our
earlier export price collection for Germany and
Japan has been expanded to cover all manu-
factured products, as represented by SITC 5
through 8. We will also have domestic price in-
dexes, for all manufactures, for the United States
and the United Kingdom, as well as Germany
and Japan.
One use of these price data is in tracing the
transmission of inflation from one country to
another, particularly to one with less inflationary
policies. We expect to find that, for example, a
rise in foreign prices, unless there are offsetting
exchange rate movements, willfirst raise the
ratio of foreign prices to the country's export
prices, then the ratio of the country's export
prices to its own domestic prices, then the ratio
of domestic prices of traded goods to those of
non-traded or less-traded goods, and finally,
the price of non-traded goods. We hope to find
out something about the lags involved in these
changes, whether they differ from one com-
modity group to another, what shifts in trade
result from the various changesinrelative
prices, and the effects on this process of the
move to flexible exchange rates. A paper en-
titled, "The Adjustment of Domestic Prices to
Foreign Price Changes," based on this study,
was presented at the September 1976 meeting
of the American Economic Association.
Mary Boger and Marianne Rey carried out the
main data collection and programming on this
study during the past year.
Irving B. Kravis
Robert E. Lipsey
U.S.-U.S.S.R. Scientific and Technical
Program of Cooperation
In 1975 the NBER continued to plan and coordi-
nate a program of cooperation in econometricmodels (Topic 1) and modeling of large-scale
systems (Topic 2) under the U.S-U.S.S.R. Sci-
entific and Technical Program of Cooperation in
the Field of Application of Computers to Man-
agement. The Bureau has two of the five topics
presently assigned in the area of application of
computers to management. The program chair-
man for the U.S. operation is Dr. D. 0. Aufen-
kamp of the National Science Foundation. The
Bureau's part in the program is funded under
an NSF grant award.
Meetings of the U.S.-U.S.S.R. coordinators
and experts continued during the year. Pro-
grams included information exchanges, confer-
ences, seminars, visits and further definition of
longer term joint research.
April 20 to May 4, 1975, a Soviet delegation
of six. experts led by Dr. N.P. Lebedinskiy,
Deputy Chairman of GOSPLAN and Head of the
Main Computing Center of GOSPLAN visited
the United States to observe computer applica-
lions in agricultural, reclamation and production
processes. The National Bureau arranged for the
delegation to visit the Gates Rubber Co. and
Gates Cyclo Inc. in Denver, Colorado; the Bu-
reau of Reclamation in Denver and Loveland,
Colorado; Colorado State University, Ft. Collins,
Colorado; Farr Farms, Montfort, Colorado, and
Allard Ranch, Greeley, Colorado; the Ford Motor
Company, Sesco Inc., and the Cross Co. in De-
troit, Michigan. The delegation also visited with
Senator Edmund Muskie and staff of the Senate
Committee on the Budget, Representative Al
Ullman, Chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee,SecretaryofTreasuryWilliam
Simon, James Lynn, Director, Office of Man-
agement and Budget, Governor Henry Wallich
of the Federal Reserve Board, and Assistant
Secretary of Interior Jack Carison.
Dr. Lebediriskiy addressed the Economic Club
of Detroit on planning in the Soviet Union. At
the Woodrow WilsonInternational Center in
Washington, D.C., Dr. Lebedinskiy had a dis-
cussion with scholars from the Institute for Ad-
vanced Russian Studies of the Center.
The group also visited National Bureau offices
in New York and Washington and a protocol of
the visit and future activities was signed by the
topic coordinators at the conclusion of the visit.
In July 1975 a joint seminar on transportation
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modeling and planning was held at the Main
Computing Center of GOSPLAN in Moscow.
The U.S. delegation, led by John Meyer, in-
cluded E. K. Smith and J. Royce Ginn of the
National Bureau; Morton Ehrlich of Eastern Air-
lines;Faye Johnson,IBM;HollandHunter,
Haverford College; Gregory K. Ingram, Harvard
University; Paul Roberts, Joseph Sussman, and
Marvin Manheim, M.I.T.; and Robert Dial of the
Urban Mass Transportation Administration. So-
viet side participants were B. S. Kozin,I.T.
Kozlov, G. G. Tsomai, I. A. Oleinik, Z. I. Mozgrina,
V. A, Zhozhikashvili, B. E. Marchuk, and V. S.
Bondarenko. Seventeen papers were presented
at the seminar and publication of a joint volume
is planned. The U.S. papers have been assem-
bled with an introduction by Holland Hunter and
a revised version of the Soviet papers has been
received.
The U.S. delegation to the transportation sem-
inar visited computer installations and were
briefed on management operating systems at
several Soviet transport centers including the
Department of Civil Aviation, the Department of
Sea Transportation, and Moscow Truck Trans-
port Center and the control center for the Mos-
cow subway system. The delegation observed
the work of the Department of Motor Transporta-
tion of Georgia in the capital city of Tbilisi and
met with the planners of the Abkhasian Auto-
nomous S.S.R. and Georgian S.S.R. for exten-
sive discussion of transport planning. They also
visited the Central Economics-Mathematical In-
stitute of the Academy of Sciences and the State
Committee for Science and Technology. The
protocol of the visit was signed in Moscow
July 9 by coordinators for Topic 2, Harvey J.
McMains for the U.S., and V. B. Bezroukov for
the U.S.S.R.
A meeting of coordinators and experts on
Topic 1 was held in the United States in Septem-
ber 1975. The U.S.S.R. delegation was headed
by A. A. Modin, Deputy Director of the Central
Economics-Mathematical Institute of the U.S.S.R.
Academy of Sciences. In addition to Professor
Modin, the delegation consisted of V. M. loffe
and B. 0. Suvorov of CEMI and N. A. Kudinov
of the State Committee of the U.S.S.R. Council
of Ministers on Science and Technology. John
Meyer, Harvey McMains, and F. K. Smith repre-sented the United States.
The Soviet delegation visited National Bureau
offices in New York, Cambridge, and Stanford
for discussion and presentations by Bureau staff.
Visits were arranged with the Cowles Founda-
tion at Yale, Supermarkets General Corp., Wood-
bridge, New Jersey, Harvard, M.I.T., Stanford,
and the University of California at Los Angeles;
John Hancock Life Insurance Co., and the RAND
Corporation. In Washington, D.C. the delegation
visited the National Science Foundation, U.S.
Department of Commerce, and the Council of
Economic Advisers. Our visitors were exposed
to a very wide range of research and research
applications, involving advanced econometric
models as well as computerized applications in
marketing, data banks, networking, operations
research, and optimal control systems among
other subjects. A protocol was signed by John
Meyer at the conclusion of the visit.
A seminar on econometric modeling methods
originalty planned for September 1975 in Mos-
cow was postponed, at the Soviets' request,
until June 1976. The U.S. papers were discussed
prior to the Moscow meeting by members of
the U.S. delegation at a seminar held at Sterling
Forest, New York in October 1975. The U.S. side
was chaired by Robert Dorfman of Harvard Uni-
versity. Other members of the delegation in-
cluded Gary Fromm and Edwin Kuh of the
National Bureau; Lawrence R. Klein, Ross Pres-
ton, and Donald Green, University of Pennsyl-
vania; Clopper Almon, University of Maryland;
Phoebus Dhrymes, Columbia University; Leonid
Hurwicz, University of Minnesota; Franco Mo-
digliani, M.I.T.; Dale Jorgenson, Harvard Univer-
sity: and Henri Theil, University of Chicago. The
U.S. and U.S.S.R. papers will be assembled and
published with an introduction by Donald Green.
In April 1976 a coordinators meeting was held
in Moscow to discuss implementation of previ-
ously agreed upon plans and to discuss further
cooperation, in 1977. Some of the future plans
include a seminar to be held in the United States
on management information systems and one
on managing large-scaleagriculturalenter-
prises, to be held in the U.S.S.R. (Topic 2). Two
conferences on regional economic and mathe-
matical models (Topic 1) have been proposed
during 1976 and 1977. Subjects include regional
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economic development models, applied migra-
tion studies, and industry studies. There are also
proposals for longer term visits by U.S. scholars
to the Institute for Economic Studies in Novo-
sibirsk and by Soviet scholars to the University
of Alaska on northern region studies and trans-
portation scholar exchanges. Other longer term
visits involve Soviet and U.S. scholars actively
cooperating on research of mutual interest pro-
posed from subtopics agreed upon, such as
energy modeling, national planning, etc.
A visit to the United States by Academician
N. P. Fedorenko of CEMI, U.S.S.R. Academy
of Sciences is planned during the present year.
The Bureau has continued to exchange pub-
lications on the topics with our Soviet counter-
parts. The materials received from the Soviet
Union are catalogued and deposited in our New
York library and are available to the academic,




Trade Adjustments in Less Developed
Countries (LDC's) to Exchange Rate Changes
Since the start of my fellowship in mid-August
1975 my research has produced three papers
on some aspects of LDC foreign trade relating
to the effects of exchange rate changes. "Ef-
fects of Major Currency Realignment on Philip-
pine Merchandise Trade," which will be pub-
I ished in The Review of Economics and Statistics,
suggests a theoretical framework for evaluating
the direct trade effects on a small LDC of cur-
rency exchange rate changes among developed
countries and examines the extent to which
Philippine import and export flows have been
affected by the 1971 realignment of the world's
key currencies sanctioned by the Smithsonian
agreement. The empirical results indicate an
appreciable impact on the magnitude and pat-
tern of Philippine merchandise trade and illus-
trate the kind of adjustment by small, open
LDC's to this new form of external economic dis-
turbance.
The two other papers are being circulated in
preliminary form for prepublication comments.
In "Import Demand in a Small Country withTrade Restrictions,'which was accepted for
presentation at the European Meeting of the
Econometric Society heldinHelsinkiinlate
August 1976, Idevelop a model of import de-
mand taking into systematic account the exist-
ence of trade controls and the interaction be-
tween the domestic markets for imports and the
competing home produced commodity. In appli-
cation to Philippine imports of food in the post-
war period, analysis of the estimated structural
and reduced-form coefficients confirms some
comparative static properties of the model con-
cerning the bias contained in parameter esti-
mates derived from single equation models of
import behavior. One important finding is that
failure to include the interaction effects con-
sidered in the model could lead to a substantial
overestimation of the import response to ex-
change rate changes.
In my latest paper, "Interrelated Products and
the Elasticity of Export Supply in Developing
Countries," I formulate a 'small country" model
of export supply involving two related commodi-
ties, namely, a primary product and a processed
commodity which uses the primary product as
the principal material input in production. Under
certain conditions it is shown that a currency de-
valuation would favor an increase in exports of
the processed commodity relative to the pri-
mary product. In such a case the well-known
tendency of LDC's to overvalue their currencies
has the effect of discriminating against exports
of processed commodities among related export
products. Application of the model to Philippine
postwar exports of copra and coconut oil, which
jointly account for about thirty percent of the
country's annualexport earnings,illustrates
quantitatively the significance of the cross-sub-
stitution effects and the associated reduction in
export response to changes in the exchange
rate and export prices.
I am currently developing a model of trade ad-
justments to multilateral exchange rate changes
that would serve as a framework for analyzing
the effects on world exports of a primary com-
modity (or a group of related products) and on
the export earnings of a single country from the
commodity. The empirical application will focus
on world production and trade of coconut prod-
ucts involving the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Indo-
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nesia, and Malaysia as major producers and
several developed countries as major con-
sumers.
Foreign Trade Regimes and
Economic Development
Romeo M. Bautista
This project, started in 1970 under a research
contract with the Agency for International De-
velopment and now in its concluding stage, has
had several principal aims. One has been to
develop a better understanding of the composi-
tion of exchange control regimes, frequently
exceedingly complex, in which so many devel-
oping countries have become enmeshed in the
effort to manage their balance of payments
problems, assign foreign exchange receipts to
purposes deemed most essential, and promote
domestic production of goods previously im-
ported. Against the background of that analysis
of the• make-up of foreign trade regimes, a
further aim has been to study their effects on
economic efficiency, including both allocation
of resources and various growth aspects. Given
the efforts made by the countries in question to
simplify their trade regimes and to reduce dis-
tortions, a final major aim has been to examine
the processes and consequences of liberaliza-
tion and the conditions making for success or
failure.
Of the ten country studies undertaken as a
basis for exploring these questions, nine have
been completed and published; i.e., those on
Turkey, Ghana, Israel, Egypt, the Philippines,
India, South Korea, Chile, and Colombia. The
one on Brazil has not yet been completed for
publication, but has yielded significant results
embodied in a comprehensive paper presented
at the seminar on the project held in Bogota in
April 1975 under the joint sponsorship of Banco
de Ia Republica, the U.N. Economic Commission
for Latin America, and the National Bureau.
Largely on the basis of the information and
analyses embodied in the country studies, two
syntheses are being prepared, one by Jagdish
Bhagwati on "Anatomy and Consequences of
Exchange Control Regimes" and the other by
Anne 0. Krueger on 'Liberalization Attempts
and Consequences." Both of these reports,after passing through several stages of discus-
sion and revision, are in near-final draft and will




The Growth and Structure of Labor
Absorptive Capacity in Latin American
Manufacturing Industries
Inthis recent study, we are reexamining the
problem of low employment capacity of the Latin
American manufacturing sector. A dynamic ab-
sorption model has been developed to examine
the determinants of the aggregate level and
changing structure of employment in different
manufacturing industries in ten Latin American
economies.
The dynamic labor absorption model is de-
rived from the neo-classical demand for labor
model. Explicit account is taken of the techno-
logical features of an industry, the nature of the
product demand changes in relative input prices
and terms of trade, and the adjustment mecha-
nism underlying employment behavior.
The estimation technique utilized in this study
is a pooled cross-section time series method
that permits analysis of changes in employment
among different industries and the evaluation of
the structure of employment over time, The anal-
ysis permits for a specific country, inter-industry
comparison of employment behavior over time
variations, and an over time inter-country com-
parison of employment for a given industry.
These comparisons will help explain how the
aggregate level and structure of employment are
determined and what factors are responsible for
the low employment absorption of the Latin
American industrial sector.
The main body of data on Latin American
manufacturing industries is obtained from the
U.N. annual publication Growth of World Indus-
try. The data from this source are fairly con-
sistent and rich in content, but little used by re-
searchers. Data for twenty-two manufacturing
industries at a three-digit level for ten Latin
American countries for the period 1963—1973
are utilized to estimate the model.
Patricio Meller
M. Ishaq Nadiri
6. MEASUREMENT METHODS AND OPERATIONS
The NBER Computer Research
Center
Introduction
The NBER Computer Research Center for Eco-
nomics and Management Science entered its
sixth year of operations in February 1976. The
Center conducts research on algorithms for
potential use in applied economic and manage-
ment research; the new algorithms are pro-
grammed for an interactive, time-shared com-
puter. The research community both within and
beyond the NBER can utilize the Center's prod-
ucts by means of a national data-communica-
tion network maintained by the NBER's Com-
puter Service. Following reports on major
projects under way at the Center.
Edwin Kuh
ing the development of basic software for an
Energy-Modeling System. The broad goal is to
develop comprehensive, time-shared computer
tools for economic analysis of contemporary
energy problems; these tools include capabili-
ties for building, testing, and linking econo-
metric models and optimization models.
The system design calls for two levels of soft-
ware: control/programming software, and appli-
cation (problem-solving) software. The control
software includes the operating system ACOS
and the programming languages ACOL and
DASEL. The application software includes sub-
systems for entering, estimating, and simulating
econometric models, and for various mathe-
matical programming tasks. In general, the con-
trol software provides the foundation on which
the application software is built.
ACOS, the application-control system, has
been used to create a few small application sys-
tems, and more are being developed. The ACOL
Energy-Modeling System
The Center's programming staff is now complet-
87command language has been valuable in de-
veloping interactive applications; Dave Boyajian,
Tom Dailey, Walt Oney, Dave Rice, and Annette
Somers have been working on the implementa-
tion of ACOL. Somers is also rewriting the refer-
ence manual for ACOL to bring it up to date for
first users outside of the Center. We have had
some feedback from the first users and are pre-
paring to gather more feedback by designing
features that will give accurate data on the use
of the system, indicating which parts are difficult
to use and which parts work well.
Oney has been working on the ACOS super-
visor. This will enable concurrent users to share
programs and files, and will generally improve
system performance. He has also completed the
first part of what we hope will become a com-
plete report-generator facility.
DASEL, a programming language for mathe-
matical algorithms, has been usedin a few
applications. These suggest that DASEL is sub-
stantially easier to use and more productive
than PL/l or FORTRAN for applications in sta-
tistics and econometrics. Further, our prelimi-
nary experience suggests that DASEL is easier
to use and more powerful than APL. Joan Zahor-
jan has done almost all of the designing and
coding of DASEL. Rice is now maintaining it and
making improvements in response to feedback
from users.
Roy Marsten and his colleagues have made
substantial progress on the design of a gen-
eralized language and subroutine package for
mathematical programming (see Marsten's re-
port below). This work will form the basis of the
mathematical programming capabilities of the
Energy-Modeling System.
Mark Gelfand and Richard Wilk have been de-
signing the regression and simulation compo-
nents of the Energy-Modeling System. External
specifications have been drafted, circulated for
review, and revised. We are beginning to put the
internal design in final form.
We have received valuable feedback on the
design of the Energy-Modeling System from an
advisory committee that includes representa-
tivesof several energy-research centers.In
particular, we have been in close touch with the
Brookhaven National Laboratory, the MIT En-
ergy Laboratory, the Transportation Systems
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Center of the U.S. Department of Transportation,
and energy-related research projects headed by
Professors Martin Baughman and Olin Johnson
at the University of Texas (Austin) and the Uni-




Research to develop policy-planning models of
the Alaskan economy is being conducted jointly
with the University of Alaska's Institute of Social,
Economic, and Government Research (ISEGR).
This work is part of the Man in the Arctic Pro-
gram (MAP), which has been funded by the Na-
tional Science Foundation, Office of Polar Pro-
grams. In the spring of 1976 MAP completed its
firstthree-year phase and began a second
three-year phase, again with NSF funding. I
spent the last two years in Alaska as director of
MAP and will continue in the second phase as
co-principal investigator with Victor Fischer of
the University of Alaska.
The principal objectives of the first phase of
MAP were to construct models for analyzing
long-run economic and population change in
Alaska, and to begin to use these models in key
policy applications. This work was designed to
provide information for those responsible for
policy planning and decision making that will
affect Alaska's future development. Interactive
economic and demographic computer models
were constructed on both statewide and re-
gional bases. On the basis of such factors as
location, size, and timing of federal, state, and
nativeoil and gas developments; alternative
energy prices: and statefiscalpolicies, the
models have been used to project through 1990
the growth in gross state product, personal in-
come, industrial employment, population, per
capita income, etc. The models have been used
to analyze specific policy issues such as alter-
native rates of petroleum development, state
leasing in the Beaufort Sea, and alternative gas
pipelines from the North Slope.
Both the statewide and regional Alaska mod-
els have been converted by Bob Chen to be
operational on NBER's TROLL system. The MAP
researchersinAlaska are linkedto TROLLthrough the Seattle node of NBERNET, the
NBER telecommunication network; and allof
the final simulations for the 1990 projections and
policy analyses were carried out on TROLL. Be-
cause of its flexibility, all further developmental
work is being carried out using TROLL and the
NBER computer. By using a common computer
environment, model modifications originating
either in Cambridge or in Alaska are immedi-
ately accessible to researchers in the other
location.
The second phase of MAP is intended to
deepen and extend the capacity for policy anal-
ysis, particularly concerning the distribution of
the economic and social costs and benefits of
developingAlaska's energyresources. The
NBER energy-research program willprovide
links between the Alaska energy studies and
national energy models and projections.
While all MAP economic research will be
undertaken jointly by ISEGR and NBER, different
primary responsibilities have been assigned to
each Institution. The bulk of the basic data-
collection and analysis will be carried out by
ISEGR economists in Alaska, as will implemen-
tation of the MAP models to carry out policy
analysis. Personnel at NBER Cambridge will be
principally responsible for developing the com-
puter models used in the MAP research. Further,
any large-scale data processing will be done in
Cambridge using the National Bureau com-
puters. Both the model development and data
processing will take full advantage of the ex-





During the past year we have conducted experi-
mental research in two new areas of mathemati-
cal programming: nondifferentiable optimiza-
tion and parametric integer programming. The
maximization of a nondifferentiable function is
a difficult problem for which there are many ap-
plications,butfewavailablecomputational
methods. Since one of these applications is
solving the dual Of an integer program, this work
is relevant to Jeremy Shapiro's work on con-
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structive duality for integer programming. The
experiments which were carried out compared
my own method, Boxstep, with the subgradient
optimization method on problems arising from
facility-location planning, production planning,
and machine scheduling. I presented the results
at the 47th National Meeting of the Operations
Research Society of America in Chicago in May
1975 and wrote a paper which appeared in a
special issue of Mathematical Programming de-
voted to nondifferentiable optimization.
The study of sensitivity and parametric anal-
ysis for integer programs began in earnest in
1975. During the year several working papers
and dissertations made substantial contributions
to this new area. With Thomas Morin of Purdue
University,I wrote the first computer code that
can solve families of integer programs parame-
terized on the right-hand-side (resource avail-
abilities); we were assistedinthis effort by
Michael Harrison. We described the algorithm in
"Parametric Integer Programming: The Right-
Hand-Side Case" (NBER Working Paper 106,
October 1975); this paper was presented at the
Workshop on Integer Programming inBonn,
West Germany in September 1975 and will ap-
pear in the Annals of Discrete Mathematics.
Thomas Morin and Ihave also collaborated
on a new approach to discrete mathematical
programming. This involves a synthesis of the
dynamic programming and branch-and-bound
methodologies. With the assistance of Michael
Harrison we have implemented our hybrid algo-
rithm in an experimental computer code. This
code uses linear programming in a novel way
to compute bounds and to share them among
the nodes of the search tree. Preliminary com-
putational results have been encouraging and
were presented at the 49th National Meeting
of the Operations Research Society of America
in Philadelphia in April 1976. A paper on the'
hybrid algorithm has been submitted to Mathe-
matical Programming.
Over the past year Michael Harrison, Robert
Fourer, William Northup, andIhave been en-
gaged in continuing discussions concerning the
form of an "ideal" computer system for experi-
mental research in mathematical programming.
Such a system would have two main parts: a
highly modular linear programming code and ahigh-level language for specifying linear pro-
gramming models. The modular LP code would
be designed in a top-down hierarchical fashion
so that the experimenter could intervene at
whatever level was necessary for his particular
purpose. Such a code would benefit at least four
classes of experimenters: those who wish to
experiment with the simplex method itself; those
who wish to use the simplex method as a sub-
routine in a more complex algorithm; those who
need only certain parts of the simplex method
as steps in some other algorithm; and those who
wish to use linear programming in conjunction
with some other metholology such as econo-
metrics.
We also envision a modeling language which
would be a radical departure from presently
available matrix generators and report writers.
Such a language would permit the user to define
or modify a model in a way that is very close to
standard mathematical practice;thatis,the
point of departure would be the mathematical
statement of the model rather than the coeffi-
cient matrix. Such a high-level approach would
result in a system that is both easier to use and
much more efficient in terms of computer-pro-
cessing time than existing systems. We have
carried these discussions to the point where we
have a clear idea of the general outline of such
a system and are planning a descriptive paper
for a conference on mathematical programming
software being sponsored by the Association for




rated some of these methods into a large-scale
branch-and-bound mixed integer programming
system that uses the SESAME linear program-
ming system for its simplex algorithm and for its
data base.
Roy Marsten, Bill Northup, andIare experi-
menting with subgradient optimization as an
alternative to the simplex algorithm for solving
subproblems ina branch-and-bound setting.
We are augmenting the method, more closely
approximating the integer programming dual of
the subproblem using group theory, and we are
treating a larger class of problems than the set-
partitioning and covering problems for which
the method was first proposed. We have imple-
mented integer programming models for water-
resource planning, for mine scheduling, and for
nuclear reactor refueling.
For a class of scheduling problems we are
experimenting with alternative Lagrangian re-
laxations and alternative methods for their dual
optimization. We are also experimenting with a
hybrid primal-dual technique to solve MIP dual
problems directly, as an alternative to explicitly
decomposing the problem into integer and con-
tinuous subproblems.
Brurio Simeone, a visiting scholar from the
Consiglio Nazionale dello Ricerche, Rome, is
studying group theoretic cuts for the integer pro-
gramming problem. In September 1975Ipre-
sented a paper entitled "Sensitivity Analysis in
Integer Programming" at the Workshop in In-





Work this year has centered on integer program-
ming duality theory and its integration into the
mixed integer programming problem. Mixed in-
teger programming dual problems provide a
base for sensitivity analysis and multicriterion
optimization. In addition, algorithms for solving
these dual problems, or for approximating their
solution, can serve as an important adjunct to
linear programmingina branch-and-bound
strategy for solving the mixed integer program-
ming problem. To this end, Bill Northup incorpo-
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The goal of this project in which interdisciplinary
research is conducted in robust statistics, nu-
merical analysis, and quality software,isto
develop numerically and statisticallyreliable
FORTRAN IV subroutines that operate efficiently
on a cross-section of major U.S. computers, in-
cluding the IBM 360/370, CDC 6600/7600, Uni-
vac-1108, PDP-10, and Honeywell-6000. The
group of subroutines is referred to as ROSE-
PACK (Robust Statistics Estimation Package).
ROSEPACK will implement a substantial portion
of modern theoretical work on robust fitting oflinear and nonlinear statistical models.
Work on ROSEPACK began in May 1975, with
Paul Holland and me as co-principal investiga-
tors. The first phase of this work was concerned
with the robust fitting of linear models. In the
second phase, which began in May 1976, we
seek to refine the first phase, but concentrate
more heavily on robustfittingofnonlinear
models; Gene H. Golub and I are the co-princi-
pal investigators.
During the period May—December 1975 the
main focus of research was on the form of the
covariance matrix for robust regression methods
in ROSEPACK. Previous work of Richard Hill
and Holland ("A Monte Carlo Study of the Ro-
bust Alternatives to Least Squares Regression
Estimation," NBER Working Paper 58, Septem-
ber 1974) was extended to evaluate the possi-
bility of setting conditional confidence intervals
where the conditioning is on the weights that
are calculated from the data. This work involved
a Monte Carlo study directed by Holland, David
Hoaglin, and Roy Welsch; the programming for
this study was done by Stanley Wasserman. The
Hill-Holland paper is being revised in light of
this research and will be submitted to the Jour-
nalof the AmericanStatistical Association.
Further results were presented by Welsch in an
invited paper at the Statistical Computing Sec-
tion of the 1975 Annual Meeting of the American
Statistical Association (Atlanta, August 1975);
see report by Welsch below.
David Hoaglin, with the programming assist-
ance of Stanley Wasserman, has designed an
automatic stem-and-leaf display for data anal-
ysis. They have published this work in "ROSE-
PACK Document No. 2: Automating Stem-and-
Leaf Displays" (NBER Working Paper 109,
November 1975) and are also submitting the
paper for journal publication.
With the programming assistance ofNeil
Kaden, Ihave been working on problems of
building robust statistical software. Basic to this
software are semi-portable numerical algorithms,
i.e., algorithms that are coded in FORTRAN IV
and can be used on various machines. Equally
basic are the underlying numerical algebra
modules for the higher-level computations.
The singular value decomposition is the most
frequently used tool of numerical algebra for
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our computations. In particular, strong or weak
dependencies in the columns or rows of a matrix
can be isolated. Further analysis of the singular
vectors associated with small singular values
leads to the effect on the data induced by chang-
ing the rank-deficient data matrix to one of full
rank. The results of this work are being sub-
mitted for publication by G. H. Golub, G. W.
Stewart, and me. A report on rank dependency
and least squares problems presented at
the National SIAM Meeting, San Francisco,
December 1975. A paper that explores the use
of the singular value decomposition by statis-
ticians will be submitted for publication by Hol-
land and me. The FORTRAN code for the de-
pendency analysis and certain results of the
computation are also to be submitted for publi-
cation.
An important goal of this project is a clean-cut
guide forwriting and testing semi-portable robust
software. Certain requirements for writing semi-
portable FORTRAN and preliminary guidelines
for writing ROSEPACK subroutines have been
specified by Kaden and me in "ROSEPACK
Document No. 1: Semi-Portability of FORTRAN
Programs" (NBER Working Paper 103, Septem-
ber 1975) and "ROSEPACK Document No. 3:
Guidelines for Writing Semi-Portable FORTRAN"
(NBER Working Paper 130, March 1976).
Virginia Klema
Nonlinear Algorithms
In the past year we have explored several prom-
ising leads in unconstrained optimization and
the solution of nonlinear equations, One major
task has been the implementation and testing of
a new algorithm for solving both the nonlinear
least squares problem and more general robust
estimation problems.Itincorporates several
recent ideas that aim at improving computational
efficiency and reliability. Some of these ideas
are due to John Dennis, who designed the basic
algorithm with inputs from Virginia Klema, Roy
Welsch, and me. Mark Gelfand coded the initial
designintoaconvenientpackagecalled
DMINIMIZ, which he, Roy Welsch, andIcon-
tinue to test and modify. Implementation details
(such as just how iteration values should be
updated) remain to be settled, but the presentversion performs well on standard test prob-
lems.
Researchers developing unconstrained opti-
mization algorithms often limit the testing of
their computer codes to a few standard test
problems which have frequently appeared in
past publications and which have been con-
trived to test certain features of the optimization
codes. John Dennis and I have begun efforts to
identify "real-life" test problems from among
those encountered by other researchersat
NBER and elsewhere. Suchtestproblems
should be valuable to researchers in uncon-
strained optimization (including those at both
NBER and Argonne National Laboratory, with
whom we are collaborating). We expect to de-
vote more effort to this endeavor in the coming
months.
As an experiment in the modularization of
software for unconstrained minimization, I have
begun developing modules and a general frame-
work into which they fit. Part ol the purpose is
to test the hypothesis that it may be wise to use
one method to come close to a solution or to
build an initial Hessian approximation (while
moving toward the solution), then switch to a
second method to more quickly compute the
solution to the desired accuracy. The hybrid
minimization framework HYBMIN is designed to
allow various combinations of methods, includ-
ing conjugate gradient and quasi-Newton meth-
ods; one interesting possibility which we soon
hope to explore with this system is that of using
the new conjugate gradient scheme of Larry
Nazareth (Argonne National Laboratory) on the
optimization problem arising in Kent Wall's opti-
mal control system. In connection with develop-
ing quasi-Newton update modules,Iwrote a
paper on "Representing Symmetric Rank-2 Up-
dates" (NBER Working Paper 124, February
1976).
Sometimes one encounters estimation prob-
lems in which the number of independent pa-
rameters is not known beforehand. This hap-
pens, for example, if one tries to fit polynomials
to some data without knowing what degree
polynomials to use.If one guesses too many
parameters, then one obtains an objective func-
tion whose Hessian is singular or nearly so. In
this and the more general case where it is neces-
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sary to solve a system of nonlinear equations
whose Jacobian matrix is (nearly) singular, it is
natural to ask how to reasonably avoid numeri-
cal difficulties and compute a sensible solution.
Ihave designed and coded a module which
deals with this question in the robust (and non-
linear least squares) estimation case in what
Roy Welsch and I feel to be a reasonable way.
My paper "On Modifying Singular Values to
Solve Possibly Singular Systems of Nonlinear
Equations" (NBER Working Paper 125, March
1976) addresses this question in the more gen-




In the past year Ihave continued my work on
aggregation, multiple comparison procedures,
nonlinear robust regression, and confidence re-
gions for robust linear regression.I have also
begun work on the uses of sensitivity analysis in
statistics and econometrics and have served as
co-chairman of the Ninth Annual Symposium on
the Interface between Computer Science and
Statistics.
My work with Edwin Kuh on theoretical ques-
tions of aggregating economic data ("The Vari-
ances of Regression Coefficient Estimates Using
Aggregate Data" Econometrica, March 1976)
has been tested and confirmed by a detailed
Monte Carlo study. We found that the degree of
synchronization, as reflected by the average
micro correlation, exerts a highly strategic in-
fluence on the macro parameters. The higher
the synchronization, the greater the gains from
aggregation. We also discovered that collinearity
can substantially diminish otherwise beneficial
effects of aggregation on macro variances. This
work appears in "A Monte Carlo Study of Aggre-
gation Effects on Regression Parameter Esti-
mates" and has been submitted for publication.
This yearI completed work on a paper en-
titled "Multiple Comparison Procedures Based
on Gaps," which proposes four sequential mul-
tiple comparison significance tests designed to
control the experimentwise type-I error rate.
Tables for the gap tests were constructed using
improved Monte Carlo techniques. A simulationstudy showed one of the gap tests to be best
and this test provided significantly greater power
than the commonly used Tukey Honestly Signifi-
cant Difference procedure.
In the field of nonlinear robust regression, I
have been working with John Dennis and David
Gay to develop a new algorithm for solving both
the nonlinear least squares problem and the
more general robust estimation problem. I have
worked on methods to approximate the "second-
order" part of the Hessian (see report by David
Gay above) and on strategies for using the
double dogleg confidence region to determine
when to use the approximate second-order part
of the Hessian.Ihave also proposed ways to
handle the scaling problems that occur in robust
estimation.
A study of ways to approximate the covariance
matrix of robust regression estimators was com-
pleted and the results appear in "Confidence
Regions for Robust Regression," Proceedings of
the Statistical Computing Section of the Ameri-
can Statistical Association 1975. We found that
for design matrices with columns of modest
kurtosis, the standard weighted least squares
output using data-dependent weights need only
be modified slightly by changing the (-statistic
degrees of freedom from n—p to approximately
(n—p)/2 and using an adjustment factor derived
from asymptotic theory.
During the year we have begun to develop
techniques to assess the robustness of econo-
metric models in the presence of moderate de-
partures from modeling and estimation assump-
tions. The objective is to improve the reliability
of econometric models by providing tools to
assess and perhaps improve their robustness.
These diagnostic tools blend certain ideas re-
lating to elasticity and parameter variation in
economics with the concepts of robustness and
the jacknife in statistics, sensitivity analysis in
mathematical programming, aridperturbation
theory in numerical analysis. An NSF grant has
been obtained which will allow us to test these
procedures extensively during the coming year.
Roy E. Welsch
Errors-in-Variables Model
This investigation focused on the performance
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of the canonical estimator for the errors-in-the-
variables (EV) model—the estimator which re-
suits from taking the orthogonal regression of
variables rescaied according to the covariance
matrix of the errors.
I found that this estimator is highly nonrobust
to departures from the normality-of-errors as-
sumption, indeed to a degree which relegates
it to use only in large samples on data display-
ing no trace of "ouUier contamination."Ipro-
posed a "robustizing" modification of this esti-
mator, which down-weights apparent outliers;
and I showed that this modification is robust to
outlier contamination even in small samples,
given a sufficiently good "preliminary" estima-
tor. These findings appear in my paper "Robust
Line Estimation with Errors in Both Variables"
(NBER Working Paper 83, May 1975). The prob-
lem of obtaining a preliminary estimator has not
yet been solved.
This work on the EV model is related to the
Center's current research in robust regression.
For example, the proposed robustizing modifi-
cation of the classical EV estimator is a generali-
zation to EV of the W—estimator for robust re-
gression (Beaton and Tukey, "The Fitting of
Power Series" Technometrics, Vol. 16, No. 2,
May 1974).
Michael L. Brown
Estimation of Simultaneous Equation Systems
Two major estimation techniques have been
added to the GREMLIN simultaneous-equation
estimation system: nonlinear least
squares (NL3SLS) and nonlinear full information
maximum likelihood (NLFIML). Both systems
have been successfully tested on simultaneous
systems ranging in size from two equations with
five parameters to 13 equations with 63 param-
eters.Preliminary experimentsindicatethat
NLFIML can be computationally competitive
with NL3SLS for equation systems within this
size range. Further experiments were required to
see if NLFIML could be made even more prac-
tical for typical econometric use: these were
completed this summer.
The NL3SLS facility allows the user to enter
a model efficiently, in standard symbolic equa-
tion form. A Davidon-Fletcher-Powell minimiza-tion routine is used. The facility also allows for
iterative three-stage least squares (usefulin
estimating a model with a singular error struc-
ture) and iterative Zellner estimation as a spe-
cial case.
Preliminary studies with NLFIML on several
models differing in number of equations, num-
ber of parameters, and degree of nonlinearity
are encouraging. NLFIML is hardly more expen-
sive than NL3SLS for small models (six param-
eters) and may only double the cost for larger
models (60 parameters). NLFIML may prove
even more competitive, for several important
computational shortcuts have not yet been ex-
ploited. Experiments with several of these short-
cuts are currently underway, and their results
should be ready by the end of the coming
summer.
There are two costly elements to the compu-
tation of NLFIML estimates: multiple iterations
to convergence and the calculation of the Jaco-
bian sum. The usual convergence criterion of
a zero gradient may indeed be more stringent
than is required for most econometric purposes.
Further,itisscale-sensitive and can cause
many needless iterations if the economic data
have not been properly scaled beforehand. We
have developed a convergence criterion that is
not scale-sensitive and that may allow accept-
able parameter estimates to be obtained with
significantly fewer iterations. Preliminary results
are encouraging.
Other experiments will be conducted with a
modified NLFIML package that approximates
the corn putationälly costly Jacobian term with a
much simpler expression. The modifications to
NLFIML that allow both these sets of experi-
ments to be conducted have recently been im-
plemented.
David C. Belsley
Qualitative and Limited Dependent Variables
Since the summer of 1975, the focus of the
Center's work on qualitative and limited depend-
ent variable models has been on development
of software for the estimation and analysis of
such models. The fruits of this effort consist of
two completed and fully documented software
subsystems—one for logistic models of quali-
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tative choice behavior and the second for lim-
ited dependent variable models of the probit-
Tobit variety.
During the previous year, probit-type pro-
grams had been prepared for experimentation
with user interfaces and computational methods.
Feedback from users of these protoypes, along
with our own experiences, led to the design of
the final software. That design incorporates ob-
jectives of reasonable computational efficiency,
ease and flexibility of use, and comprehensive-
ness over applicable models and problems.
LOGIT, the qualitative variable program, per-
forms maximum likelihood estimation on poly-
chotomous logit models. It accepts independent
variables which are attributesof either the
choice maker or the alternatives in the choice
set, replicated or nonreplicated samples, and
models in which each observation may involve
only a subset of the alternatives.Predicted
choice probabilities and a variety of measures
of fit are optional output.
LIMDEP, the limited dependent variable pro-
gram, is designed around a general model that
includes as special cases Tobit, probit, two-
limit probit, ordinal-discrete, and friction mod-
els.It provides a high degree of flexibility in
model specification and a variety of post-esti-
mation analysis tools.
Programmers Mark Gelfand and Rick Wilk
contributed substantially to the preparation of
the two subsystems. Constructive criticism from
users at Carnegie-Mellon, Harvard, Rochester,




An algorithm for the computation of optimal
economic policies has now been installed on
the TROLL system as a member of the TROLL
Experimental Programs series. This algorithm
is implemented under the name POLIOPT (for
Policy Optimization); associated documentation
has been completed and is being distributed to
TROLL users.
The algorithm has been designed to meet the
special requirements of the economic policy
planner. The program accepts, without modifi-cation, econometric models specifiedinthe
TROLL modeling language; the user does not
need to transform his model from econometric
form into state-space form. The measure of
social welfare (welfare function) is specified as
a piecewise quadratic function which allows
asymmetric weighting and the tracking of target
trajectories. Dummy equations expressing non-
quadratic combinations of endogenous vari-
ables can be added to the model and then incor-
porated in the welfare function; in this way al-
most any conceivable welfare function can be
constructed. In addition, the asymmetric weight-
ing facility permits certain terms in the welfare
function to be employed as penalty functions so
that the inequality constraints on variables can
be accommodated.
Once a problem has been specified by a
model and a welfare function, the optimal instru-
ment trajectories are computed via astatic"
hill-climb on the welfare function using a vari-
ablemetric(Davidon-Fletcher-Powell)tech-
nique. Upon convergence, the user may file all
his results for subsequent use insimulation
studies or plotting. The user can control the hill-
climb phase by changing stepsize parameters
and the convergence criterion.
The flexibility of POLIOPT is not without cost.
The program cannot solve stochastic control
problems explicitly; i.e., all additive disturbance
terms must be assumed zero. Further, explicit
feedback-control policies cannot be obtained,
although POLIOPT can be used repeatedly to
produceimplicitfeedbackpolicies.Finally,
POLIOPT imposes a size limitation: the total
number of instrument values to be optimized
equals the number of instrument variables times
the number of intervals in the planning period.
Computational costs vary nonlinearly with this
product; when it approaches 100, alternate pro-
cedures should be sought. As a general rule,
however, POLIOPT is expected to be useful for
quarterly models with up to three instruments
over a four to five year horizon. Linear quadratic
testproblems thatinvolvesixtyinstrument
values have been successfully solved, as have





During the past year research has continued on
theoreticalissues of estimating time-varying
econometric relationships, on improvements of
the computational algorithms, and on applica-
tions. In addition, the methods used in estimat-
ing time-varying structures have been applied
to estimating unobservable variables, particu-
larly price expectations.
The growing literature on the estimation of
models with time-varying regression coefficients
has largely ignored the issue of the identifiability
of such models and consequently has leftin
doubt the generality with which they can be
specified. Last year's report discussed some
preliminary results on the identification of such
models; this research has been extended in the
past year, and the complete identification con-
ditions for models with time-varying coefficients
have been established (Cooley and Wall, "Iden-
tificationTheoryforTime-VaryingModels,"
NBER Working Paper 127, March 1976). These
conditions show that time-varying coefficient
models are not identified in their most general
form, and that certain restrictions must be im-
posed on the process governing the evolution
of the coefficients in order to estimate them.
Algorithms for estimating models with time-
varying coefficients have been installed on the
TROLL system and are now available to general
users as part of the TROLL Experimental Pro-
grams series. These algorithms permit estima-
tion of both filtered and smoothed trajectories of
the time-varying coefficients. The smoothing
algorithm avoids many of the pitfalls that have
plagued other approaches to obtaining efficient
estimates of the parameter trajectories. The
algorithm is described in Cooley and Wall, 'A
Note on Optimal Smoothing for Time-Varying
Coefficient Problems" (NBER Working Paper
128, March 1976).
Approaches to estimating time-varyingre-
gression coefficients draw heavily upon control
theory, Many engineering problems for which
control theory was initially developed focus on
the estimation of unobservables. The unobserv-
able problem in econometrics has received in-
creasing attention in recent years and has stim-
ulated our interest in applying the state-spacemethods of control theory to the estimation of
unobservables.
A common unobservable problem in econo-
metrics is price expectations in dynamic eco-
nomic models. In previous approaches, price
expectations have been modeled as determinis-
tic functions of past prices, or survey data has
been used. Our current research focuses on an
alternative approach: price expectations are
treated as unobservable states to be estimated,
and Kalman-filtering theory is applied to their
estimation. Both macroeconomic and microeco-
nomic examples are being considered.
In last year's report Idiscussed the use of
varying-parameter methods in studying the for-
mation of price expectations and the adaptation
of 19th century farmers to changes in the struc-
ture of markets (Cooley and DeCanlo, "Rational.
Expectationsin American Agriculture, 1866—
1914," NBER Working Paper 57, September
1974; revision forthcoming in Review of Eco-
nomics and Statistics). This research is being
continued on a larger scale using data on a
wide variety of crops from the mid-l9th century
to the present. The goal is to study in some
detail the processes of expectation formation
and the adaptationof economic agents to
changes in technology, government policy, and




The NBER Computer Service organizationis
responsible for the Bureau's central computer
facilities and for disseminating the software de-
veloped by the Computer Research Center for
Economics and Management Science. Respon-
sibility for the central computer facilitiesin-
cludes coordinating the Bureau's computer and
data-communications requirements; managing
the Bureau's block purchase of computer time;
and establishing standard rates for computer,
communications, and terminal usage. These
standard rates ensure the proper allocation of
costs to all users.
In the spring of 1975 the Bureau transferred
its block purchase of computer time from Yale
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University (IBM 360/67) to Cornell University
(IBM 370/168). This change was made to facili-
tate the software development work of the Com-
puter Research Center and to allow all Bureau
users to take advantage of the latest computer
technology. This transfer went extremely well
with the users experiencing only minimal incon-
venience. The smoothness of this conversion is
a tribute to the detailed planning and the many
hours of hard work by the computer operations
staff and those others who participated in this
effort.
The TROLL system continues to be well-
received by the research community. Use of
TROLL, through NBER's central computer facili-
ties, by academic and governmental organiza-
tions increased during the past year. Access to
the NBER's computer facilities is made through
Tymnet's nation-wide data communications net-
work. Several European users have also ac-
cessed TROLL on NBER's computer facilities
through Tymnet's European facilities. TROLL
has also been well received in Canada and is
being made available to academic, govern-
mental, and commercial time-sharingusers
through the facilities of IBM Canada and S.M.A.,
Inc. (Société de Mathématiques Appliquées).
TROLL isalso runningat the University of
Grenoble, and will soon be installed at the Tech-
nicalUniversity ofBerlin,the Universityof
Vienna, RCA Global Communications, and at
IBM's Cambridge (Mass.) Scientific Center. A
number of other university computing centers
and foreign governments have recjuested TROLL
and steps are being taken to satisfy these re-
quests.
During the past year, several commercial or-
ganizations expressed an interest in and re-
quested access to TROLL on NBER's facilities.
Due to various problems which arise when com-
mercial companies use educational computer
facilities, NBER has not been able to satisfy
these requests. To overcome this shortcoming
discussions have been held with commercial
time-sharing companies concerning their mak-
ing TROLL available to commercial companies.
Negotiations are now underway with several
time-sharing companies. TROLL is now avail-
able to commercial users through Tymshare, Inc.
Tymshare will also make TROLL available tolarge government units whose usage is greater
than that NBER can provide for through its own
facilities.
In addition to TROLL a new mathematical pro-
gramming system, SESAME, which was devel-
oped by the Computer Research Center was
made available for limited use by selected re-
search groups. As more real world experience
is gained with SESAME over the coming year,
plans will be formulated as to how this system
can be supported and given wider dissemina-
tion.
Time Series Data Bank
Warren Lackstrom
The demand for the Bureau's machine readable
data bank of economic time series continues to
grow. Internally, the time series data bank has
always been used by all projects dealing with
business cycle research and cyclical indicators,
price behavior,inflation,monetary research,
and by some projects dealing with unemploy-
ment, earnings and other labor market variables.
It is now also used by the large project on the
measurement of economic and social perform-
ance.
Apart from the increased use by internal re-
search projects, the number of outside users has
grown to about 160 in September 1976. This
includes 23 colleges and universities. Most
academic institutionsrequire updated tapes
only once a quarter. They use the data bank
partlyforempiricalresearch,butprimarily
as a teaching tool in courses on econometrics,
forecasting, national income accounting, and so
forth.
A large part of the increase of nonacademic
users consists of the clientele of time sharing
companies which are either not specialized in
economic research or too small to have their
own data base, but who still have to provide their
customers with national data series to meet
competition. These time sharing companies buy
our tapes once a month and put them up in their
system. At present the following time sharing
companies receive monthly updates: APL Serv-
ices, Computer Science Corporation, J. P. Sharp,
Multiple Access, National CSS, On-Line, Scien-
tific Time Sharing Corporation, and Tymshare:
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Time sharing companies whose data base we
update on a daily basis are: GE Mark Delta Sys-
tem, Rapidata, Service Bureau Corporation, and
Boeing Computer Services for Wharton EFA, Inc.
The workload of our staff has been particu-
larly heavy in the last few months, primarily be-
cause of the extensive revisions of the National
Income and Product Accounts. Unfortunately
these revisions—just like most other revisions
of economic time series—are not available in
machine-readable form and thus have to be
punched manually. In order to avoid duplication
of this very time consuming task, we agreed to
make our tape available to the Department of
Commerce, as soon as we have completed the
revisions. There is some reason to hope that in
the future our life will be simplified by availa-
bility of machine-readable output generated by
the computerization of large scale revisions of
government data.
We are preparing substitution pages for our
directory of code names in order to document
the new series in the bank and to eliminate the
ones we no longer carry. Since our current di-
rectory seems to present some difficulties to
users who are not familiar with the printed
sources of statistics, we are experimenting with
a new format which willstress relationships
among various series. Also, if the directory is to
replace the printed source document, even to a
very small extent, we will need more footnotes
and explanations than we now have.
Since last year's report there has been a
change in the data bank staff: Josephine Su has
left the Bureau to start an international data bank
elsewhere and Ann Wood has joined our staff.
Ann has been at the Bureau since 1973, reor-
ganizing the library, setting up microform facili-
ties, and organizing our tape library (see report
below). Connie Lim and Wah-Lee Hsu are still
the backbone of the data bank operations.
Charlotte Boschari
Machine-Readable Data Files
The Bureau's collection of machine-readable
data sets is well on the way to becoming a useful
well-organized research tool. A directory of
available data sets is maintained and documen-
tation is kept on file. The research stafferating fully with the present system which has
been designed to avoid duplication of pur-
chases, to provide documentation for data de-
veloped within NBER, and to maintain a general
clearing house for this kind of information.
Although the tape library is primarily intended
for internal use, we have had a number of out-
side requests for tapes which either originated
in the Bureau or were processed, improved, or
added to by the Bureau. The most important of
these are the NBER-Thorndike tapes which are
now being used for two Ph.D. dissertations and
one research paper. Outside requests for data
tapes arid their documentation have been stimu-
lated largely by the publication of Education, In-
come, and Human Behavior, edited by F. Thomas
Juster, New York, National Bureau of Economic
Research, 1975.
Ann Wood
7. CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, AND OTHER PROGRAMS
Conference on Research in Income
and Wealth
The proceedings of the 1973 Conference were
published this spring as Household Production
and Consumption, Volume 40 of Studies in In-
come and Wealth. The Distribution of Economic
Well-Being, the proceedings of the May 1974
Conference, is to be published this winter as
Volume 41. The proceedings of the 1974 Con-
ference on Price Behavior are in press and the
proceedings of the May 1975 Conference on the
Economics of Residential Location and Urban
Housing Markets are being prepared for press.
The revised papers for the November 1975 Con-
ference on New Developments in Productivity
Measurement are being assembled and will be
edited by the Co-Chairmen, Beatrice N. Vaccara
and John W. Kendrick.
The next sessions of the Income Conference
will be held on October 14—15, 1976 in Toronto
under the chairmanship of Dan Usher.'The
Measurement of Capital" is the subject for the
conference and the following papers are antici-
pated:
New Estimates of the Capital Stock in the United




The Measurement of Income and Product in the
Oil and Gas Mining Industry—John Soladay,
Pennsylvania State University
Aggregation Problems in the Measurement of
Capital—Erwin Diewert, University of British
Columbia
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The Implications of Capital Perversities for the
MeasurementofCapitalGrowth—Murray
Brown, State University of New York at Buffalo
Economic Depreciation—CharlesR.Hulten,
Johns Hopkins University and Frank C. Wykoff,
Pomona College
The Value of Capital and Rates of Returns in U.S.
Manufacturing—Robert M. Coen, Northwest-
ern University
New Books on the Measurement of Capital:
Reviews of Robert J. Gordon on "The Mea-
surement of Durable Goods Prices" (in manu-
script) and John W. Kendrick on The Forma-
tion and Stocks of Total Capital (published)
James D. Smith is planning a conference on
wealth to be held in 1977.
The conference program is assisted by a grant
from the National Science Foundation. Members
of the Executive Committee are: Dorothy S. Pro-
jector (Chairman), Clopper Almon, Robert M.
Coen, Stanley Lebergott, Geoffrey H. Moore,
J. A. Sawyer, Dan Usher, Dorothy Walters, Bur-
ton A. Weisbrod, Allan H. Young, Mildred E.
Courtney (Secretary).
Mildred E. Courtney




Change of Population Growth in Less Developed
Countries (Richard Easterlin, Chairman of the
Planning Committee) is to be held in Philadel-
phia on September30 through October 2, 1976.The following conference will be on Low Income
Labor Markets (Sherwin Rosen, Chairman of the
Planning Committee) to be held in 1977.
There are three Exploratory Committees on
the following subjects: Taxation and Household
Behavior (MartinFeldstein, Chairman); Eco-
nomic Planning and Regulation (Richard Nel-
son, Chairman); and Economics of Information
and Uncertainty (George Stigler, Chairman).
Two conference volumes have been pub-
lished this summer. One is The Role of Health
Insurance in the Health Services Sector, edited
by Richard N. Rosett. The other is Economic
Analysis of Political Behavior, which was pub-
lished as the December 1975 supplement to the
Journal of Law and Economics. Education as an
Industry,editedby Dean Jamison, Joseph
Froomkin, and Roy Radner will be published
this winter.
There are now forty universities, in addition to
the National Bureau, represented on the Com-
mittee. The participating universities are:
Other members of the Committee, elected as
members-at-large for a four-year term, July 1,
1974—June 30, 1978, are Irma Adelman, Bela A.
Balassa, Carl E. Beigie, Daniel Creamer, Frank
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de Leeuw, Walter S. Salani, and George J. Stig-
ler. Robert E. Lipsey is the representative from
the National Bureau of Economic Research.
The members of the Executive Committee are
Edwin S. Mills (Chairman), Leonard W. Weiss
(Vice Chairman), Irma Adelman, Richard Bird,
Robert Eisner, Robert E. Lipsey, and Dudley G.
Luckett. Christine Mortensen is Secretary.
The conference program is assisted by a grant
from the National Science Foundation.
Universities interested in membership on the
Universities—NationalBureauCommitteefor
Economic Research should get in touch with the
Chairman of the Committee. The criterion for
acceptance of a university as a member of the
Committee is the extent and quality of economic
research carried on at that university.
Universities wishing to be informed about pro-
posals for future Universities—National Bureau
Committee research conferences, and about the
availability of conference papers before publi-
cation, should communicate with the Secretary
of the Committee.
Christine Mortensen
Conference on Econometrics and
Mathematical Economics (CEME)
The purpose of this conference is to stimulate
discussion and research on the frontiers of the
state-of-the-art of econometric and mathemati-
cal economic theory and methodology and the
application of advanced mathematical, statisti-
cal, and numerical analysis techniques in em-
pirical economic studies. The conferenceis
organized in seminar groups which meet peri-
odically at leading universities and research
centers throughout the United States. Participa-
tion in the seminars involves a changing set of
senior and young scholars depending on topic
and research being conducted in the field.
Since November 1970, thirteen different semi-
nar groups have been formed. These have met
at universities and research centers throughout
the country—for example, at Harvard, M.I.T.,
University of California-Berkeley, Northwestern,
Iowa, Carnegie-Mellon, the NBER, Michigan,
Princeton, Minnesota, Yale, Pennsylvania, and
Chicago. A total of 60 meetings have been held,














































YaleThe seminars and their leaders currently are:
General Equilibrium Models—Kenneth J. Arrow,
Harvard University and Gerard Debreu, Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley
Evaluation of Econometric Models—Philip How-
rey, Saul Hymans, Harold Shapiro, University
of Michigan and James Ramsey, Michigan
State University
Comparison of Econometric Models—Lawrence
R. Klein, University of Pennsylvania
Decision Rules and Uncertainty—Daniel L, Mc-
Fadden, University of California, Berkeley
Distributed Lags and Time Series Analysis—
Dale Jorgenson Harvard University
Optimal Economic Growth and NaturalRe-
sources—Joseph E. Stiglitz, Stanford Univer-
sity
Bayesian InferenceinEconometrics—Arnold
Zeliner, University of Chicago
Quantitative Studies in Industrial Organization—
Edward Prescott, Carnegie-Mellon University
Monetary and Fiscal Analysis—William C. Brai-
nard, Yale University, and Franco Modigliani,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Analysis of Panel Microdata—James N. Morgan,
University of Michigan
Public Economics and Nonmarket Decisions—
Martin McGuire and Mancur Olson, University
of Maryland
Decentralized Economic Planning and Program-
ming—Roy Radner, University of California,
Berkeley
Global Modeling—Bert Hickman, Stanford Uni-
versity and Michael Intriligator, University of
California, Los Angeles
Seminar groups of the conference have pro-
duced more than 200 working papers, numerous
articles published in professional journals and
several books. These have been widely circu-
lated and have made results of seminar discus-
sions widely available.
For example, during 1974—1975 the Interna-
tional Economic Review published a series of
papers entitled Econometric Model Perform-
ance: Comparative Simulation Studies of Models
of the U.S. Economy. Over 125 pages in each
of three issues, commencing in June 1974, were
devoted to these papers, which are based on
research and results developed by the Seminar
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on Comparison of Econometric Models of the
Conference. A paper summarizing some results
from this seminar appeared in the Winter 1976
issue of Annals of Economic and Social Mea-
surement. Policy simulation studies from this
seminar were presented at a session of the De-
cember 1975 American Economic Association
meetings and appear in the May 1976 American
Economic Review. The above articles all will be
reprinted in a special volume to be issued by the
University of Penhsylvania Press. Also in 1975,
the Seminar on Bayesian Inference in Econo-
metrics published a compendium of papers pre-
•sented at its meeting,Studies in Bayesian Infer-
ence in Econometrics and Statistics, S. Fienberg
arid A. Zellner, eds. (Amsterdam: North-Holland,
1975). Several other CEME seminar groups are
planning compendium volumes.
Two seminars held NSF sponsored work-
shops in May and June 1975 in conjunction with
their regular meetings. A session on commodity
prices, energy, and inflation was held by the
monetary and fiscal analysis group; and a semi-
nar on energy related general research in micro-
economics was held bythe natural resources and
economic growth group. The workshops were
organized to examine existing knowledge on
their respective topics and then to explore fruit-
ful avenues of research. Rapporteur's reports on
the seminar/workshops were issued inearly
1976 and were widely distributed by the National
Science Foundation.
Gary Fromm
Workshops on the Computer in Economic
and Social Research
In 1975 six workshops on various topics were
held. The first workshop, on estate multiplier
estimates of personal wealth distribution, or-
ganized by Professor James D. Smith of Penn-
sylvania State College, was held on May 2—3,
1975, at the Urban Institute in Washington, D.C.
About twenty economists participatedinthe
workshop and the major topics considered were
The IRS Estimates of Wealth, Regional State and
County Wealth Distributions, National Balance
Sheet, Federal Tax Policy and the Distribution of
Wealth, and The Dynamics of Wealth Distribu-
tion.On May 19—20, a workshop on various as-
pects of the economics of pensions was held
at the Brookings Institution in Washington, D.C.
The workshop included topics such as use of
survey of newly entitled beneficiaries, social
security registration of decisions, a framework
for equity and social security benefits, social
security and saving: international evidence, the
effects of pensions and retirements on savings
and consumption, and labor force participation
consequences of social security. The workshop,
attended by about thirty economists from the
Social Security Administration and the aca-
demic community, was organized by Dr. Nelson
McClung of the United States Treasury and Pro-
fessor James Schulz of Brandeis University.
The third workshop in 1975, a large confer-
ence on stochastic control, was organized by
Professor David Kendrick of the University of
Texas at Austin and was held in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, May 21—23. About sixty econo-
mists and engineers from various universities
attended the two-day meeting. The main topics
of discussion related to the use of control theory
in large scale macroeconomic models, methods
of efficient parameter estimationsincontrol
problems, identifications of econometric mod-
els, a sensitivity analysis of optimal stochastic
control policies, uncertainty and optimal con-
trols and control of nonlinear econometric sys-
tems with unknown parameters.
Time use and its economic consequences
was the subject of the fourth workshop, organ-
ized by Thomas Juster of the University of Michi-
gan. It took place at the Institute for Social Re-
search in Ann Arbor, on May 28—29, 1975. The
two-day workshop was attended by about forty
economists ,from various governmental agen-
cies and universities. The topics considered
were quantitative and qualitative methodologies
for estimating time use, measurement of output
of use of time, family labor supply, childcare
inputs and outputs, substitution of market goods
for time, and transfer income effects on non-
market time use.
The fifth workshop of 1975 was on micro-
analytic modeling. The workshop, organized by
Dr. Richard Wertheimer of the Urban Institute,
was held at the Institute on May 29—30. About
forty economists attended the meeting and the
topics discussed were micromodeling the non-
household sector; dynamics of family structure;
toward a microanalytic Monte Carlo simulation
model of the Canadian household sector; alter-
native computer systems—benefits and costs
for microsimulation applications; and impact of
divorce on the distribution of earned and trans-
fer income.
The subject matter of the sixth workshop was
current research in the economics of education.
The workshop was held October 2—4, 1975 at
Princeton University and was organized by Paul
Wachtel of New York University. The topics dis-
cussed were projecting demand for faculty;
measurement and productivity in school rating
programs; stratified labor markets; teachers and
educational production; human capital model
for LDC's; financing of schools, effects of GI bill;
and simultaneous equation model of earnings
functions.
This series of workshops has been made pos-




Latin American Computer Workshops
The topic considered by the sixth workshop in
this series, held February 26—28, 1975, in São
Paulo, Brazil was monetary correction or in-
dexation. The conference, co-sponsored by the
Instituto de Pesquisas Economicas (IPE) of the
University of São Paulo, was organized by
Affonso Celso Pastore of IRE and M. Ishaq
Nadiri of the National Bureau. Over 100 partici-
pants from various countries (Germany, Israel,
England, Switzerland, Mexico, Argentina, Brazil,
and other Latin American countries) were pres-
ent. The main purpose of the conference was
twofold: to examine the Brazilian experience in
indexation, and to discuss the "exportability" of
the Brazilian experience to other countries, both
developed and industrialized. Some of the topics
discussed were an evaluation of Brazil's index-
ing system; indexationinthe labor market;
monetary correction of the exchange rates and
bank deposits in Brazil; indexing and the fight
against inflation; an analysis of Friedman's hy-
potheses on indexation; some considerations
on costs of stabilization policies; and indexationexperiences in Canada, Israel, Argentina, Chile,
Colombia, and Germany. The administrative
implementation of these Brazilian experiences
was analyzed. The relevance of the Brazilian
experience for highly industrialized economies
in their efforts to combat inflation and to limit
the adverse redistributive effect of high rates of
inflation was discussed in great detail. The pa-
pers presented at the workshop will appear in
Explorations in Economic Research (Volume 4,
Number 1, Winter 1977).
This workshop was made possible by a grant
from the IBM World Trade Corporation and the
Ford Foundation.
Planning and short-term macroeconomic pol-
icy in Latin America was the topic of the seventh
workshop which was held on the Isla Contadora,
Panama, October 31—November 2, 1975. The
conference, jointly sponsored by the lnstituto
Latinoamericano de Planificacion Economica y
Social (ILPES) in Santiago, Chile and the Minis-
terio de Planificacion y Politica Economica in
Panama, was organized by James A. Hanson
and Luis Eduardo Rosas of ILPES and Nicolas
Ardito Barletta, Minister of Planning of Panama.
About fifty economists fromLatin American
countries and the United States participated in
the conference. The main purpose of the work-
shop was dual: to assemble an inventory of work
on Latin American experiences with short-run
macroeconomic tools, policies, and overall sta-
bilization programs, and to identify the important
questions in these areas and to indicate how
short-run policymaking in Latin America can be
improved and integrated with long-run develop-
ment programs in these nations. Samples of
topics discussed were the monetary approach
to the balance of payments with empirical appli-
cation to the case of Panama; econometric mod-
els of Chile and Nicaragua; a macroeconomic
model of exchange rate policy and medium-
term development; empirical inquiries on the
short-run dynamics of output and prices; capac-
ity utilization; employment stability and growth;
the use of econometric models in Latin America;
a model of external dependence of the Central
American economies; the Phillips curve and the
conflict betweenfullemployment and price
stabilization in the Argentinian economy: 1964—
1974; and stabilization experiencesinLatin
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America and the integration of short- and long-
term policies. A select number of papers pre-
sented in this conference will appear both in
Spanish and English this year.
This workshop has been made possible by a
grant from the IBM World Trade Corporation and
financial support from ILPES.
M. lshaq Nadiri
Seasonal Analysis of Economic Time Series
Both from theoretical and practical points of
view,itis important that existing methods for
analyzing seasonal components of economic
time series be improved. Economic forecasters
and policy analysts, concerned with short-run
movements of the economy, must account for
seasonalvariationsbecause they comprise
large portions of the fluctuations in many im-
portant economic variables. Especially during
early 1976, public awareness of seasonal ad-
justment procedures has been heightened as a
consequence of large changes in unemploy-
ment rates and differences between seasonally
adjusted and unadjusted data. Also, in academic
and government circles, there has been growing
interest in providing better theoretical under-
standing of the sources and nature of seasonal
variations in economic statistics.
The Bureau of the Census has recognized
these needs and has sponsored an NBER/Cen-
sus Conference on Seasonal Analysis of Eco-
nomic Time Series, held in Washington, D.C.,
September 9—10, 1976.
A call for papers for the conference was
issued during summer 1975 and resulted in the
submission of abstracts from leading statis-
ticians in the United States and abroad. Over
60 abstracts were submitted. From these, the
steering committee for the conference, com-
prised of academic, business, and government
experts on seasonal analysis, selected 12 pa-
pers for presentation, discussion, and possible
publication in the conference proceedings.
The program for the conference is shown
below. In addition, Julius Shiskin, long associ-
ated with the NBER and the Census Bureau, and
currently Commissioner of Labor Statistics, the
orginator of the X—1 1 program now widely used
for seasonal adjustment of economic data, de-
livered a keynote address.I.Objectives and Framework of Seasonal
Analysis
"Overview," S. Kallek, Assistant Director,
Bureau of the Census
Discussants: G. Fromm, National Bureau
of Economic Research; L. Klein, Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania
'Seasonality: Causation, Interpretation and
Implications," C. W. Granger, University of
California, San Diego
Discussants: C. W. Sims, University of
Minnesota; J. Tukey, Princeton Univer-
S ity
II.Description and Analysis of Seasonal Ad-
justment Procedures in Use
"A Survey and Comparative Analysis of
Various Methods of Seasonal Adjustment,"
J. Kuiper, Free University of Amsterdam
Discussants: E. B. Dagum, Statistics Can-
ada: J. P. Burman, Bank of England
III.Improvements and Special Problems in Pro-
cedures Currently in Use
"The Analysis of Single and Related Time
SeriesintoComponents—Proposals for
Improving X—1 1," R. R. BarOn, Ministry of
Tourism, Jerusalem
Discussants: J. F. Early, Bureau of Labor
Statistics;H.V. Roberts, University of
Chicago
"Seasonal Adjustment when the Seasonal
Component Behaves neither Purely Multi-
plicatively nor Purely Additively," James
Durbin, University of London
Discussants: N. Van Peski, Federal Re-
serve System; W. A. Spivey, University of
Michigan
IV. New Methods for Analyzing Seasonal Prob-
lems
"Estimation of Structural Models of Sea-
sonality," R. F. Engle, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology
Discussants: E. P. Howrey, University of
Michigan; D. G. Watts, Queens University
"Seasonal Adjustment when Both Deter-
ministic and Stochastic Seasonality are
Present," David A. Pierce, Federal Reserve
System
Discussants: L. Haugh, University of Ver-
mont; W. E. Wecker, University of Chi-
cago
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"Analysis and Modeling of Seasonal Time
Series," G. C. Tiao, G.E.P. Box, and S. Hil-
mer, University of Wisconsin
Discussants: G. A. Barnard, University of
Essex; E. Parzen, State University of New
York
"The Graphical Analysis of Seasonality and
Nonlinear Seasonal Adjustment," W.S.
Cleveland, D. M. Dunn, and I.V. Terpen-
ning, Bell Laboratories
Discussants:P.Bloomfield,Princeton
University; W. P. Cleveland, Duke Uni-
versity
V. Econometric Modeling and Seasonaiity
"Seasonal Adjustment and Multiple Time
Series Analysis," K. F. Wallis, University of
London
Discussants: C. R. Nelson, University of
Washington; T. J. Sargent, University of
Minnesota
"Time Series Analysis, Seasonality, and
Econometric Models," C. Plosser, Univer-
sity of Chicago
Discussants: G. C. Chow, Princeton Uni-
versity; R. E. Lombra, Federal Reserve
System
VI. Aggregation and Seasonal Analysis
"The Temporal and Sectoral Aggregation
ofSeasonallyAdjustedTimeSeries,"
J. Geweke, University of Wisconsin
Discussants: M. C. Lovell, Wesleyan Uni-
versity; J. B. Taylor, Columbia University
"Effects of Temporal Aggregation on Sea-
sonal Time Series Models," W. W. S. Wei,
Temple University
Discussants: J. S. Chipman, University
of Minnesota; P. M. Robinson, Harvard
University
VII. General Discussion and Summary
"Retrospect andProspect,"A.Zellner,
University of Chicago
Conference on Natural Resources
Gary Fromm
Arnold Zellner
This report summarizes a recent endeavor by a
group of economists to extend and apply the
principles of microeconomic theory to the dis-
covery, extraction and utilization of natural re-
sources. Sixteen papers were presented at theconference at Stanford University and the Na-
tional Bureau of Economic Research (West) on
May 9—11, 1975 under the auspices of the
NBER/NSF Conference on Mathematical Eco-
nomics and Econometrics and the NSF Work-
shop on Energy Related General Research in
Microeconomics. These presentations fellinto
four general categories:
Optimal Extraction of Natural Resources
Market Structure and lntertemporal
Allocation
Special Problems of Exploration and
Leasing
Economics of Renewable Resources
In each presentation, the investigator first es-
tablished the socially-optimal policy for man-
agement of the scarce resources. The solution
depends on the specification of the production
process, the characteristics of the resource de-
posits, the accessibility and costs of information
concerning uncertain future technologies and
resource availability, the potential for recycling,
and the choice of the objective function. Renew-
able natural resources require further considera-
tion of the nature of the functions which model
the natural growth of the biomass.
It is generally true that if the normal conditions
(convexity, absence of externalities, etc.) are
met, then a perfectly competitive, decentralized
market equilibrium will support the optimal solu-
tion. However, natural resource markets demon-
strate significant market imperfections. Several
presentations describe the intertemporal paths
of prices and extraction under conditions of
monopoly,oligopoly, government regulation,
common property problems, and incomplete
securities markets in a world of uncertainty. De-
pending upon the assumptions in a specific
situation, these imperfections shift the inter-
temporal extraction pattern either forward or
backward from that of perfect competition, and
there are circumstances where the pattern of
extraction remains unchanged.
Special problems arise from the uncertainty
in exploration and in the size of the reserves
available. Government policies for risk sharing,
information disclosure and bidding procedures
have considerable impact on the efficient allo-
cation of resources and on the distribution of
revenues among the government and other mar-
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ket participants.
Few of the presentations were concerned with
issues of energy demand models, empirical esti-
mationof demand and supply parameters,
macroeconomic effects, or full analyses of spe-
cific policies. The focus was on the theoretical
tools to model the conditions for socially-optimal
management of natural resources and the un-
derlying behavior in the resource markets. How-
ever, discussants did point to directions for pro-
ductive future research in these areas, as well
as in those which were the focus of the confer-
ence.
The overall conclusions of the conference are
encouraging both to policy makers and applied
economists who look to the basic foundations
for insights to practical problems and to theo-
reticians who are looking for new mountains to
climb. The response to current energy problems
has been the development of theoretical princi-
ples to handle complicated issues of natural
resource management. Yet there is still much to
be done to refine the basic models; apply the
theory developed in one area to another (fish-
eries to timber, for example); estimate many im-
portant parameters of the supply and demand
nibdels; and develop the basic formulations for
many problems not yet solved.
A report on the conference summarizing the
papers and discussion was issued in January
1976. Robert Solow and Joseph Stiglitz served
as chairmen of the meeting and Perry D. Quick




Workshop on Commodity Prices, Energy,
and Inflation
Macroeconomists have traditionally employed
the strategy of confining their attention to the
most highly aggregated variables in their at-
tempts toexplain macroeconomic develop-
ments. They have rarely concerned themselves
with the structure of relative prices, which has
been assigned as a topic for microeconomics
research. As a result, through most of the post-
war period, excessive aggregate demand and
persistent wage-push have competed as ex-planations of inflation. Recent events, however,
seem to call for a reappraisal. There have been
several important changesinrelativeprices
which many people believe to have caused, or
at least contributed significantly towards, the
substantial world-wide inflation that has been
experiencedinthe period 1972—1974. Along
with the changes in the terms-of-trade and fluc-
tuationsin exchange rates, the most visible
changes have occurred in the prices of petro-
leum and grains, but there has also been a sharp
increase, followed by a sharp drop, in the prices
of most raw materials. There have been changes
in the relationship of demand and supply in par-
ticular markets as a result of policy, real scarcity,
or the exercise of monopoly power by suppliers
—changes which require an adjustment of rela-
tive prices to restore equilibrium. What role did
these changes play in causing an increase in
both the level and the rate of change of the
average price level?
A workshop under the joint auspices of the
NBER/NSF Conference on Mathematical Eco-
nomics and Econometrics and the NSF Work-
shop on Energy-Related General Research in
Microeconomics was convened May 8—9, 1975
at Yale University as a first step in assessing the
extent to which relative price changes contribute
to inflation in today's world. The intent was not to
provide specific answers but to generate sug-
gestions as to what areas in both the conceptual
and empirical domains merit further explana-
tions.
To understand the process by which com-
modity price changes cause inflation as well as
the cost of such inflation and the optimal re-
sponses to it, a more disaggregated approach
thanisusually adoptedinmacroeconomics
seems called for.. The workshop participants
sought to examine the aspects of structure and
behavior of the various microeconomic links in
the transmission process (commodity markets,
business practices, labor markets, etc.) as well
as the aggregate variables (aggregate demand,
money supply, output, etc.). This was done in
order to determine what we need to know with
respect to measurement, theory, and policy.
A report which summarizes and elaborates
upon discussions of the workshop was issued in
May 1976. William C. Brainard and Richard N.
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Cooper served as chairmen of the meeting.
Robert Z. Lawrence was the rapporteur; this re-
port is based on his summary.
William C. Brainard
Richard N. Cooper
Validation and Policy Application of Models
The need to explore model validation and public
policy use issues and improve validation proce-
dures and techniques, the extent of their appli-
cation, and the potential utilization of models for
public policy decisions has led to National Sci-
ence Foundation sponsorship of workshops to
define relevant issues and agendas for research.
A workshop on validation and policy application
of models was conducted in conjunction with
two other activities—a seminar on comparison
of econometric models held by the Conference
on Econometrics and Mathematical Economics
(CEME) and workshops of the Conference on
the Interface between Computer Science and
Econometric Model Building. The CEME seminar
was held in St. Louis on June 12, 1975 and was
followed by a workshop session. Some mem-
bers of the group later met with other scholars
in Denver, Colorado on June 13th and they at-
tended the Workshop on Model Formulation,
Validation and Improvement in Vail, Colorado on
June 14—15, 1975. A report on these sessions
was issued in Fall 1976.
Public Forum on Economic Issues
Gary Fromm
Concern about the public's isolation from con-
sideration of economic issues that so vitally
affectithas stimulated a number of leading
economists to seek a forum to meet the need
for greater public understanding of the nation's
economic problems. After careful consideration
of alternative media, contents, participants, and
formats,it was decided that public television
was an ideal medium to provide nonpartisan,
balanced examinations of selected issues and
the policy options that might be used to alleviate
existing and potential economic difficulties.
The Forum was organized by the National
Economists Club Educational Foundation and
has been supported by grants from the National
Science Foundation and various private founda-tions and corporations. NBER staff serve as
members of the advisory board and panels and
as program participants.
Three programs were produced and shown
during late 1974 over the Public Broadcasting
System's (PBS) educational television network.
These programs, on inflation, the high cost of
healing, and the quality of life were aired by
more than 212 stations and seen by an esti-
mated 13—15 million viewers. During 1975 there
were additional airings and cassettes were avail-
able to schools and other organizations through
the PBS program library.




The National Bureau's research fellowships pro-
gram is intended to provide additional educa-
tional opportunities to scholars of outstanding
promise, generally at an early post-doctoral
stage of their careers. The fellows devote full
time, usually for a year, to their research interests
and they have access to Bureau facilities and
associate with members of the research staff
who are experienced in empirical research and
who are generally familiar with the types of
problems being investigated. The nature of a
fellow's research interests usually determines
which of the National Bureau offices is most
suitable for his work.
The program now has two phases. One, which
dates back to 1930, is the awarding of Faculty
Research Fellowships to scholars selected pri-
marily from universities in the United States. The
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation is currently provid-
ing financial assistance for some of these fellow-
ships. The second phase, begun in 1972, with
the support of the Rockefeller Foundation, brings
Foreign Research Fellows from universities in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America to the Bureau.
Research Fellows for 1975—1 976 were
Donald 0. Parsons of Ohio State University and
Daniel L. Rubinfeld of the University of Michigan.
Parsons, who was designated as the Harry
Scherman Research Fellow for the year, was at
the Center for the Economic Analysis of Human
Behavior and Social Institutions at NBER-West.
His research included a study of the production
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and.transfer of wealth within the family and also
an investigation of layoff decisions and unem-
ployment of experienced workers. Rubinfeld, at
the Cambridge office, was engaged in investi-
gations of the relationships between zoning and
the fiscal operations of local governments, prop-
erty values and benefits of enviromental im-
provements, and an empirical study of voting
in school elections.
For 1976—1 977 the Faculty Research Fellows
are Daniel A. Graham of Duke University, Cherig
Hsiao of the University of California, Berkeley,
and J. Huston McCulloch of Boston College.
Graham will be at the New York office; his re-
search interest is in developing an empirically
tractable method for valuing human life through
the value of life concept reflected in "irreplace-
able commodities," and comparing this method
with other measures, such as human capital.
Hsiao will be at the Cambridge office pursuing
his interest in econometric methods for models
in which insufficient information precludes ap-
plication of previously developed techniques.
McCulloch, the new Harry Scherman Research
Fellow, will be engaged in a study of the matur-
ity structure of the assets and liabilities of fi-
nancial intermediaries and will be attached to
NBER-West in Palo Alto.
Foreign Research Fellows in 1975—1 976 were
Romeo M. Bautista, University of the Philippines
and Patricio Meller, Catholic University of Chile,
both of whom were at the New York office, and
Oey Astra Meesook of Thammasat University,
Bangkok, who was at Palo Alto. Bautista's re-
search was on adjustments in trade in less de-
veloped countries to exchange rate changes;
Meller's was on efficiency frontiers for industrial
establishments inChile, trade strategies and
employment in Chile, and industrial concentra-
tion in Latin America; Meesook's was on income
distribution in Thailand. In July 1976, Narongchai
Akrasanee, also of Thammasat University, came
to the New York office for the 1976—1977 fellow-
ship period to pursue his research interests in
trade and industrialization in Thailand and eco-
nomic relations among Pacific Basin countries.
Reports by fellows on their work at the Na-
tional Bureau during 1975—1976 are included in
the staff progress reports.
Douglas H. Eld ridge